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ADDRESS
Read by the President, Mr. T. G. Bayfield,- to the Members of

the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ Society at their Eighth

Annual Meeting, held at the Norfolk and Norwich Museum,

March 27th, 1877.

Ladies and Gentlemen—On taking office the members of this

Society will remember that I expressed a fear, that however

anxious to perform my duties as President, my very limited leisure

would prevent such attention being given to the objects of the

Society as their importance might deserve
;
and I must crave your

indulgence for the many short-comings in my notices of the papers

read during the session.

Among those essays which do not appear in our proceedings, were

several of considerable interest, illustrating as they did many

subjects in Natural History, not so generally known as they ought

to be. These include an account of a visit made by our Secretary in

the autumn of 1875, to Norway, replete with notes on manners,

customs, and the natural features of a part of Europe seldom

visited by Englishmen, except for purposes of sport
;
but which

appears for many reasons worthy of more extended research, and we

hope yet to hear much more of the home of the ancient Vikings,

and of a people so intimately connected with the early history of our

islands, and whose influence upon our national character and language

has been so great and lasting.

At the Juno meeting, Mr. J. H. Gurney, jun., gave an

interesting account of a visit to the 'Bass Rock, in which he

said, the first recorded visit by a naturalist to this spot is

that on August 19th, 1661, by Ray and his pupil Willughby;

and on the same day in the year 1835, Audubon and his

friend Macgillivray landed there. Passing over the historical

portion of the paper we are told, that the present rent of the

x
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island is £20 per annum: in Bay's time it fetched £100; but

when he wrote, young gannets were eaten even at the royal table :

now none but the poorest will touch them, and the principal profit

is derived from the feathers. Incubation is very protracted, and

the lessee finds that the Sea Birds’ Act does not provide a close

time of sufficient duration to enable the young birds to be strong

enough on the wing to leave the nest and provide for themselves.

Every old bird shot in August or September leaves a young one to

starve in the nest. Let us hope, that when that Act is revised

and amended, an extension of the close time may be arranged to

meet the requirements of the Solan Goose. The continuation of

the paper, with the promised account of Elamborough Head, is

looked forward to with much interest.

Mr. Bridgman’s notes on an afternoon trip to Poringland are

full of life and the vigour of an ardent student of nature, and

opened a field for observation as to the habits of some of the small

but not less useful mammalia
;
and the description he gave us of

the method by which a rveasel attacked a rat, shows how much we

are indebted to this abused little animal, for assistance to keep in

check that expensive and destructive denizen of our farm yards, the

rat. Mr. Bridgman recounted several instances of that mimicry of

the colours of surrounding objects, the use of which is to preserve

the caterpillars from observation; and stated that he had written

the paper in the hope that other members would furnish to the

Society their observations on such noticeable facts as probably

would be met with during our excursions, a hope that has at

present been imperfectly realized.

At our July meeting, Mr. Stevenson exhibited a skin of

Cliaradrius fitlvu-s, the Eastern Golden Plover, killed in Norfolk,

a species allied to our own Golden Plover, rare in Europe, but now

occurring for the first time as a visitor to Britain. A Japanese

example w'as exhibited for comparison, both kindly lent by Mr.

H. E. Dresser. A notice of the discovery will be found at p. 213

of last year’s Transactions.

For a description of Delphinus albirostris taken at Lowestoft,

the skeleton of which was secured for the Museum of Comparative
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Anatomy at Cambridge, I would refer to the “ Occasional Notes
”

in our Eeport.

In September, the liev. J. Crompton exhibited a most valuable

collection of bones of several species of Moa from New Zealand,

sent by Dr. Julius Von Haast, for the Norwich Museum; each

bone carefully identified as to species, and in sufficient numbers to

illustrate the structure of these remarkable birds, the extinction of

which took place at probably a very recent date.

The approaching exhaustion of the seal as a British resident

gave an additional but painful interest to Mr. Southwell’s paper on

the British Pinnipedia. The walrus has been seen at the Orkneys

so lately as 1857
;
but from the activity with which the chase of

this species is being carried on by the northern sealers, the stations

of this remarkable animal must eventually become more remote,

and the chancos of a visit from a straggler less probable. The seal,

once a numerous visitor to our shores is now far less common. In

his day, Sir Thomas Brown mentions it as frequently taken,

sleeping on the shore
;
and that it was a regular visitor in the

rivers, is evident from the fact, that at Ipswich its capture

seems to have been systematically carried on, as bone harpoons

used for that purpose have been recovered from the mud of the

Orwell, and were in the collection of the late Mr. William Fitch,

of Ipswich.

The papers which the Journal Committee have decided to

publish, will speak for themselves, and require no eulogy from me.

The success of the attempt to naturalize the edible frog (liana

esculenta), seems now established. Professor Newton’s account

of his re-discovery of the species, will be read with interest.

Mr. Bridgman’s notes on the Hymenoptera, show how much may

yet be added to our recorded knowledge, by the energetic persistent

labours of a single individual.

Mr. Plowwright’s paper on the Brandon Fungi
,
exhibits in a

remarkable degree the extent to which this class may be developed

under favourable circumstances, even in so restricted an area as a

sawdust heap. In this branch of botany we thus owe to a

member of our Society, the addition of a species new to science, the

x 2
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identification of two others hitherto unknown to Britain, and a

third, once only found in Scotland.

Mr. Cordeaux’s observations on the migration of the Stone-chat,

throw one more ray of light on this mysterious subject, and disclose

a line of migration, hitherto I believe, unsuspected.

The memoir of Mr. Lilly Wigg, F.L.S., by Mr. Hampden

Glasspoole, cannot fail to be interesting to Norfolk botanists, as a

record of a man whose labours have never been fully recognized
;

but who as a contemporary of Mr. Dawson Turner and Sir J. E.

Smith, seems to have been in the habit of contributing information,

the value of which was more frequently appreciated than recorded.

As a contribution to the geological history of the county, the

list of extinct mammalia by Mr. Randall Johnson, must be looked

on as especially opportune. The identification of species from

mere fragments of their bones, horns, or teeth, necessitates very

careful, and sometimes fatiguing research
;
and the pioneers of a

new science in fresh districts, meet with difficulties and disappoint-

ments such as can be understood only by those who have experi-

enced them
;

for after a laborious comparison of specimens to be

sought for in distant collections, the discovery of a single fresh

example, may upset the conclusions arrived at by the labour of

weeks. The careful record of the deposits from which these mam-

malian remains have been derived, affords a clue to the climatal

conditions under which the animals lived, and the existing species

of the genera represented, supply a reasonable ground for con-

jecture as to the localities whence the immigration took place
;

I

say “ conjecture,” because in many instances the bones and teeth

are not of necessity coeval with the beds in which they are now

found. Very many of the clays and sands of the tertiary period,

have been formed from the repeated destruction and re-deposition

of previous fossiliferous beds
;

the more solid animal remains

alone, escaping destruction during the rough process of transporta-

tion
;

in fact many shew by their abraded and polished surfaces,

long continued action of water and sand. Mr. Johnson modestly

expresses an opinion, that with increased opportunities of compari-

son, future discoveries may add more species to the list—may the
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new found examples meet with as faithful and indefatigable a

registrar, as Mr. Johnson has shewn himself to be.

To Mr. Stevenson, we are indebted for a continuation of those

valuable ornithological notes, which have in former years added so

much of value to our reports : these and the meteorological tables

by Mr. J. Quinton, junr., have formed annual features in our Trans

actions, and contain facts of more than passing interest. Fortunate

for science would it have been, had such records been bequeathed to

us by the observers of past generations. The occasional notes con-

tain memoranda which we trust will also be found worthy of record.

There remains but one paper to bo noticed, which is Mr.

F. Kitton’s list of Diatomacece : a continuation of the Fauna and

Flora of Norfolk, and the seventh portion of that subject. Minute

as these organisms may be, that they perform important duties in

the economy of nature is beyond a doubt
;
but in the inquiry what

those duties may be, and how they are performed, it will certainly

be essential, that our views be founded on correct observations.

That the work is in (he hands of Mr. Kitton, is a guarantee that

the information conveyed on the Diatomacece
,
is fully up to the

most advanced standard of microscopical research.

An excursion made on June the 13th, by the Society, to

Pedham, Ilemblington, and Blofield, by the kind permission of Mrs.

Burroughes, under the leadership of Mr. 11. P. Burcham, resulted in

the discovery of a fresh locality for Pyroht minor. Ferns in great

luxuriance skirt the upper portions of the ornamental water, to

retain which, the dam is maintained. L>xstrcea spinulosa is abun-

dant there, and also Carex jtseudo-cyperus and Luzula campestris
,

var. compacta ; Polygonum ampttibium finds a congenial habitat in

the quiet lake, and as a thing of beauty, is well worthy of the

pencil of the artist. In the coach house hung several nets used for

dragging the lake; and in a fold of these, a wren had built, and had

just reared her brood at the time of our visit. After a drive round

by Ilemblington Church, and tea at Blofield, we returned home

much pleased with our trip.

On July the 11th, the Society by invitation from Rev. J. A.

Laurence, who most hospitably entertained us, made their next
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excursion to Dilham and Honing. The day was fine, the scenery

varied, and many objects were observed by the members; of which

perhaps, none was more strange to the majority of those present,

than a young cuckow, nearly ready to fly, but which Mr. Laurence

had enclosed in the nest with a wire frame, to allow us to inspect

him with greater convenience. The islands at Dilham, planted by

the late Mr. Shepherd Taylor, were by the courtesy of his son Mr.

H. Taylor, thrown open to us
;
and after rowing round the canals

and an inspection of the woods, we, following the course of the

river above Horning Mills, inspected some good botanizing ground

in the pits whence the turf had been cut
;
the plants gathered,

being Veronica scutellata, the three species of Drosera, two species

of Utricularia, Ranunculus lingua, and the usual grasses and sedges

of our marshes. Especial thanks are due to Rev. J. A. Laurence,

for his courtesy and kindness to us on the occasion.

By permission of Charles Marsham Esq., the almost classic

woods of Stratton Strawless, Avere thrown open to our Society for

our August excursion; and as, since the publication of the White

—

Marsham correspondence in the last part of our Transactions,

the chronicles of those woods have become famous, not only within

their immediate neighbourhood, but in the annals of tree culture

generally, the Society found very much to be remembered in that

visit. I regret being personally unable to be present, but the visit

is well remembered as a most enjoyable one, by those who formed

the party. I hear that Atropa belladonna, and Gentiana cam-

pestris, were found during the day at Stratton, the former

abundantly.

In the study of Vegetable Teratology, our tables have frequently

been decked with specimens illustrating either accidental, or varietal

deviations from the normal forms of many of our British plants
;

and I think it due to our friend Mr. R. IJ . Burcham, to acknowledge

the assiduity with which these have been collected for our meetings.

And we have also to thank Mr. George Asker for specimens of a

variety of Dahlia, and another of the China Rose, in both of

which, the petals are of a bluish green tint : these were cut from

plants grown by himself, which constantly exhibit that peculiarity.
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This branch of Botany is one of great interest, and as we

become better acquainted with these structural variations, our

knowledge of the normal conditions will be much assisted.

Our thanks are due also to Miss Barnard, for frequent exhibitions

of growing plants collected by herself in the Alps and south of

Europe.

In Animal Life I do not remember any specimens exhibited

that call for a remark
;
but the recent discovery of Dentigerous

birds in the cretaceous beds of the United States, comprising many

forms that assist to bridge over the great gap between the birds and

reptiles, is likely, when we know more of them, to add many

illustrations in proof of the marvellous theory of evolution.

Much has been said, and more doubted, as to the self-contained

power of a species to modify its specific characters, to suit altered

circumstances of temperature and habitat : but a recent series of

observations by Surgeon-Major Day, read before the Linnean

Society in January last, has shewn, that in certain fishes, notably

the Anahas or climbing porch, and the Ophiocephalus, the gills

havo undergone a deterioration, so as to render them insufficient for

water breathing—while the office of a lung is performed by the

swim-bladder—and while either of these fishes can live for days on

half dry mud-fiats, the latter cannot exist for more than an hour or

two, without a direct supply of air; and Anahas, according to

Dr. Dobson, is dronwed as easily as a dog.

But in another and higher group, the Salamanders, we find

exemplified in the Mexican gilled Salamander or Axolotl, the most

remarkable and extensive change—a batrachian converted as it

were into a lizard, by a change of the conditions of its habitat.

In 1867, Dumeril communicated to the Academic, the extraor-

dinary fact, that out of the many hundred axolotls in the Jardin

des Plantes, thirty had lost their gills, forsaken the water for the

land, and assumed the form of what had hitherto been considered

the distinct genus Amblystuma

;

this Amblystoma being a true

land salamander, breathing air only by lungs. This announcement

naturally created great interest, not because a water-breathing sala-

mander had changed into an air-breather, for this can be seen any
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spring in the case of the common newt
;
hut because the gilled

larval form was capable of reproduction, and had therefore

naturally been considered as an adult. No cause could be assigned

for this strange and sudden assumption of a higher mode of life

;

for the converted axolotls had been exposed to no different

conditions to their unconverted fellows.

Dum4ril tried the experiment of cutting off the gills of an

ordinary axolotl
;
but the animal only produced a new set of gill-

tufts, and stuck pertinaciously to its old habits. Lately, however,

a German lady, Fraulein Marie von Chauvin, has overcome

all difficulties, and triumphantly evoked Amblystoma out of

more than one axolotl, by gradually accustoming the animal

to live on land, and by paying throughout the process the greatest

attention to health and diet
;
and believing that a description of

her labours will be instructive to our members, I will briefly

recount her plans. At first the five specimens selected were kept

in a tank not quite covered with water, but they did not thrive
;
so

the supply of water was increased, and on restoration to health,

they were indulged in shallow water by day, and a deeper bath at

night. They now throve perfectly well, but showed no disposition

to metamorphosis, and actually retrogressed in development : they

were then placed on land as they were, gills and all
;
but the change

was not favourable : they lost appetite, and free cutaneous respira

tion, so essential to the comfort of an amphibian was impeded by

particles of earth and moss adhering to their slimy skins. A tepid

bath twice a day remedied that difficulty
;
but then the skin dried

so rapidly, that the process of casting it became difficult, and

eventually they were kept moist in wet moss after their bath.

Three out of the five specimens made up their minds to die rather

than improve, and after having lived fifty days on land they died

from obstinately refusing their worm diet : at the time of their

death, however, the gill-tufts, tail-fins, and other larval character-

istics had already become much reduced. The behaviour of the

two remaining specimens was more satisfactory : they showed a

marked decrease in the size of gill-tufts and tail-fin after they had

lived a few days on land; before long the atrophy of the gill-tufts
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had goiie on to such an extent, that though the animal when

placed in water displayed them as usual, they were useless for

breathing purposes, and every effort was used to regain the land.

Friiulein von Chauvin makes the suggestive remark, that the

gills and tail-fin seem to shrivel by an actual drying process

through the action of tho air
;
not by the true process of absorption

by the vital processes of the animal itself. This is important as it

shows how the first airbreathing amphibia
(
Caducibranch iata) may

have been evolved from double breathers ( Perennibranchiala

)

by a

succession of dry seasons, that is, by purely mechanical causes.

Further changes went on. The skin was cast several times, the

gills disappeared altogether, and the gill clefts closed
;
the dorsal

ridge, and tail-fin vanished, and the tail became rounded
;
the toes

assumed a longer and rounder form, and were hardened with a

horny deposit at the tips
;
the eyes became larger and more promi-

nent
;
the skin lost its black slimy appearance, becoming at first

black shot with green, and finally brownish black, with a violet

shimmer, spotted on tho throat and belly with yellow. Thus the

complete Amblystoma form was assumed, and with the change of

body a change of disposition, both animals being now of an

astonishing greediness.

The converse of this series of experiments were made by the

same observer. All salamanders, newts, frogs, and toads, lay eggs,

from which gilled tadpoles are produced : but the black Alpine

Salamander found at an elevation of more than one thousand feet,

lacks the recpiisite pools for its aqu itic life
;
and in correspondence

with its altered surroundings, the young are born alive and fitted

for terrestrial life, having possessed gills only in uiero, where they

of course were useless. Von Siebold tried whether the ripe foetus

would live in water, but was unsuccessful. Friiulein von Chauvin

was however more skilful, and of two specimens one died
; the

other in the course of four days cast off its large gills, developed a

new set of an abnormal form, and lived a fish life for fifteen weeks,

usually remaining at the bottom of the tank. The gills then

disappeared, and the true form of SalamciHrira atra was gradually

assumed.
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Here we have a reversed state of things
;
and the animal has by

a reversed process fitted itself for an aquatic life, although its pro-

genitors had been for generations untold, real airbreathers.

To those of our members who have an aquarium of a capacity of

two gallons or upwards, I would recommend the observation of the

development of the batrachians from the egg. In the course of a

few weeks those of the frog and toad are easily to be obtained

from our ponds and ditches. About a score will be sufficient for

such a vessel as I have mentioned
;
they are no trouble, require but

little food, and are by no means particular as to what
;
the only

caution required being to give them nothing fresh till they have

consumed their last rations
;
and when the approaching change

from the larval to the full grown stage shows itself, to give them a

piece of floating wood to rest and air themselves upon. In such

an aquarium about twenty years since, I saw in the possession of

the late Mr. B. B. Woodward, at Bungay, a newt which had

retained its gills until full grown
;
and I remember that none of our

naturalists were able to account for this anomaly. On its death it

was sent to the British Museum, where it excited considerable

interest, and elicited the remark— “What can this mean! You

have been rearing an American form from a British newt.”

Fraulein von Chauvin’s observations have given an explanation of

the mystery.

In conclusion, let me congratulate the (Society on its continued

success
;

it being financially as well as numerically stronger than at

any previous period.

We have to regret the death during the past session, of a

veteran naturalist, the Bev. Richard Lubbock
;
a name long to be

held in esteem by those who enjoyed a personal intercourse with

him
;
as well as that larger section of the observers of the present

day, to whom that delightful work “ The Fauna of Norfolk ” has

proved a volume as truthful and fascinating as even Gilbert

White’s History of Selborno. A biographical notice of Mr.

Lubbock by Mr. Stevenson will be found in our Transactions, and

to this. I refer you for more complete information.

Miss Martineau of Bracondale, has also been removed by death
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from our list of members. In natural history she took a lively

interest, and had been a member of the Society from its com-

mencement.

Allow me in retiring from an office which I cannot but feel has

been but inadequately served by me, to express my sincere thanks

to our respected and indefatigable Secretary for the constant and

ready assistance he has so freely rendered to me at all times, and

to whose energy I cannot doubt the present prosperity of the

Society is mainly to bo attributed. And in welcoming my suc-

cessor to the presidency, let me request for him the same cordial

support from every member with whom he may be brought in

contact, as it has been my good fortune to experience.
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I.

OX THE NATURALIZATION OF THE EDIBLE FROG
(liana esculenta) IN NORFOLK.

By Alfred Newton, M.A., F.R.S., &c.

Read July 25th, 1876 .

Having lately had the good luck to find that the Edible Frog was

still an inhabitant of Norfolk instead of having become extinct

there, as others besides myself had feared, it may be agreeable to

the members of the Society to be placed in possession of such facts

as I can supply with regard to the introduction of this animal into

the county, and its subsequent shiftings of station therein.

To begin at the beginning, I will quote the following extracts

from a paper communicated by me in 1859 to ‘The Zoologist’

(pp. 6538—6540)

“On the 8th of June, 1853, as my brother Edward and myself

were driving along the road between Thetford and Scoulton, in the

county of Norfolk, we heard a most singular noise, and one we

were unable to attribute to any cause known to us, proceeding from

an adjacent field. We stopped, and he, getting out, entered the

field,—a small meadow,—presently returning to me with the infor-

mation that the extraordinary sounds came from a pond, hitherto

hidden by the hedge, and that the utterers of them were no other

than* edible frogs. Of course I went immediately to satisfy myself,

and there, sure enough, were the frogs—some swimming to-and-fro

in the water, some sitting on the aquatic plants, with which the pond

was choked, and these last were exceedingly noisy, puffing out their

faucial sacs, like so many dwellers in the cave of iEolus. After

observing them for a little while, we tried to obtain some specimens,

but herein fortune favoured the frogs : we had no aggressive weapons

beyond a Walking-stick and an umbrella, and they were wary to a

degree and exceedingly active. However, by persevering we became

possessed of four individuals, three, I regret to say, dead, and one,

* The printer here introduced a superfluous “ the,” which I now omit.
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an indiscreet youth whom we found rambling about the grass, alive.

By the time these were obtained our offensive operations had so

be-muddied the pool and disturbed the growth of the water-weeds,

that the rest of the colony sought safety in its turbid depths, and

we could discover no more. We therefore retired with our spoils :

the deceased were decently embalmed, and are now in the Norfolk

and Norwich Museum. Our prisoner survived the journey home

and lingered for three months in a foot-tub, usually re-ting on a

floating island of cork, from which he would leap into the water

whenever a fly was thrown for him on to its surface, and seizing it

swim back to his station, when he disposed of it in about two

gulps, though, indeed, if it happened to be a large blue bottle a

faint buzzing might be heard for some seconds after it had dis-

appeared from the light of da)’'.

“ I lost no time in communicating the discovery we had made to

Mr. J. II. Gurney, who in reply informed me that some years before

Mr. George Berney had imported a great many animals of this

species alive, and had liberated them in this country. Here the

matter rested until a few days ago, when I received from the gentle-

man last named an account of his proceedings, and, having his

permission to do so, I extract some portions of his letter written

from Morton Hall, Norwich, March 25, 1859, which, I think, will

be found interesting. Mr. Berney says :
—

‘ I went to Paris in 1837
;

some letters which I wrote from that place, and which now lie

before me, fix the date with certainty: I brought home two hundred

edible frogs and a great quantity of spawn. These were deposited

in the ditches in the meadows at Morton, in some ponds at Hocker-

ing, and some were placed in the fens at Foulden, near Stoke Ferry.

“ ‘ They did not like the meadows and left them for ponds. I

found some in a pond at the top of lloningham Heights, near the

old telegraph. I have measured the distance on a map, three chains

to an inch, this morning, and find it to be in a straight line 1| mile

and forty yards. In the whole distance there is not one drop of

water, not a puddle as big as a hand-bason, to be found between the

meadows where they were placed and the pond in which I saw and

heard them. It is impossible to mistake their cry or the two bladders

that stick out of their heads when they cry.

‘“In 1841 I imported another lot from Brussels. In 1842 I

brought over from St. Omer thirteen hundred in large hampers made
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like slave-ships, with plenty of tiers
;

these were moveahle and

were covered with water-lily leaves stitched on to them, that the

frogs might he comfortable and feel at home. These were dispersed

about in the above-mentioned places, and many hundreds were put

into the fens at Foulden, and in the neighbourhood.’

“Now, the place where we found, in 1853, what Avere doubtless

the descendants of Mr. Berney’s importations, is nearly equidistant

from the two districts mentioned by him in the above extracts, being

about thirteen miles from each.”

When I wrote the foregoing I thought it advisable for obvious

reasons not to publish the name of the locality : but, now that this

Society is pledged to the protection of the Fauna and Flora of the

country, I have no scruple in imparting this information to my
brother-members, and in stating that the pond where we found the

frogs in 1853 is (or was—for I understand it has since been drained

or filled up) in the parish of Bocldand All Saints, ami on the east

side of the road upon which we were driving. The spot was visited

by Mr. Southwell, to whom I had entrusted the knowledge of its

precise position, in 1869, but—whether owing to bad weather or

what other cause I am not aware—he was unsuccessful in hearing

or seeing a single example
;
and I believe that he and others have

since made ineffectual search in the same neighbourhood, so that

until the 30th of May last, nothing more was known of the progeny

of Mr. Berney’s colonists.

Great therefore was my surprise and pleasure when, in the fore-

noon of the day just named, Lord Walsingham and I having arrived

at the Stow Bedon station of the Thetford and Watton railway, my
ears were a few minutes after saluted with sounds to which they

had long been strangers. I at once knew the voice of the sweet

singers and almost as soon perceived that the musicians were

lodged in a little pond on the other side of the road which runs

past the station, and hardly thirty yards from the station-door.

To call my companion was not the work of many seconds, and he

entered enthusiastically into the chase—for I naturally wished to

obtain proof positive of the rediscovery—hut that unerring eye

and obedient hand which had so often triumphed over the mightiest

beasts, the swiftest birds, and the tiniest moths, were long baffled

by the wily amphibians. Stroke after stroke was “ducked” by the

intended victim—time was getting on—in fancy I already heard
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late)—when at last a blow more lucky than the rest laid one small

Rana esculenta lifeless; and in compliance with Lord Walsingham’s

wish it has since been deposited in the Museum at Norwich.

While this onslaught was making, there came a man from the

public-house hard by who, in reply to my questions told me that

ho had lived there for the last thirteen years and that these “noisy

gentry,” as he called the Frogs, had been tenants of the pond all

that time. We were too much hurried to make many enquiries or

any careful survey of the locality, but I saw that the pond was an

artificial one—probably a clay-pit or gravel-pit—and that the over-

flow of water from it runs down a ditch beside the before-mentioned

road which it separated from some broken ground, and I heard Frogs

singing along this ditch for an hundred yards or so. The day was

warm and the sun bright—two circumstances which called forth

their melody, for, as Mr. Southwell knows by sad experience, it is

lost labour to look for them in chill or dull weather—he having a

few days after my visit—namely, on 4th of June—passed some

time on the spot without gratifying his eyes or ears.

Mr. Berney has kindly informed me that lie has not imported

any Edible Frogs since the year last mentioned in the foregoing

extracts; and as I do not think any one else is likely to have done

so, we may fairly hold the animals that live at Stow Bedon to be

the descendants of the colonies he planted
;
and thus the species

has made good its existence in Norfolk for at least thirty-four years.

I have lately learnt from Lord Walsingham that lie has ascertained

that it is pretty generally diffused in the neighbourhood of Didling-

ton, shewing that it can maintain itself against Herons
;
and as

I have not heard that any ranivorous propensities have been

developed by the surrounding human population, we may now

hope that it has successfully established itself and will continue to

prosper in the county.

P.S.—It may be proper to observe that since these facts were

communicated to the Society, I have published in ‘ The Zoologist,’

for 1877 (p. Gl), a brief account of the rediscovery.
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II.

OH THE POLISH SWAN, Cygnus immuiabiliz, (Yarrell.)

By T. Southwell, Hon. Secretary.

Read 26th Sept., 1876.

Since Mr. Stevenson’s excellent monograph which I have just

read (“ The Polish Swan,” printed for private circulation), was

written, I have had several additional opportunities of examining

Norfolk killed specimens of the Polish Swan
;
and other important

evidence has been accumulated, which tends greatly to strengthen

my previous opinion, that the so-called Cygnus immutabilis is

really a true species. The Polish Swan has actually been bred in

confinement by Lord Lilfoid, producing white cygnets
;
and from

these white cygnets his lordship has again bred another generation

of white cygnets. Lord Lilford does not appear to have recorded

this, and it was only in the course of conversation that it came to

light. Upon being applied to by Mr. Stevenson, however, his

lordship kindly wrote him full particulars of the occurrence, and

at the same time expressed his decided opinion, that the species is

a good one. Before, however, this was known, the Council of the

Zoological Society, finding that the pair in their possession men-

tioned by Mr. Stevenson did not breed in their confined home in

the gardens, determined to intrust them to Mr. J. H. Gurney,

hoping that more liberty and a change of quarters might induce

them to breed. In the spring of the present year they were,

accordingly, sent to Northrepps, where they at once settled, and

in due time made a nest, and out of six eggs, produced five

young ones, three on the 21st, and two on the 22nd of May;

these were a delicate buff colour Avhen hatched, which gradually

faded to pure white. When I first saw them on June 2nd, the buff

tinge was hardly perceptible except on the back, which appeared

of a rich creamy buff, with the under parts nearly pure white. O11

the 16th of June the largest cygnet was killed by a rat and nearly

destroyed; and on the 27th July, Mr. Gurney wrote me, that the

cygnets were beginning to show some feathers, which were “ dull

cinnamon brown, much like the first down.” About the 10th of
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August, the most backward aud smallest cygnet died : it is the one

1 now exhibit, and agrees as to plumage with Mr. Gurney’s descrip-

tion on the 27tli July : you will perceive that the tail feathers

which are now showing are pale yellowish buff, and that the wing

coverts are the same colour, all the other parts from which the

down has not yet been moulted are pure white. On the 20th of

August I again saw the three cygnets; they had then assumed

nearly all their feathers, and were more than half grown : the

colour was white, apparently stained or sullied by a yellowish tint,

which was strongest on the wing coverts
;
feet pale ash colour, and

beak a purplish flesh colour, differing entirely from the lead colour

of the bill in the young mute swan of the same age. The colour

of the feet did not differ greatly from that of the young of the

mute swan, and 1 agree with Mr. Stevenson, that at no stage of

growth is this a character to be depended upon. When the

breeze lifted the feathers upon the back of the young birds the buff

tinge was more visible. There were also several peculiarities about

the head, with which although very important, I will not trouble you.

1 think it may be taken as proved, that there is a swan

which produces white, or nearly white cygnets. With regard to

Prof. Westerman’s remarks to Mr. Gurney, that he had known a

brood of mixed cygnets in Holland, and another instance recorded

in the ‘ Field,’ for July 8th, 1871, in which a pair of swans in Wales

produced three white cygnets in a brood of the usual colour in one

year, and a single one in another—the only instances of mixed broods

I have ever heard of

—

I would say, that I have very little doubt one

of the parents in each case was a Polish bird, or that they were of

mixed blood. From the fact of more than one Polish Swan killed

in this neighbourhood having been partially pinioned, I am led

to believe, that although others have been undoubtedly wild

specimens, there are birds of this species at large on our waters

unknown to their owners; and that various degrees of infusion of

Polish blood may account for individuals which I have observed

in several ornamental waters partaking more or less of the cha-

racters of both species. Mr. J. H. Gurney, jun., has told me of

such birds on the Serpentine, and at Gatton park
;

I have noticed

others, and one on the lake in Battersea park, so for as I had an

opportunity of observing it, appeared to me to be almost a pure

Polander.

Y
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From what I have just said, mixed broods, or cygnets varying in

colour, are just what we might expect; hut so far from this being

the case, I never could hear of any variation. Seventy cygnets now

in the swan pit are as much alike as it is possible for them to be.

Mr. Simpson who has had from seventy to a hundred through his

hands yearly for the past thirty years, never saw a white

cygnet. From this, I think, we may conclude that if there is

a mixture of blood, the dark colour inherited from the Olor

parent is so strong in the cygnet as not to be appreciably affected

by the Polish strain, but that the characters which distinguish the

Polish breed assert themselves at a later age. Mr. Gurney will

doubtless report fully to the Zoological Society on the birds

intrusted to his care; and as both Mr. Dresser, Prof. Newton, and

Mr. Stevenson will have to give the subject their consideration in

their respective books, now in the course of publication, we may
hope soon to have the long Vexed question finally settled.

March 12th, 1877. Mr. Gurney tells me the young Polish

swans are now pure white, with the exception of the crown of

their heads, and that from one of the two survivors even this small

display of colour has nearly disappeared.

III.

NOTE ON FUNGI FOUND AT BRANDON.

BEING A LIST OF SPEGIES FOUND IN THE MONTH
OF NOVEMBER, 1876.

By Charles B. Plowright.

Read 3 oth January, 1877 .

On Friday, November 8th, 1876, I visited Brandon at the sug-

gestion of Mr. Thomas Southwell; with the intention of examining

certain Fungi which had been observed by that gentleman, a week

or two previously, growing upon a heap of sawdust near Brandon
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station. This heap I was farther told was of such dimensions that

the sand martins nested annually in it; a very interesting fact

alone, and a sufficient guarantee of the permanency of the accumu-

lation, so much so, that I felt sure a visit would be amply repaid.

Through the kindness of the proprietors I had the opportunity of

working over the whole yard, which has been accumulating for

many }
rears. The wood used is almost without exception of home

growth, so no imported species were met with. Upon the sawdust

heap above mentioned, Boletus sulphureus, a very handsome species

was found. 'This has I believe not previously been found in

England, although the Bev. J. Keith met with it near Forres, a

year or two ago, where it likewise occurred upon sawdust. Several

species of the Mgxogasters were growing luxuriantly upon this

heap of sawdust; some in great profusion as Cribraria arg illarea,

which covered several square feet of surface more or less

closely.

Although late in the year a good number of Ilymenomycete

were met with, of which Agaricus seminndus, Lasch., and Merulius

aureus, Fr., are new to the British flora. Of the smaller species

perhaps the most interesting was a minute Splueria, which grew in

clusters upon the ground, in company with a black mould

( Helicrma mulleri) its conidia. This plant will be described in an

early number of Grevillea.

List of Fungi found at Brandon.

1. Agaricus (lepiota) acutEsquamosus. Win.

2. „ .
(lepiota) cristatus. Fr.

3. „ (lepiota) SEM1NUDU8. Lasch. A small but

very well marked species, covered by a white pubescence, “ floccoso-

farinoso,” and having the veil frequently attached in strips to the

margin of the pilous. On one ground amongst chips. I am
indebted to Mr. Berkeley for the name of this species, which has

not previously been recorded in Britain.

4. Agaricus (clitocybe) nebularis. Batsch.

5. „ (CLITOCYBH.) MAXIMUS. Fr.

G. „ (collyria) velutipes. Curt.

7. „ (mycena) galericulatus. Scop.

8. „ (pluteus) cervixes. Seliueti’: and its variety

rETASATUS.
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9. Agaricus (pholiota) heteroclitus. Fr. This fine species

occurred in great profusion upon poplar trunks, very often grow-

ing horizontally from the ends of logs which had been sawn

across
;

this seems to be its favourite site.

10. Agaricus (pholiota) togularis. Bull. =A. arriienii.

Fr. Epic. p. 161.

11. Agaricus (pholiota) margin atus. Batsch.

12. „ (flammula) sapineus. Fr.

13. „ (cREPIDOTUs) MOLLIS. Schoeff.

14. ,,
(hypholoma) fascicularis. Hud.

15. „ (psathyrella) atomatus. Fr.

16. Lepiota nuda. Fr.

17. Paxillus panuoides. Fr. Abundantly upon the sawdust

heaps, but all the specimens seen were small.

18. Lenzites flaccida. Fr.

19. Boletus sulphureus. Fr. This splendid species was

first found in Scotland by Rev. J. Keith, at Forres, a year or two

ago. This gentleman informs me that it has since disappeared.

Fries speaks of it as “ ele'gantissimus.” It presents many very

distinctive characters
;
being sulphur yellow in colour, tomentose,

with a ventricose stem, which is often stained with carmine. Tubes

at first short and golden, but as the plant matures becoming

greenish in colour, and elongating until they attain a length of 21-

centimeters. Spores oval, 8—10 micromills long, by 3 wide.

Unlike many Boleti the flesh is firm, and the plants are fasciculate.

Young specimens change rapidly to blue when cut or bruised
;
old

ones present many carmine stains. The mycelium which is abun-

dant is of a bright golden hue. On the sawdust heap, where it

was first observed by Mr. Thomas Southwell.

On fir and larch.

On chips.

On Scotch fir.

On an old stump, fide M.J.B.

20. POLYPORUS chioneus. Fr.

21. >5
ADUSTUS. Fr.

22. hispidus. Fr.

23. versicolor. Fr

24.
>>

VIOLACEUS. Fr.

25. >>
VITREUS. Fr.

26.
>>

VAPORARIUS. F]

27. ABIETINUS. Fr.

28. Merulius corium. Fr.
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29. Merulius aukeos. Fr. Bunning over chips, etc. Avery

pretty species, and now to our flora, for whose determination I

have to thank Mr. Berkeley.

30. Merulius lacrymans. Fr.

31. Grandinia granulosa. Fr.

32. Thelbpiiora puteana. Schum.

33. Stbreum pini. Fr.

34. „ iiirsutum. Fr.

35. „ 8ANGUINOLE.NTUM. Fr.

30. Auricularia mesenterioa. Bull.

37. CORTICIUM GIGANTEUM. Fr.

38. „ CA4RULEUM. Fr.

39. Cyphella capula. Fr.

40. SOLENIA OCHRACEA. Hoffm.

41. Calocera cornea, Fr.

42. Tremella viscosa. Pers.

43. Dacrymyces stillatus. Nees.

44. Cynophallus caninus. Fr. Amongst the sawdust.O

45. /Etiialium septioum. Fr. On sawdust.

4G. Cribraria argillacea. Pers. In profusion upon sawdust.

47. „ auraxtiaca. Fr. On fir bark.

48. Trichia fallax. Pers. On sawdust.

49. Pericii.ena populina. Fr. Upon poplar bark.

50. Licea fragiformis. Fr. On sawdust.

51. Crucibulum vulgare. Tul.

52. Spii.erobolus stellatus. Tode.

53. Tubercularia vulgaris. Tode.

54. ,, granulata. Pers.

55. Fusarium laterttium. Xees.

56. Helicoma mulleri. Corda.

57. Tricuoderma virtde. Pers.

58. Ozonium auricomum. Pers.

59. Oiuium fulvum. Link. On sawdust.

GO. Perisporiuji vulgare. Corda. On the inner bark of a

poplar tree.

61. Peziza (sarcoscypha) hirta. Schum.

62. „ (dasycypha) Virginia. Batsch.

63. „ (mollisia) cinerea. Batsch.

64. „ „ vulgaris. Fr.

/ Xon-autonomous

l species.
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G5. Helotium citrinum. Fr.

66. Patellaria atrata. Fr,

67. Bulgaria inquinans. Fr.

68 . „ sarcoides. Fr.

69. „ purpurea. Fckl.

70. Hypocrea rufa. Fr. On oak in profusion.

71. „ contorta. Schw. A very immature specimen

was found upon a piece of hard wood.

72. Hypomyces rosellus. Fr. Upon Stereum hirsutum.

73. Nectria sanguinea. Fr.

74. „ EPisPHyERiA. Fr. On Valsa quaternata.

75. Xylaria hypoxylon. Grev.

76. Hypoxylon concentricum. Grev.

77. „ coccineum. Bull.

78. Eutypa lata. Tul.

79. Melogramma rubricosum. Tul. On beech.

80. Valsa quaternata. Fr.

81. SPHiERIA AQUILA. Fl‘.

82. ,,
helicoma. FT. Sp. Upon the ground where

sawdust had been laid. The minute perithecia are imbedded

amongst the threads of its conidia Helicoma mulleri.

IV.

ON THE MIGRATION OF THE STONECHAT
(Pratincola rubicula. Linn.)

By John Cordeaux.

Read 30th January, 1877 .

I wish to call the attention of ornithologists living on the east

coast, to some peculiarities in the migration of the Stonechat as

observed on our eastern seaboard.

The stonechat, although rather locally distributed, is generally

common in every part of the British Isles. It may be considered
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a partial migrant, some remaining throughout the winter, braving

the cohl even of the most severe seasons. Much the larger portion,

however, of those visiting us, or bred here, invariably leave our

shores in the autumn to return again in the spring.

In north-east Lincolnshire the stonechat, as a resident, is com-

paratively a rare bird, local, and nesting only in a few suitable

localities. Rather lato in the autumn, during the first fortnight in

October, we frequently find them numerously scattered in our north-

east marshes and along the coast; very favourite localities of this

season are the low “marram’’ covered sand dunes on the Lincoln-

shire and llolderness coast; the long promontory of Spurn is also

another well-known haunt, where I have found them in October in

great abundance.

Their numbers at this season vary greatly year by year. In some

years congregating quite thickly along our east coast, in others they

are comparatively scarce. By the middle of November the stoneehats

have taken their departure: any we afterwards see during the winter

months ave an occasional bird, haunting the slieepfolds on the

turnips, where they manage, along with pied wagtails and some

pipits, to pick up a subsistence from various eggs and larva} of

insects concealed in the dry soil beneath the turnips. When the

bulbs are drawn and pitched into heaps preparatory to cutting,

these small birds search most pertinaciously amongst the heaped

roots for insect remains. With these exceptions we never see any-

thing more of the stonechat till early in the following spring,

when in the last week in February and throughout March* several

(invariably almost singly or at the most in pairs) make their appear-

ance
;
and may then generally be found in the more enclosed and

sheltered parts of the district, perched on low clipped fences, the

banks of drains, or turf walls near the coast. The stonechat appears

to be a very early immigrant in the spring, preceding every other

summer visitant

I have always hitherto considered these autumn assemblies of

the stonechat on our coast, as birds on the move southward from

some more northern station
;
and the more scattered birds seen in

the early spring, if not actual immigrants from the continent, partial

migrants on the move from one district of England to another. In

* In this district in 1S77 I saw the first stonechat as early as the 24th of

February. (March 1st, 1877).—J. C.
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the autumn I have been much struck with the persistency with

which, week after week, the stonechats stick to the vicinity of the

coast, gradually increasing their numbers, long after our other sum-

mer migrants have left : they, too, in their turn depart, following

apparently the great stream of migrants to the south.

Further information, which I shall now briefly detail, has recently

induced me to alter my views on this subject and to adopt the con-

clusion that the line of migration followed by the stonechats is not

the common route from N. to S. followed by other birds, but rather

from E. to W. across the general line of migratoi’y flight, or, to be

exact, rather from W. 1ST.W. to E.S.E.

Facts, which Mr. Giitke, of Heligoland, has recently communi-

cated, shew exactly identical phenomena attending the migration of

the stonechat across that island, as are observed in the east coast

marshes. Pratincolei rubicola occurs regularly in Heligoland in

autumn and spring
;
scarcely in such numbers as to be called very

common; and, compared with the whinchat, which is always in

great abundance at both migratory periods, may be almost termed

scarce.

In the autumn they are seen during October, some in November.

In the spring from about the 24th to the end of February and the

first three weeks of March. Unlike the whinchat (a species having a

wide northern range), which always comes in great abundance from

April 1st to the end of May and even the first week in June, the

stonechat does not care for fine warm weather, coming when it is

often rough and clouded. Mr. Gatke says, they are the first har-

bingers of the returning spring, preceding the pied wagtail about a

week.

The stonechat cannot be considered a northern bird in Europe,

its summer quarters, except in the extreme west and east, ranging

scarcely beyond the middle zone of the western Palsearctic region.

Professor Newton in his new edition of “Yarrell’s British Birds,”

(vol. i, p. 340 et seq.) lias very accurately defined the range and

distribution of the stonechat in Europe. It is very rare in Orkney;

rarer still in Shetland; according to Professor Nilsson, has only

once been met with in Sweden, and that in the extreme south
;

and Dr. Kjoerbolling says, has been only twice observed in Denmark.

Its northern limits may be defined by a curved line drawn from

the north of Scotland across the North Sea, cutting the European
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coast just north of Holland, and then rapidly declining south of

Oldenburgh, through Hanover
,

Halle, Dresden, the lino of the

Riesen Gebin/e and on to Cracow; and thence rapidly bending

northward again across Russia south of Moscow to Perm in latitude

58° north, or nearly the same latitude as Duncansby Head, the

north-east point of Scotland. The most southern point touched by

this line would be Dresden, in latitude 51° -T north. Professor

Newton says, “ it seems in North Germany to be only an accidental

visitor to the right of the Kibe, and there is no trace of it further

to the eastward than Western Pomerania, where it has been once

met with.” On the Asiatic side of the Ural its range appears to

extend further northward than in Europe, and Otto Finsch in his

recent journey down the Ob (see ‘'Ibis,” January, 1877, p. 57) saw

the last Pratincola rubicola near the last Russian village south of

Obdorsk, where the Ob enters the gulf of that name, just south of

the Arctic circle.

As it is thus shewn that in Europe the stonechat is not a nor-

thern bird migrating and breeding north of the Elbe, whence come

those stonechats which appear with such regularity in the early

spring and late autumn in Heligoland ? and whero are they

bound ?

From the very peculiar distribution of this species in Europe, it

is plain they are not moving northward in the spring, or coming

from the north in the autumn. Either then the range of P. rubicola

extends much farther to the north-east than it is supposed to do

which we scarcely think is the case as it is highly improbable so

well-known a species could hitherto have been overlooked by

English and continental observers, or (and we think this latter the

only feasible explanation) the particular line of migration followed

is one across the regular route of birds moving north and south.

The facts of the case as observed in Eastern England and

Heligoland, all tend to support the hypothesis of the migration

of P. rubicola from west to east in the autumn and in the oppo-

site direction in the spring.

Mr. IUake Knox writing from the county Dublin (Zool. 1866,

p. 222), has noticed that the numbers of stonechats are augmented
in the autumn. These are probably birds collecting for migration,

exactly as they do on our own eastern coast. The Irish stonechats

will cross to England, and along with numbers of our own birds
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work tlieir way across the country to the east coast : here they

assemble in greater or less numbers according to the state of wind

and weather, waiting for a favourable opportunity to cross the North

Sea. It is the left wing, if I may use the expression, of the stone-

chats which at this season sweeps across Heligoland, and thence in

an E.S.E. direction across Europe to their winter quarters in lands

surrounding the north-east shores of the Mediterranean.

In the same manner, in the spring, it is the extreme right wing

which touches Heligoland on their way to the eastern shores of

England and Scotland
;
that is, in the autumn our English birds

cross directly to the coast of Holland and Belgium from Norfolk

and Lincolnshire, and return in the spring by the same route.

Instances, as we could name, are not uncommon amongst birds

of the Western Palsearctic regions, of a migration at variance with

the usual line of migratory flight. Perhaps one of the most

noticeable is that of the yellow-crowned warbler, Phylloscopus

superciliosus. That individual, of a small and delicate willow

wren, whose nesting haunts are in the warm sheltered mountain

valleys of Southern Siberia, Turkestan, and Cashmere, and its

winter quarters in Southern India and China, Pegu, and the

islands of the Pacific, should regularly in the autumn appear in a

distant spot of Western Europe, is confessedly one of the most

puzzling anomalies of migration. From some cause or other, these

small wanderers take their flight exactly in an opposite direction

to the rest of their species; N.W. into the cold and gloomy north,

instead of S.E. to the eternal summer of the tropics. They cross

much of Asia, all Europe, and then continuing their flight over

seventy miles of sea, alight for a time on a bleak red sand-stone

rock, affording little or no shelter. That they should turn up in

Heligoland more than in any other locality along their route is

doubtless due to the very circumscribed area of the island, as well

as the close look out for rare wanderers kept by the indefatigable

ornithologist and his assistants living on that'bleak spot.
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y.

A MEMOIR OF MR. LILLY WIGG, F.L.S., .

OF GT. YARMOUTH.

By Hampden G. Gi.asspoole.

Read 2 ‘jth February, 1877 .

The subject of this paper was born in the village of Smallburgh,

Norfolk, on Christmas Day, 1749. His father was a poor but

respectable shoemaker, and brought up his son to the same trade
;

having first given him all the education that a village school in

those days could afford.

\Yq have no account of Wigg’s early life, except that a writer

who gives a short sketch of him, in the Gentleman’s Magazine for

February, 1830, mentions “that he was very fond of books;” and

endowed by nature with more than ordinary talent', he took a

dislike to his humble occupation, and before he was twenty removed

to Yarmouth, where he opened a school in “Fighting-cock Row.”'

This business which was more congenial to his inclinations (but of

little profit to his pocket), he continued for many years. Occupied

as was his time, and small as were his resources, Mr. Wigg never-

theless by dint of great industry acquired a competent knowledge

of Latin, made himself to a certain degree acquainted with Greek

and French
;

he was also very conversant with the highest

branches of arithmetic.

The parish of Smallburgh lies next the marsh grounds, on the

road between Yarmouth and North Walsham
;
the river Ant runs

through it, and is crossed by a bridge called Wafer bridge, a cor-

ruption of the Saxon “ Way fare”. Whether it was here among the

marshes and the broads of the district that Wigg’s attachment to

natural history first manifested itself is not known, but he certainly

became a most ardent student of the science. Botany was his

favourite department, and as long as he had health and strength

few men pursued the study with more energy, or as far as his

limited means would allow with more success.

Yarmouth and its neighbourhood was his great field of action

1 See Palmer’s Perlustrations of Gt. Yarmouth, vol. i, p. 178.
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than one addition to the list of British flowering plants, besides

many among the Marine Algne, to which for a considerable part of

his life he paid the closest attention. One of these discovered by,

and named after him Fucus wiggliii, now know as Naccaria loigghii,

forms, says Paget, one of the greatest gems in the herbarium. 8

About the year 1800, the Linnean Society elected Mr. Wigg a

member of its associates. Mr. Wigg became acquainted in the

course of his investigations with Sir James Smith, Dr. Aikin, the

Hon. J. Wenman, Mr. Woodward, men of the same pursuits; and

Mr. Dawson Turner, who attributed his becoming a botanist to

Mr. W igg’s influence
;
and in one of the papers of the Linnean

Transactions, Mr. Turner mentions Wigg as his instructor and

coadjutor. (Vide Linn. Trans., vol. v, p. 215.)

In 1801, when Mr. Wigg must have been more than fifty years

old (if the dates are correct), Mr. Turner enabled him to exchange

the drudgery of a school for a clerkship in the bank of Gurney

and Turner, which situation he held until the end of his life.

The following recollections about Mr. Wigg were supplied me
by Mr. George Fitt, of Norwich, who was personally acquainted

with Mi\ Dawson Turner, and others connected with the bank at

that time. “ His place there was a very subordinate one, and his

pay low in proportion. With all his ability, which was consider-

able in a certain way, he never acquired any knowledge of banking

business, and evinced no desire for it.” One singular example of

this occurred during a “run” on the bank in a money panic; the

clerks had to stay at business later than usual, and refreshments

were provided on a table in a corner behind the desks, as no one

was able to leave his place during the day. Wigg went on with

his usual employment seemingly unmindful of the bustle, but

paying particular and frequent attention to the bottled porter and

sandwiches. At length he remarked to one of the clerks, “ We
seem very busy to-day, I never saw so many people at the counter

before
;

” but he was certainly unaware of the cause of The bustle.

Ho was taciturn and somewhat morose and rough in manner,

unless he could be interested in some subject of natural history.

There were two persons with him in the bank, Fred. Crome,

one of the sons of John Crome, the great artist; and John May,

* Perlustrations of Ot. Yarmouth.
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who had been cashier, and was the senior clerk
;
both were wags

and fond of fun. Crome especially, was clever, witty, full of

mimicry, and fond of practical jokes. Poor Wigg from his rather

odd appearance, and the habit of frequently pulling up his small

clothes by the waist (as he did not wear braces), was a frequent

butt of these two worthies.

Crome played him a sad trick one day, by concocting a para-

graph said to be taken from a certain newspaper, about a newly

found animal in South Africa, something like a small bison, and

was named “ Bos Minor." The description, was so circumstantial

that Wigg took it all in, for he did not understand a joke (as

Sidney Smith said of Lord John Russell, it required a surgical

operation to get a joke into Wigg). When he found out the

deception he wa3 very wroth, calling Crome a fool, rascal, &c.

Crome played Wigg another trick, which showed his impatient

and irascible temper, which might have ended with very serious

consequences. Wigg was accustomed to wear a low crowned broad

brimmer
;
one evening Crome drove a nail through the brim and

fastened it to the liat-rail
;
when Wigg went to put it on, it of

course resisted, and giving it a snatch, off came the brim. In his

fury at the destruction of his “Golgotha,” Wigg rushed to the

counter, and seizing a fifty sovereign brass weight, hurled it with

great force at May’s head. May fortunately stooped in time to

avoid the blow, which left a considerable indentation in the door

of an iron safe, in front of which May stood.

Notwithstanding his peculiarities of temper, Wigg is said to

have been scrupulously honest in word and deed, and most singu-

larly exact and neat in all he did. He was very particular in his

method of putting down figures, which he always did from the

right to the left, contending that in no other way could they be

kept in columns and fit for casting up
;
he was always very much

annoyed if any one gave him columns to cast up, where the figures

were placed irregularly.

Mr. Turner told Mr. Fitt, that when he was a young botanist he

received much help from Mr. Wigg, who, however, placed limits

to it. Wigg had admitted to Mr. Turner, that Purala- rotundi/olia

grew very near to Yarmouth, only a few minutes’ walk indeed from

the bridge
; but he resolutely refused to say where. Mr. Turner

was a very energetic and persevering man, and made up his mind
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to find it, but he did not accomplish this the first year of trying.

Afterwards he found a single specimen in a small piece of marsh on

the west side of the Southtown road, near the “Marsh House;”

and not knowing that it was the last existing specimen there, he

gathered it, and showed it to Mr. Wigg the next day. Wigg
stamped his foot with vexation, and said, “ You got that near the

old house on the marsh.” “I did Mr. Wigg.” “Then you have

destroyed the plant here
;

for it was the last that remained on the

Yarmouth station. I wish I had not told you of it.” It was

Wigg’s fault : for if he had told Mr. Turner it was the last, and

pointed it out to him, Mr. Turner would not have touched it.

When the races were first proposed to be held at Yarmouth,

Mr. Wigg was much opposed to it, as he concluded they would

destroy some of the best plants on the Yarmouth station, which

grew on the South Denes. These were, Rottbollia incurvata,

Eryngium maritimum
,
Chenopodium botryoides, Trifolium striatum

(not rare), T.scabrum, T.glomeratum, T. suftocatum ,
T.subterraneum,

T. ornithopodioides, and other plants less rare. However, the races

were held, and the course as a necessary consequence much cut up

and trampled on. Mr. Turner could not at first induce Mr. Wigg

to go after the races had been held, to see what injury they had

done. Some length of time after, when there had been some

copious showers, he was induced to go and examine the ground;

and he returned in the highest glee, rubbing his hands and

exclaiming, “ I was never so astonished in my life : why the races

have done the plants good
;
and I never saw them so luxuriant as

they are on the broken ground.”

Mr. Turner always spoke of Wigg as a very shrewd and acute

botanist, and a good finder; he also paid him a high compliment

by bestowing his name on a 'Marine Alga
(
Fucus wigghii), as

the following extract from a paper in the Linnean Transactions by

Mr. Turner will show.

“ A single specimen of the Fucus was found many years ago

upon the Yarmouth beach, by Mr. Wigg, to whose merit 1 feel a

peculiar pleasure in paying what I consider the most public testi-

mony in my power, by making it known to the botanical world

under his name ;
and as 1 think there cannot be the smallest doubt

of its being totally distinct, not only from every English, but also

from every other Fucus hitherto known; I trust, that however
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uncouth the appellation I have bestowed upon it, the Linnean

Society will share my feeling, and nevertheless sutler it under that

title to descend to posterity.” (See Linn. Trans., vol. G, p. 136.)

It was not only on the Flora, but he also bestowed considerable

attention on the birds and fish of the coast and neighbourhood.

In the 15th volume of the Linnean Transactions, p. 55, it is stated,

that Mr. Wigg had a specimen of the very rare red-breasted goose

(A user rnjimllis), which was killed at llalvergate, in 1805 : ho

bought it in the Yarmouth market, and not knowing its rarity had

it plucked and cooked. This was a subject of constant regret to

him, but lie said the flesh was well flavoured.

In politics Mr. Wigg was a republican, in religion a Baptist
;
but

for private reasons, he for more than thirty years of his life fre-

quented no place of worship. The writer in the Gentleman’s

Magazine states, that his prejudices against the Catholics were

peculiarly strong
;
they were what lie' had imbibed with his mother’s

milk, and what at the period of his birth were entertained by a

considerable portion of the community.

As an author he never appeared before the public
;
but it appears

it was his intention to have done so, and with this view he had

for many years been collecting materials for a history of esculent

plants. These MSS. under the title of “Flora Cibaria,” in four

volumes, and a fifth containing an index, are in the library and

herbarium at Kew. They contain merely extracts about plants

used as food in various countries, from books of travel, etc., which

Mr. Wigg had read, and there is no original matter in any of

them. In the first volume is a slight pencil sketch of Mr. Wigg,

drawn from life by Mrs Dawson Turner, in 1804. and he there

looks like a man near sixty years of age.

Mr. Wigg left no collection of plants of importance, and his

Marine Algie collected at Yarmouth must have been scanty, and

were possibly incorporated with Mr. Dawson Turner’s collection

now at Kew.

Mr. Wigg died after a few days’ illness on the 28th March,

1828, at Gt. Yarmouth, in his 80th year.

It is said that he left behind him a large accumulation of

valuable notes on botany and natural history; of which I cannot

find any trace either at Kew or the Linnean Society, except those

already mentioned, so that in all probability they are lost to the

world.
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The value of Mr. Wigg’s labours are best understood by the

frequency with which his name is mentioned by the botanical

writers of his time.

List of Plants etc., discovered by Mr. AVigg in the neighbourhood

°f Yarmouth
,
mentioned in a sketch of the Natural History

of the locality, by C. and J. Paget, 1834.

Berberis vulgaris—hedges, Caister, Burgh, and Lound.
Barbarea praecox—hedge by Bradwell marshes.

Malva moschata—Mautby, very rare, 1809.

Genista tinctoria—marsh, Bradwell, 1801.

Vicia lathyroides—sandy ground, Burgh Castle.

Crithmum maritimum (1)—Hernsby marrams, very rare, about

1781 (1)

Sison amomum—Caister, Gorleston, 1804.

Petroselinum segetum— hedge by Acle dam.

Fedia dentata—lane between Bradwell and Gorleston, 181G.

Inula crithmoides—a single specimen found on the Caister

marrams, 1784.

Picris hieracioides—chalk hill, Blundeston, 1794.

Pyrola rotundifolia—Bradwell common'.

Primula veris—Mr. Wigg used to find at Belton.

Leonurus cardiaca—waste places, Caister and Belton, 1801.

Lamium disectum—Filby and Burgh, 1802.

Asplenium ruta-muraria—walls at Caister, Ilemsby church wall,

1801.

Asplenium trichomanes—old walls, Thrigby, 1801.

ALGiE.

Fucus canalieulatus—Once found by Mr. Wigg.

Fucus wiggliii „ „

Birds.

Somateria spectabilis—king eider—a female shot on Breydon,

25th July, 1813.

Clangula (Fuligula) liistrionica— harlequin garrot, Mr. AVigg once

bought this in the market.

Anser ruficollis—Bed-breasted goose.

Fish.

Piromyeton marinus, Lamprey—Mr. AVigg had known this to

lie taken near Yarmouth.
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VI.

NOTES ON THE ACULEATE HYMENOPTERA.

By J. B. Bridgman.

Read November 28th, 1876 .

Lyst year in my notes I complained of the badness of the season;

but what can I say of that which is just passed ? It has been bad

indeed for theso insects, at least in this neighbourhood, and from

reports which have reached me, not in this alone.

The winter was long and cold, with sharp frosts quite up to the

end of March : then April came in with a week of splendid

weather, more like summer than early spring. The willows and

sallows were much earlier in flower this year than last. On the

2nd of April Andrena smithella again abounded, also the males of

A. bimaculata and cttriceps. At the commencement of the month

I dug out about a score of the females of A. bimaculata on

Household
;
they appeared to be generally dispersed over the bare

loamy spots, they do not burrow deeply, and generally the mouth

of the burrow was at the root of a tuft of grass, and partially con-

cealed by it. The 9th was cold, a little snow fell, and was

succeeded by a week of cold and snow. On the 16th, I took a

female of A. nigro-cenea with a male Stylops in it; this species is

very rarely attacked by the parasite. I took several other bees of

the same species, similarly circumstanced in the early part of

the season
;
this is the first time I have met with nigro-cenea

attacked by Stylops
;

those which appeared later in the season

seemed to be free from them. On Household during this month,

I was fortunate enough to take the local Andrena picicornis. On
the 2dth of the same month, I captured four males of the new
Nomada at Brundall, of which I took two females last spring; at

that time I expressed fears, that as the bank I found them on had

been cut away, I should get no more, fears which I am happy to

say were not verified, as I took the above mentioned males, and
about a week later, sixteen females : I also found three females

of the same species in May, at Cringleford.

• At the end of April, Hr. Bayfield kindly sent me some very

z
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large ants, which were found in Mr. Fraser’s saw-yard in St.

Martin’s at Palace, Norwich. These were found in some birch

timber, from St. John’s, New Brunswick, and have been indentified

for me bjr Mr. F. Smith, as the true Formica, lierculanea Li line,

hut not that of Stephens and other English writers
;
this I believe

is the first time they have been taken alive in England. The

female of this species contrary to what takes place in our native

ants, retains its wings. It would he interesting to find, that this

fine species had settled itself in this country, if it did do so,

it would not he the first introduced species. I believe the little

yellow pest, that frequents some of the houses in London, is

an American importation
;

Madeira has also given us another

species. As a whole April was dull, cold, and ‘wet.

Cold weather with strong N.E. winds prevailed during the next

month. June also was very unfavourable on account of the want

of sunshine and the coldness of the winds : during this month I

took literally nothing. A change came in the middle of July, and

we had some splendid weather for these insects, hut unfortunately

I could not spare time to go after them
;
though in the little time

I had, I succeeded in taking some very good things. At Worstead

on the 11th, I took off the flowers of Knavtia arvensis, a male and

female of our finest Andrena, “ liattorfiana ”

;

the weather was

warm but dull, or I might perhaps have taken more of them. A
day or two later I found three females of that handsome parasite

Nomada armata, flying about a bank at Eaton, at nine o’clock in

the morning : as this parasite is believed to confine its attacks to

Andrena liattorfiana, and this Andrena frequents the flowers of

Knautia arvensis only, I hunted about for that plant, and suc-

ceeded in finding a fine patch of it, from which I took half a

dozen females of the latter bee, but could not find a male of

either. 1 look upon these captures as very singular, for they were

in a situation I had frequently hunted in past seasons, and yet I

never saw a specimen of either till this year. I can hardly believe

I could overlook such largo and conspicuous species
;

if I did

not, how came they there this year? One would almost think they

must have been there before; but as I know the time of appearance

and the locality, it remains to be seen if thejr can be found there

next season. It is remarkable that an insect should be infested

with a parasite, and that parasite extremely scarce, yet found on
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both sides, and at the south of England, and that very sparingly,

still always with the same Andrena, though the parasite I believe

is not always present with the Andreua. It is easy to conceive

how a fertile female constructive bee might stray and form a fresh

colony
;
but I do not understand how the parasite finds its special

constructive bee. This is not the only case of the kind, for Nomada
hciccata is only found with Andrena argentata, N. borealis with

A. clarkella, and N. sexfasciata with Eucera longicomis

;

all these

parasitic Nomada are far from common, and are never found but

with the above mentioned sitos. At Brundali in the middle of

July I took seven of the males of Macropis labiata, but was again

unsuccessful in my search for the female, which has not yet been

taken in Britain. There was a week of splendid weather after 1

took the males, these had evidently only just appeared and were in

fine fresh condition
;
then came that memorable stormy Sunday,

after which I did not sec another specimen. I can only hope next

season will be more propitious. These insects were at the flowers of

Carduus arvensis.

Last year I remarked on the enormous quantity of female wasps

that were about in the early spring—what a contrast to this year

—

in the spring I observed about half-a-dozen females. I have found

one nest only this autumn, and I saw hardly any neuters except at

that nest, and a few at the ivy blossoms in the middle of October,

where the coldness of the weather had driven them from the

scarceness of food. In the middle of August I found a nest of

Bombusfragrans (which generally builds on the ground) in a bank,

and though I dug about eighteen inches to two feet, I could not

reach it. I took one female and fifteen workers going in or coming

out: two of them I took going in, and one coming out of a nest of

Bombus sublerraneus
,
which was about three yards further on in

the same bank
;
affording another proof that all the Bombi found

in a nest, need not necessarily be of the same species.

On the August Bank Holiday, I found that pretty little autumn

species of Andrena, cetii, at the flowers of the Scabious and

secured a good series. I had previously only taken a solitary

female, and that in 1872. The female of Nomada xantlwsticta

was again found at the flowers of Carduus arvensis in company

with its male, formally known as N. mistura

:

these were taken

during the latter part of July and commencement of August
;
the

z 2
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only bee I found there likely to supply the wants of its future

young, was Andrena coitana, which abounds in this locality

(Brundall). The hot weather we had this summer, appeared to be

too hot in the middle of the day for insects, except a few diptera

nothing was to be seen. Mr. Smith told me one of his friends

found insects at nine o’clock in the morning, when nothing was to

be found in the middle of the day in consequence of the intense

heat.

I captured at Brundall in July 1873, a female Odynerus
,
which

was thought to be a singular variety of Spinipes
;
and as such it

stood in my collection, till a notice appeared in the Entomologist’s

Monthly Magazine for last October, containing the description of

an Odynerus new to Britain, the male of which had been dis-

covered by Mr. Saunders. I thought the description of the female

corresponded with my variety. Mr. Smith kindly compared it with

that species for me, and returned it to me as a very large specimen

of melanocepliala, which is a very scarce insect, and not reniformis.

The genus Pompilus appears to be a very variable one in

habits, as well as in structure. Both sexes of P. fuscus make their

appearance towards the end of July. After a time the males

disappear, the females hybernate
;
and in early Spring on the first

fine day towards the end of March or beginning of April, they

may be found actively at work making burrows, and storing them

for the sustenance of their young. At this time no males are to

be seen, their economy in this respect being exactly the same as

that observed by Mr. Smith, of the genus Halidus. P. gibbus

appears to have more than one brood in the year, as males may be

taken in the spring as well as in the aqtumn; whilst pectinipes,

rufipes, sepicola, exedtufus, and hyalinatus, as far as my experience

goes, appear to have but one brood
;
some species appearing at one

time some at another.

As it is seldom now that I can add fresh species of the aeuleala

to my Norfolk list, I purpose taking some of the other families of

Ilymenoptera, and shall be very much obliged to any Lepi-

dopterists of the county who will kindly save for me any Ichneumons

they may breed; and if they would add the name of the insect

from which they were bred, the locality and the date, I should bo

still further obliged. These insects are best killed with burning

sulphur, but in any way rather than with cyanide or laurel, as
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either of them alter the colour of the yellows ancl reds of their

bodies
;
the large ones may then be pinned. Long pins are an

advantage with Ichneumons, in consequence of their long antennae,

the smaller ones may be fastened to pieces of card or still' paper by

a touch of gum, if without soiling the wings I should prefer it. It

does not matter if they are on their sides, back, or breast
;
I can

damp them and set them at leisure.

VII.

AN APPROXIMATE LIST OF THE EXTINCT MAMMALIA

OF NORFOLK.

Communicated by Randall Johnson.

Read February 2jth, 1877.

The county of Norfolk must have presented a very different appear-

ance from what it does now, when ages ago, mammalia, at present

totally extinct and only known to us by the fragmentary osseous

remains which are occasionally found in the various deposits in

different parts of the county, roamed through forests which covered

this portion of England. It has been my endeavour to make out

a list of the different species which have been clearly determined,

leaving out those about which there is any doubt or uncertainty.

The task, however, is a very difficult one, and for several reasons.

First and foremost, although the materials are abundant, our know-

ledge of the mammalian species belonging to this extinct fauna,

regarded as a whole, is still in a very unsatisfactory state; notwith-

standing the labours of Mr. John Gunn, Dr. Falconer, Professor

Boyd Dawkins, and others, all of whom for many years have

carefully studied the mammalian remains of this county.

The deposits in which these remains occur, all belong to the two

last divisions of the Tertiary epoch, respectively called Pliocene

and Pleistocene. The Pliocene strata arc the old land surfaces over-

lying the chalk, and under-lying the Norwich crag, and the Norwich
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crag itself. To the Pleistocene belong the forest-bed, and the various

glacial and post-glacial beds which skirt the eastern coast, and are

found in various parts of the county.

The total number of species included in the list is twenty-eight

;

but this number will in all probability be largely increased as we

get a further and wider knowledge of paleontological science.

Of the twenty-eight species, five belong only to the stony bed

and Norwich crag. These are as follows

Mastodon arvernensis

ElEPHAS MERIDIONALIS ArVICOLA AMPH1BIUS

Equus plicidens Arvicola agrestis

This meagre list of the stony bed and Norwich crag mammalia,

will undoubtedly be largely added to as more attention is paid- to

these most important deposits.

Of the remaining species, eleven are peculiar to the forest-bed,

viz. :

—

Rhinoceros etruscus

Rhinoceros leptoriiinus

Cervus sedgwickii

Cervus verticornis

Cervus latifrons

Cervus carnutorum

Cervus polignacus

Cervus gunnii

Cervus booides

Trogontherium cuvieri

PALiEOSPALAX MAGNUS

The remaining species belong either to the post-glacial deposits,

or to the forest-bed and these deposits indiscriminately.

The species of mammalia enumerated above, belonging to the

later divisions of the Tertiary period, are much more closely allied

as might be expected to the existing species now characterizing the

old world fauna, than to that of the -new. We have, carnivora,

elephants, rhinoceroses, and hippopotamuses, then, as now,

characteristic old world forms. The ruminants again, are equally

characteristic of the eastern hemisphere, though not exclusively

confined to it. No law is more firmly established than that laid

down by Professor Owen, viz :
—“That with extinct as with existing

mammalia, particular forms were restricted to the same provinces

at a former geological period as they are at the present day.”

In looking through this list of the various species, one cannot

fail to be struck with the total disproportion of numbers between

herbivora and carnivora. In a total of twenty-eight species, no less

than twenty-four are herbivorous, whereas we have only three
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strictly carnivorous and one insectivorous mammal. This seeming

disproportion may, however, partly be accounted for
;
because it is

a well-known fact, that the remains of carnivora are much more

abundant in caves, than in deposits like the crag or forest-bed.

Co-existing with these extinct species are four forms which have

survived to the present day, viz. :

—

Cervus elaphus Cervus tarandus

Cervus capreolus Ursus arctos

I have not described these in the above-mentioned list, as they

are not truly extinct mammalia, although they were associated with

them.

The absence in the forest-bed of a genus which we might reason-

ably have expected to find, is rather remarkable. So far as 1 have

had the means of ascertaining, no remains of Suidae have as yet

been found in this deposit. The absence of Sus is very remarkable,

as it is represented by a form, Sus ant!quus, in an earlier deposit,

viz., the Suffolk crag. The remains of sheep and goat also rest

upon very slender evidence as having been found in the same

deposit, viz., the finding of the tarsal ami metatarsal bones of these

animals at Hasbro’, in a portion of the forest-bed, which most

undoubtedly has been subjected to great disturbance. These bones

may therefore have become intermixed cxtraneously with the true

forest-bed remains.

The works to which I am chiefly indebted in compiling this

paper are—Professor Owen's ‘ British Fossil Mammalia
;

’
‘ The

Elements of Palaeontology,’ by the same author
;
Dr. Falconer’s

‘ Palaeontographical Memoirs;’ Cuvier’s ‘Ossemens Fossiles,’ quarto

edition
;

Croizet and Jobert’s ‘ Ossemens Fossiles du Departe-

ment du Puy do Dome;’ and various papers by Professor Boyd

Dawkins in the Quarterly Journals of the Geological Society.

I have included in this list species which have been dredged up

at sea from the various post-glacial deposits, although not strictly

within the limits of this county. At the time when these extinct

mammalia existed, the distribution of land was altogether different

from what it is now

:

dry land then extended as far as the

opposite coast of Holland
;
in fact it has been clearly proved by the

various soundings taken and other means that England was

during the later Pliocene and earlier Pleistocene periods part and

parcel of the continent of Europe.
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Order PROBOSC1DEA.

Genus MASTODON.

Subgenus TETRALOPHODON.

M. [Tetralophodon] arvernensis (Falconer).—Cuvier, the

founder of the genus Mastodon, in his work, ‘ Osseraens Fossiles,’

tom. i, p. 205, gives as his reason for founding this genus, and

thereby separating the Mastodons from the true elephants, that the

molar teeth of Mastodon consisted of a comparatively simple crown

divided into mammilla}, arranged in transverse ridges more or less

numerous, and more or less prominent, with corresponding hollows

between them
;
while the molars of the genus Elephas, were much

more complex, consisting of a far greater number of transverse

plates, the space between which were filled up with cement.

Dr. Falconer, one of our greatest authorities on fossil proboscidea,

divided the genus Mastodon into two subgenera, viz., Trilophodon

and Tetralophodon, owing to the molar teeth in either of these sub-

genera having a ternary or quaternary ridged formula. This ridge

formula enables us to tell with unerring precision the composition

of the crown of any molar tooth of Mastodon
;
the three inter-

mediate molars shewing invariably the ridge-formula, while the

tooth in front of these shews one ridge less and the one immediately

behind shews one ridge more.

The species Mastodon arvernensis, is the only one, so far as I am

aware, that is found in Norfolk. The old land surface over-lying

the chalk and under-lying the Norwich crag is the deposit in which

the remains of this mammal are found.

The localities where it has occurred are as follows :—Horstead,

Thorpe, Bramerton, Postwick, and Whitlingham.

The chief characteristics of the species are, the multimammillato

structure of the molars, the absence of tusks in the lower jaw, and

the valleys between the ridges of the molar teeth being filled up

with one or more tubercles.

The species seems to have had a considerable distribution in time,

as it is also found in an older deposit than that underlying the

Norwich crag, viz., the Suffolk crag; where it is associated with a

fauna that shew much warmer climatal conditions than the fauna

of the old land surface, where the remains have been found in this

county. It is never found in the forest-bed.
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Genus ELEPIIAS.

Subgenus LOXODON.

E. [Loxodon] meridionalis (Noati).—The genus Elephas is

separated from the genus Mastodon for the reasons assigned above,

as well as by the absence of an isomerous ridge formula to the three

intermediate molars of the upper and lower jaws. And because the

ridges in the molar teeth, instead of being limited to three or four,

range from six up to an unlimited number, in the different groups

of species, Dr. Falconer has, as in the case of the Mastodons, upon

these grounds, again split up the genus Elephas into three sub-

genera, founded upon the ridge formula of the molars and certain

other dental characters.

These three subgenera of Elephas arc respectively named, Stego-

don, Loxodon, and Euelephas.

The subgenus Loxodon is characterized by the plates of the

molar teeth presenting a succession of wedge-shaped elongated

processes, with a thinner coating of enamel than the plates of

the molars in the subgenus Stegodon
;

neither are the plates so

numerous as in the subgenus Euelephas.

Elephas meridionalis occurs both in the old land surface under-

lying the crag, as well as in the forest-bed. This species had a

greater distribution in time than Mastodon arvernensis, remains of

it being found in the Suffolk crag, the stony bed, and forest-bed.

The remains of Mastodon never occur in the forest-bed.

Subgenus EUELEPHAS.

E. [Euelephas] axtiquus (Falconer).—In the subgenus Euele-

phas the ridges of the molars are compressed and closely packed

together, with an attenuation of the ivory enamel and cement which

forms the tooth
;
but as there is a limit to the lateral expansion of

the crown, the ridges are attenuated and elongated vertically.

The chief characteristics of the species Elephas antiqum are as

follows :—the crowns of the molar teeth are very narrow, hence it

is often called the Narrow-toothed Elephant. The enamel of the

plates of the teeth arc very much crimped, and the plates themselves

shew a certain amount of mesial rhomboidal expansion of the discs

of wear.

The deposits in which this species is found, are the forest-bed
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(from my own experience principally from the upper portion), and

the post-glacial deposits underlying the sea along our eastern coast.

E. [Euelephas] primigenius (Cuvier).—This species which is

commonly called the mammoth was first specifically determined by

Cuvier
;
and in fact, nearly all the fossil remains of Elephas were

at first attributed to this species, until Dr. Falconer’s remarkable

discoveries in the Sivalik Hills in India. The distinctive characters

of this species may be expressed as follows :—the great narrowness

or compression and approximation of the crown ridges in the molar

teeth, involving the largest number of plates known in the same

length of crown. The tenuity of and absence of crimping in the

enamel plates. The greater width of the molar crowns than of any

other species in the same subgenus, and the strongly marked cur-

vature of the tusks.

This species had a very wide geographical range. Its remains

have been found in North America, Arctic Siberia, the Russian

Steppes, Germany, France, England, and central Italy.

The deposits in which it has been found in Norfolk are, the

various post-glacial deposits spread over the county and under-lying

the German Ocean. This species never occurs in the forest-bed.

Order UNGULATA.

Family EHINOCERATIDEE.

Genus RHINOCEROS.

R. tichorhinus (Fischer and Cuvier).—The chief point by which

the four species of rhinoceroses which lived in Pliocene and Post-

Pliocene times, were specifically determined, was the existence or

non-existence of the nasal septum, that is, whether the nasal

apertures were divided or not by a plate of bone. Rhinoceros

tichorhinus had a complete bony nasal septum, as the name

expresses. The species was a two-horned one, and fully as large

as the existing Indian species. The enamel which is one of the

elements of the molar teeth, is very thick and more rugose than in

other species of the same family.

This species is only found in Norfolk in Pleistocene deposits, and

is strictly post-glacial. The skull in the celebrated collection

formed by the late Mr. Owles, of Yarmouth, and now deposited
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in the British Museum, belongs to this species. Rhinoceros

tichorliinus
,

is synonymous with the Rhinoceros antiquitatis of

Blumenbach.

R etkuscus (Falconer).

—

Rhinoceros etruscus differs from the

above-mentioned Rhinoceros tichorliinus, in having an incomplete

nasal septum. The animal had a comparatively slight and slender

form when compared with R. tichorliinus. It possessed two horns.

The enamel is much smoother and much thinner, than in the

molars of R. tichorliinus.

This species is abundant in the forest-bed, which is the only

deposit in this county in which it has been fouud. It is also found

in the Pliocene deposits of southern France and of the Val d’Arno

in Italy.

R. leptoriiinus (Cuvier).—This species is the original and typical

Rhinoceros leptoriiinus of Cuvier, and is synonymous with the

Rhinoceros megarhinus of Christol. It is the only Pliocene or

Post-Pliocene species that had not a nasal septum. The form of

the skull is very narrow as when compared with Rhinoceros

etruscus

;

it agrees with R. etruscus in the enamel of the teeth not

being rugose or so thick as in R. tichorliinus. The remains of this

animal have been found in the forest-bed, where, however, they are

not so numerous as those of R. etruscus.

Genus EQUUS.

Equus plicidens (Owen).—If we compare the fossil molars of

Equus with those of the recent species, we find the enamel ridges to

be far more plaited in the former. The transverse diameter of the

molar teeth is considerably less than in the recent species of simi-

lar size. Equus plicidens in this respect resembles very much its

ancestor Hi'pparion. The species is found in the old land sur-

face under-lying the crag in the forest-bed, and dredged up off the

Norfolk coast from post-glacial deposits.

Genus HIPPOPOTAMUS.

Subgenus TETRAPROTODON.

II. major (Owen).—The genus Hippopotamus comprises two sub-

genera, llexaprotodon and Tetraprotodon
;
so named on account of

the number of the incisor teeth being in the former case six, and in

the latter four, above and below.
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To the subgenus Tetraprotodon, Hippopotamus major belongs

:

it is the most divergent form in the subgenus. The chief character-

istics of the species are :—the shortness of the cranium, the possession

of posterior orbits, the great elevation of the sagittal and occipital

crests, and the excessive elongation of the upper margin of the

orbits above the plane of the brow.

Hippopotamus major is found in the forest-bed
;
and curiously

enough the remains of this animal that have come under my own

notice, are nearly all of them marked Cromer : so the species seems

to have been limited to a particular place in this deposit.

The occurrence of Hippopotamus in the crag is extremely doubtful.

I have seen a piece of ivory from the crag with exactly the same

texture as the ivory of Hippopotamus : this is, so far as I am aware,

the only evidence of its occurrence in the crag.

Section RUMINANTIA.

Genus BISON.

Bison priscus (Bojanus).—In the section Buminantia, the chief

characteristics are :—the stomach being so formed as to allow of a

second mastication of the food, hence the name of the section
;
the

presence of incisors in the lower jaw only; the molars, almost always

six on each side of both jaws, have their crown marked by two

double crescents, with the convexity turned inwards in the upper

set, and outwards in the lower
;
the presence of two toes and two

hoofs, flattened at the contiguous sides, so as to resemble a single

hoof cloven.

Owen in his ‘ Brit. Foss. Mamin, and Birds,’ quoting from

Cuvier’s ‘ Menagerie du Museum d’Histoire Naturelle,’ mentions

the chief characteristics of Bison priscus as follows :

—

“ The forehead of the ox is flat and even slightly concave
;
that

of bison is convex
;

it is quadrate in tbe ox, its height, taking the

base between the orbits, being equal to its breadth
;

in the bison,

measured at the same place, the breadth greatly exceeds the height

in the proportion of three to two. The horns arc attached in the

ox to the extremity of the highest salient line in the head, that

which separates the forehead from the occiput
;

in the bison this

lino is two inches below the root of the horns : tho plane of tho

occiput forms an acute angle with the forehead in the ox
;
the
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angle is obtuse in the bison
;

finally that plane of the occiput is

quadrangular in the ox but semi-circular in the bison.”

Remains of the species are found in the forest-bed, and dredged

from the post-glacial deposits on the coasts.

This species seems to have been the direct ancestor of the

Lithuanian aurochs now strictly preserved in the forests of

Lithuania.

Genus BOS.

B. primigenius (Bojanus).

—

Dos primigenius differs from the

Bison priscus for the reasons mentioned above, as well as by the

greater length of its horns. It seems to have been equal in size if

not even superior to Bison priscus. It seems to have existed down

to the historical period, as it is mentioned under the name of

Unis by Caesar, as existing in bis day in the great Ilercynian

forest. It is also mentioned in an old German ballad of the

twelfth century as having been slain with other animals, in a

great hunt which took place in the forest of Worms.

The fino skulls and horn cores in the Norwich Museum, were

obtained from the peat in cutting the North AValsham and Dilham

canal.

B. longifuons (Owen).—This species differs from Bos primigenius

in its great inferiority of size. The horn cores are also much smaller

and shorter, as well as differently directed; the forehead is less

concave, in fact nearly flat
;

the frontal bones extend further

beyond the orbits before they join the nasals.

Professor Bell in his ‘British Quadrupeds,’ page 414, seems to

think that, Bos primigenius was the probable ancestor of our present

domestic ox. It seems, however, more reasonable to suppose that

Bos longifrons was the ancestor, for this reason : Bos longifeons is

known to have been domesticated. It is found associated with

the works of man in the Neolithic interments, as well as the

later Romano-British burial grounds. The associated mammalia

are the pig, goat, dog, which were no doubt kept in a state of

domestication by the early races of man that inhabited western

Europe.

This species is found in the alluvial deposits in Norfolk, and, in

fact, often on the present surface of the land.
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Family CERVIDiE.

Genus CERVUS.

Subgenus MEGACEROS Owen.

C. [Meoaceros] hibernicus (Owen).—This species seems

to have had some of the characters of the elk, the reindeer,

and the fallow deer, combined with others peculiar to itself. It

differed from the existing elk, to which however it is closely allied,

by its immense size, and the possession of a brow antler which is

not present in Cervus dices. From Cervus dama
,
or the fallow

deer, it also differed, because in the fallow deer all the branches

above the bez-antler are sent off from the posterior margin and end

of the palm, while in Megaceros they are all with one exception

sent off from the anterior and terminal margin.

The species is found in the forest-bed, and dredged from post-

glacial deposits' along the coast.

Subgenus ENCLADOCEROS Falconer.

C. [Encladoceros] sedgwickii (Gunn).—Dr. Falconer who

founded this snbgenus, says in his ‘ Palseontograpliical Memoirs,’

vol. ii, p. 473, the chief characteristics are as follows:—“Horns

pedunculate without brow or bez-antlers
;
beam and compound

antlers compressed, the latter thrown off forwards and terminating

without palmation in long tynes.”

Of the species Cervus sedgwickii, he goes on to say, “ Horns

very ample, indicating a large species. Bar prominent without

obliquity. Beam cylindrical and straight at the base, compressed

upwards, giving from its anterior margin three sub-equidistant

antlers which, from the summit downwards, are successively hi-,

tri-, and quadri-furcate. Tynes long, straight, and conical, diverg-

ing in the same vertical plane. A single elongated tyne or forkC?)

terminating the beam.”

In a letter I received from Professor Boyd Dawkins, he informs

me that Cervus sedgwickii is undoubtedly the same as the Cervus

martialis of Gervais. Cervus martialis possessed sub-compressed

ramified antlers, slightly expanding at the base of the terminal

divisions
;
the brow tyne was also absent. In this respect Cervus

martialis agrees very closely with Cervus sedgwickii; and from the

different remains of Cervus martialis which have come under my
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notice, I am inclined to think that the Cervus sedgwickii of Gunn

and the Cervus martiulis of Gervais are identical.

The deposit in which this interesting form of deer occurs, is the

forest-bed. The fine antler in the Norwich Museum having been

obtained from the gravel pan of the forest-bed at Bacton.

C. [Megaceros] latifrons (Johnson).—In the ‘Annals and

Magazine of Natural History’ for January, 1874, I described a new

species of fossil deer under the name Cervus latifrons. The species

in question belongs to the large subgenus of palmated deer, of

which Cervus megaceros is a well-known example. It is character-

ized by the great breadth of the frontal bone, the extreme shortness

of the pedicle (if a pediclo can really be said to exist at all), the

absence of a brow antler, the beam of the antler being given off

from the frontal bone nearly at right angles, with a slight curvature

downwards
;
while at about the distance of twelve inches from the

burr palmation commences, and a huge tyne is given ofT from the

anterior surface of tho beam, which curves round so as to form

almost a semicircle. This species occurs'in the forest-bed.

C. VERTicoRXis (Dawkins).—From a right antler in the

Jermyn Street Museum, Professor Boyd Dawkins has described

this species. Dr. Falconer has described the same species under

the name C. strongyloceros.

Tho chief characteristics are as follows :—the brow antler is

given off about two inches above the burr, and is curved abruptly

downwards and outwards like a huge hook. The beam above is

quite terete but oval, and gives off from the anterior outside

a second large antler, at about from six to seven inches from

the burr. The species appears to indicate a huge deer as large as

the Irish elk, but quite distinct.

The habitat of this species was the fore3t-bed.

C. [Megaceros] carnutorum (Dawkins).—In the Quarterly

Journal of the Geological Society, for Nov. 1st, 1872, p. 409,

Professor Boyd Dawkins has described this species. The brow

antler rises at about two inches from the burr. Tho beam is deeply

channelled and cylindrical. The skull differs from the true Irish

elk in the interval between the bases of the antlers being smaller.

' The specimen from which the species was described is [in the

Norwich Museum, and comes from the forest-bed.

C. polign acos (Gunn).—The Abb<$ Croizet and M. Jobert
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in a work entitled ‘ Recherch.es sur les Ossemens Fossiles du

Departement du Puy de Dome,’ publishes the figure of an antler

which agrees exactly with a specimen in the Norwich Museum.

The species to which this antler belonged, Mr. Gunn has named
Cervus polignacus. The fragment named above is a shed antler,

throwing off from the beam a brow antler, which nearly continues

the beam downwards : the beam itself is deeply channelled
;
round

below, and flattened a little above.

The fragment upon which the species is founded conies from

the forest-bed.

C. gunnii (Dawkins). —A fragment of an antler, belonging to

a large palmated deer, in the Jermyn Street Museum, is labelled

Cervus gunnii
,
but so far as I am aware has not been described.

The specimen comes from the collection of the Eev. S. W. King,

and was obtained from the forest-bed.

C. booides (Gunn).—In the Norwich Museum is a very re-

markable fragment of an antler, to which Mr. Gunn has given

the name Cervus booides, on account of its great resemblance to

the horn cores of Bos. It has all the true characteristics of a

cervine antler, but is given off from the skull exactly similar to the

horn cores of Bos or Bison. This specimen comes from the gravel

pan of the forest-bed.

Order CARNIVORA.

Section PLANTIGRADA.

Genus URSUS.

U. SPELiEUS (Blumenbach).—The chief characteristics of this

species are as follows :—the long edentulous interval between the

canine tooth and the first of the series of four molars
;
the com-

plicated crown of the first and smallest of the molars
;
and the

superior breadth of the fourth molar, when compared with that of

the common and grizzly bears. The enormous size of the animal,

it being larger than the Ursus ferox, or grizzly bear of North

America, is another point. In this species no false molars are

present in the upper jaw. The zygomatic arch of the skull is also

broader and shorter, comparatively, than in Ursus arctos or Ursus

priscus.

Specimens of the bones and teeth of this species have been
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found in the forest-bed, and also dredged from the post glacial

deposits.

U. priscus (Goldfuss).

—

Ursus prisons was a smaller species than

Ursus spelasua. The chief difference between Ursus priscus and

Ursus spelaius, is the presence of two false molars in the upper jaw

of Ursus priscus, which are entirely wanting in Ursus spclceus.

The species is found in the forest-bed.

Genus FELIS.

Maciiairodus latidens (Kaup).—This species is one of the most

remarkable fossil forms of Carnivora that has yet been discovered

in Pleistocene deposits. It takes its name from the long, curved,

compressed canines which armed the upper jaw. The edges of

these canine teeth were finely serrated, and more resemble the

teeth of tho extinct reptile Megalosaurns than any known car-

nivorous mammal. The shape of the skull best accords with that

of the pantlior, than any other existing Carnivore.

The only Norfolk specimen that I have seen is in the collection

of Mr. Jarvis, of Cromer. The specimen is a canine tooth, and

was picked up on the beach at Cromer. It is probably from the

forest-bed.

Order EODENTIA.

Genus TROGONTIIERIU.M Fischer.

Trogontuerium cuvieri (Fischer).—This species, which exceeded

in size the largest specimens of the European beaver known, differs

from Castor europmis in the following points.

Tho last molar in the upper jaw is longer, instead of being

shorter, than the other molars, as is the case in Castor europmis.

The antero-posterior and transverse diameters of the first molar

exceed by one-third those of the second
;
the second and third

molars are smaller in proportion to the incisor, than in Castor.

Trogontherium cuvieri is frequent in the forest-bed.

Genus ARVICOLA.

Arvioola ampiiibius (Owen).—This fossil species of water-rat

differs from the existing species, principally from the fact that the

bones are a little smaller in the fossil species
;
the jaws and teeth

agree in size as well as in other characters.

A A
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.Numerous remains of this species are found in the Norwich

crag and also in the forest-bed.

Arvicola agrestis (Fleming).—The teeth of Arvicola agrestis

may be easily recognised from those of A. amphibius, by the fact

that the second molar in A. agrestis has five cemental spaces instead

of four, as in A. amphibius. The third upper molar shews a minute

supplementary angle on the outside.

The species is found, together with A. amphibius
,
in the Norwich

crag and forest-bed.

Order INSECTIYOEA.

Genus PALJEOSPALAX.

P. magnus (Owen).—Professor Owen, from a lower jaw of an

insectivorous mammal, found in the forest-bed, has founded the

genus Palseospalax. This animal was a water-mole, and exceeded

the common mole in size as much as Trogontherium did the

European beaver. It differs from the common mole, not only in

its larger size, but also in the fact that there is between the two

principal cusps of each molar tooth a small tubercle, of which

there is no trace in recent insectivora.

Two specimens of lower jaws have been found in the forest-bed.

One is in the British Museum, and the other in the collection of

Mr. Savin, of Cromer.

"VIII.

MEMOIR OF THE LATE REV. RICHARD LUBBOCK.

By Henry Stevenson, F.L.S.

Read 27 tli Feb., 1877.

Many authors have acquired an established reputation not merely

by the excellence but by the multiplicity of their published

works, whilst others have attained a not less imperishable fame by

one effort of genius—a single contribution to some particular class

of literature, with which, for all time, they are personally identified

;

and in this sense it would bo as impossible to disconnect the name



of Gilbert White from the ‘ Natural History of Selborne,’ as that

of Richard Lubbock from the ‘ Fauna of Norfolk.’

The subject of this memoir, born in 1798, was the eldest and last

survivor of the eight children of Richard Lubbock, M. D., an eminent

physician in Norwich, and shortly after his father’s death, in 1808,

he was sent, under the advice of Dr. Parr—who had resigned the

mastership of the Norwich Grammar School some few years before

—to a school at Chiswick, where Dr. Horne was then head-master.

Intended for the Church, his education was subsequently continued

under a private tutor before entering upon a University career, and

having passed through the usual course as a graduate of Pembroke

Hall, Cambridge, ho took his B.A. degree in 1824, and that of

M.A. in the following year, when ho was also ordained.

His taste for natural history appears to have been very early

developed, and as a lad ho was always welcomed by his uncle, the

lato Mr. J. Postle, of Colney Hall, who, was accustomed to say,

whenever Lubbock walked over, gun and rod in hand, from his

mother’s residence at Norwich, “ now the larder will be well

filled.” Mr. Postle also possessed a good collection of stuffed

birds and other objects of natural history which had an attraction

for the young ornithologist, and to which no doubt he contributed

from time to time, the river and low-lying meadows at Colney

being noted in those days for snipe and wildfowl, and the stream

itself was formerly known as “the Swan River,” from the frequent

appearance there of wild swans in hard winters.

Soon after ordination Mr. Lubbock obtained a curacy at Down-

ham, on the western side of the county, which afforded opportuni-

ties for studying the fauna of the “ Fen district,” at a time when

its main features had been but little altered by drainage and

cultivation; and the shores of the Wash, some twelve miles north

of Downham, gave facilities, as well, for acquiring a knowledge of

the habits of the numerous shore birds which then, resident as

well as migratory, frequented the sandy flats and mussel-scalps of

that portion of the coast. Three other curacies held by him, after

leaving Downham, were all situated within a few miles of Norwich,

and, in point of locality, were equally fortunate as regarded his

tastes and out-door pursuits. Whether by accident, therefore, or

choice, the villages of Ilcllington, Rockland, and Bramcrton,

became successively the scenes of his clerical duties, it is evident

A A 2
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that, under all circumstances, his “lines had fallen in pleasant

places.” At Rockland and Bramerton especially, the close vicinity

of the two chief broads on the Yare commenced that intimate

acquaintance with the feathered denizens of our broads and

marshes which forms by far the most important feature in the

ornithological portion of his work. His experience, however, as a

naturalist and sportsman was by no means confined to his own

county, as from notes in his interleaved copy of Bewick’s ‘ British

Birds,’ as well as in the ‘ Fauna,’ we have evidence, between the

years 1823 and 1837, of holidays spent in shooting and fishing, in

Wales and the Highlands of Scotland, with occasional excursions

on the continent, chiefly for fly fishing, in Normandy, Switzerland,

and Northern Italy. Simultaneously with his obtaining the

curacy at Bramerton, in 1835, Mr. Lubbock married a daughter of

the late William Unthank, Esq., of Heigham, and continued to

reside there, in a pretty cottage overlooking the river, then the

property of Captain Alexander, until, in 1837, he was presented to

the rectory of Eccles, near Attleborough, by his brother-in-law,

Sir Thomas B. Beevor, Bart., whose friendship he had made when

fellow students under the same private tutor. Indeed it was by

no means in the mat ter of residence only that he was fortunate in

his earlier days, but also in that friendly intercourse with congenial

spirits, which opened up for him a wide field of observation in

other parts of the county, and accounts for his familiarity with

almost every Broad on the Bure and its tributaries, the “ mud-flats”

of Breydon, and the Decoys, then plentiful enough on the coast

and inland waters in the neighbourhood of Yarmouth. Thus,

even when located at a distance from his former haunts, either by

invitation or by hiring the right of fishing and shooting for a

season over some broad and its surroundings, his leisure was de-

voted to his favourite pursuits, and his acquaintance kept up with

that wild district. With the fenmen of those days—a race, at

least as Lubbock knew them, fast becoming extinct, under the

same influences as have changed the physical condition of the soil

and rendered the fowler’s art of little effect—lie was always

popular, being kind and generous in disposition, and there were

few birds of any rarity that fell to their guns but came in some

way under his personal inspection. Nor was he less considerate to

his constant attendants and favourites of the canine race, for
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whom, with broadmen and keepers, he always advocated the system

of training by kindness and encouragement, with firmness, rather

than the whip. He was a successful fisherman owing to his inti-

mate acquaintance with the habits of the fish of oui broads and

rivers, and a good shot in days when the sportsman found his

game and killed it afterwards, and did not merely in the modern

sense of the term, go out to shoot ! Of other traits of character,

such as have come to my knowledge, though necessarily resting on

the “ hearsay” of others, have redounded greatly to his credit for

pluck and endurance
;
and whilst the boys of Dr. Horne’s school

acquired, in bis day, the sobriquet of the “Chiswick bulldogs,”

at a time when boys fought their way up in school in other than a

mere literary sense, his prowess in this respect, was ever directed to

the championship of the weak against the strong.

II is personal appreciation of, and sense of indebtedness to early

friendships—and to those commencing still later in life— is

pleasantly shown in his writings, the names of certain naturalists

and sportsmen occurring repeatedly in the ‘Fauna,’ as authorities;

prominent amongst them being the late Mr. (’. S. Girdlestone,* of

Yarmouth
;
the Bakers, of Eollesby

;
and Mr. John Kerrison, of

Panworth, the latter, so highly spoken of in the preface to his

work, for his practical acquaintance with the management of a

Decoy. Of Mr. Girdlestone’s abilities as an observant naturalist,

he evidently entertained a very high opinion, and amongst the

MSS. notes, before referred to, is one in which he alludes to a

week’s cruise on the Bure in his friend Girdlestone’s boat, as

“a period I shall always look back upon with pleasure.” It was

just such a reminiscence of past days that no doubt inspired the

following passage in his * Fauna :

’

—

“ A few years back, nothing was pleasanter than a summer expedition

for a few days, to some of the larger broads
;
the preparing the pleasure

boat, the providing shooting and fishing apparatus, the voyage and the

arrival, had all their separate charms ;
then when arrived, the foraging for

the public good
;
proud was the lucky wight who returned with perch or

eels—prouder still he who could boast of flappers or a curlew. Then the

amusement of cooking—each thinking himself the Ude of the party—and,
above all, the appetite, completely superseding the French sauce, the

inventor of which declared, ‘ Avec ccla on pouvoit manger son grand pure.’
”

* Mr. Girdlestone was a friend and correspondent of Selby, as well as of

the celebrated Colonel Ilawker, on sporting and natural history topics.
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With the late Mr. Lombe, of Melton, near Norwich, he was in

frequent communication when that gentleman was forming the fine

collection of British Birds, which now bears his name in the

Norwich Museum, and he was naturally much interested in 1827,

by an announcement from Mr. Lombe, that he had procured in

the previous winter a new species of Swan, subsequently named

after Bewick by Mr. Yarrell. Copious extracts were made at the

time in bis note book from Yarrell’s paper on this same species,

published in the Linnean Society’s ‘Transactions’ in 1830, but

his correspondence with that distinguished naturalist does not

appear to have commenced till 1835, although it is by no means

improbable that they had become acquainted before that time

since Yarrell’s visits to Yarmouth and its neighbourhood, for snipe

shooting in spring and autumn, date back, at least, to the year

1829. * Be this as it may, in the first edition of his ‘British

Fishes,’ published in 183G, Yarrell expresses his thanks to

Lubbock for a communication respecting the White Bream, with

specimens procured in Norfolk, and in the first edition of his

‘British Birds,’ of which the first number was issued in 1837,

there is evidence, as well as in Lubbock’s private notes of the same

date, of a friendly interchange of ornithological facts. Amongst

other expressions of obligation to Mr. Lubbock, Yarrell specially

refers in his history of the common wild duck (vol. iii, p. 171), to

his having supplied him with the particulars as to the formation

of a Decoy. This description was evidently written specially for

Yarrell’s use, as the part containing it in the first edition was

published in 1842, and in a foot-note to the second edition of the

same work, in which the above account is repeated, Yarrell alludes

to the more elaborate chapter on Decoys in Lubbock’s ‘Fauna’ of

1845, f as “the best description of the mode of forming a Decoy,

and the manner of working it, that I am acquainted with,” an

opinion still more recently endorsed by Folkard, in his well known

* See a letter on British Snipes, signed II. Y. I)., in the second volume

of Loudon’s ‘ Mag. Nat. Hist.,’ p. 143, which, as stated in ‘ Thompson's

Birds of Ireland’ (vol. ii, p. 270, note), was written by Yarrell.

+ Yarrell’s copy of the ‘ Fauna,’ which, at the sale of his library and

collections in 1856, passed into the hands of Sir Win. Jardine, is now in the

possession of the writer of this memoir, and bears the autographs of its two

former owners.
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work on ‘ Ancient and Modern Wild Fowling,’ in which, after

exposing the gross ignorance exhibited by many authors of the real

working of Decoys, he classes Lubbock’s description with that of

Blome and of Pennant, as the only reliable authorities, and de-

scribes it also as “ much fuller than that of any previous writer

upon the subject.”

Mr. Lubbock, however, was not merely an out-door naturalist,

but as a good classical scholar, and an extensive reader of English

and foreign literature bearing upon his favourite study, was

enabled to turn his personal experience to a thoroughly practical

purpose in the endeavour to inspire others with the same elevating

tastes. That the study of natural history as an important branch

of scienco and not the amusement only of a leisure hour seems

early to have impressed his mind, is shown by his connection with

the Norwich Museum, as far back as 1831, when, at its seventh

annual meeting, he was elected a member of the committee, his

parochial duties within a few miles of the city enabling him then,

for the first time, to attend its meetings. In 1839 he was also

appointed one of the lion, curators of vertebrate animals to assist

the salaried curator in the arrangement and classification of the

specimens contributed to that department.

A series of conversaziones inaugurated by the Museum Com-

mittee in 1835, with a view to popularise that institution, intro-

duced Mr. Lubbock to a Norwich audience as a lecturer, and from

that time till the year 1845, the published reports of the committee

and of the proceedings at the annual meetings bear testimony to

the important services rendered by him to the Museum in that

capacity
;
sharing the thanks of the subscribers in this respect

with the well-known names of the late Professors Sedgwick and

Liudley, Thomas Brightwell, Wm. Stark, and the Levs. J.

Crompton and Biclnird Hart, the sole survivors. The committee’s

reports, of course, furnish only the titles of the lectures which he

thus delivered, from time to time, but these appear to have been

as follows :—In 1835, an Introductory paper “ On the advantages

of the study of Natural History, with observations on the effect of

civilization as regards the increase and decrease, etc., of mankind

and other animals.” In 1836, “On some observations on the

Ornithology of Norfolk.” In 1840, “On some of the changes

which have taken place in the Zoology of Britain since its occupa-
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tion by the Romans,” and in the following circular issued to the

subscribers in November, 1843, two lectures are announced to be

given by Mr. Lubbock in the ensuing year, “ On the vertebrated

animals of Norfolk.”

“ The members will learn with much pleasure that a series of lectures,

having a peculiar local interest from their being dedicated to the illustration

of the Geology, Flora, Fauna, and Antiquities of Norfolk, will be delivered

during the ensuing season. The institution will be indebted for these to

Professor Sedgwick, R. J. Mann, and Thomas Brightwell, Esqs., and the

Revs. R. Lubbock and R. Hart.”

These were evidently the last which he prepared with the laud-

able object of exciting an interest in the natural history collections

of the Museum, and, as we gather from the preface to his ‘Fauna,’

published in the following year (1845), formed the foundation of

that work. It is somewhat singular, however, that the Museum
records make no reference to a lecture preserved amongst his other

MSS. on a subject somewhat apart from his usual topics, although

a vein of natural history runs through many of its interesting

pages. The subject of this paper, for it bears no written title, may

be described as observations on the conquest of America and the

Aboriginal inhabitants, with special reference to the southern

portions of the New World, Mexico, and the ruined cities of

Central America. The date at which this lecture was delivered

would probably be between 1841 and 1843, from the fact of his

alluding, in the earlier portion, to Mr. Gatlin’s “ recent work ” on

North America (published in 1841), the exhaustive character of

which had induced him to confine his remarks to the more southern

portions of that great continent. The paper is ably written, and

evinces a very considerable amount of archaeological as well as his-

torical research, in a branch of literature which, apart from natural

history associations, had always attractions for him—travel and

exploration.

His connection with the Norwich Museum naturally led to an

intimacy witli other local naturalists, botli of the field and the

closet, including the Presidents of those days, Professor Sedgwick,

Thomas Brightwell, Dawson Turner, Sir J. P. Boileau, Bart.,

Captain Glasspoole, Rev. W. Kirby, and his valued friend and

Diocesan, the late Bishop Stanley. The annual dinner too of the

members, under the chairmanship of the President of the year
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a good old custom, apparently discontinued about the same time as

the conversaziones and lectures), was conducive to an interchange

of ideas with men of kindred tastes. It was at these reunions he

became acquainted with the late Mr. J . I). Salmon, whose valuable

botanical, and a portion of his oological collection were bequeathed

to the Museum. Ilis fellow worker also, in those days, in the

Natural History Department, Mr. John Henry Gurney, the now

permanent President of the institution, receives in his preface the

warm thanks of the author of the ‘ Fauna,’ for contributions on

the subject of Norfolk ornithology.

From the above sketch, then, of a life not otherwise eventful or

noteworthy in the ‘ Transactions ’ of this society, except in con-

nection with the ‘Fauna of Norfolk,’ it is not difficult to trace

the secret of the success of that very unpretentious volume, now

many years out of print, which attained at once, and still retains

amongst naturalists, at home and abroad, the position of a standard

work. There is scarcely a writer, since 1845, on the birds of the

United Kingdom that does not quote Lubbock, and in ornitho-

logical works comprehending a far wider geographical range his

name as surely finds an honoured place in reference to the habits

of wildfowl and species extinct- only in the last half century in the

marshes of Norfolk. His classical attainments lent that charm to

his writings which only an acquaintance with ancient as well as

modern literature can afford, and the happy combination, in his

case, of the well-read naturalist with the practical experience of the

sportsman, gave the stamp of truth to his graphic descriptions.

These, too, indisputable as to their facts, will in years to come have

an even greater importance: as the faithful records of those physical

changes and their effects on the avi-fauna of our heaths and marshes,

which, commencing in his earlier days, fulfilled, ere the close of

his long life in 1876, not a few of his prognostications in 1845.

Of the works of earlier writers on the Fauna of this county,

few, if any, seem to have escaped his notice, including Sir Thomas
Browne’s notes and the “items” bearing upon natural history

subjects, in the Northumberland ‘Household Book,’ and the

somewhat similar ‘ Accounts ’of the L’Estrangos of Hunstanton;

but though commencing only with Bewick as his chief authority,

ho seems to have acquired with avidity the widely extended in-

formation contained in the later publications of Selby, Jardine,
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Eyton, Gould, Yarrell, Hewitson, and others, as well as of many

continental and contemporary authors. It should here he men-

tioned, inasmuch as the reputation of his book, is chiefly founded

on its ornithological portion, that his ‘Fauna’ includes remarks

on the quadrupeds (including extinct mammalia) and river fish, as

well as the birds of Norfolk, and in both the former divisions of

his subject Mr. Lubbock evinces an amount of practical knowledge

and research, which has been fully recognised in the recent papers

contributed to this society by Mr. Southwell and Dr. Lowe. His

chapters on “ river fish and angling ” are full of interest, combining

as they do his continental and home experience, with rod and line

;

and his remarks upon the importance of preserving the fish of our

rivers, not merely for sport, hut as an important article of diet,

owing to the increasing cost of other kinds of provisions, should

have even greater weight now with our local authorities than they

had some thirty years ago—before the Yare below Norwich had

become the main sewer of the city, and an Act of Parliament was

rendered necessary to prevent the depopulation of our broads,

dykes, and rivers, by a wholesale system of netting. The bulk of

the small fry thus taken serving no higher purpose than that of

manure. His observations, also, on the indifference manifested

by the poorer classes in this country to many of our river fish,

through ignorance of the best means of cooking them—in which

the Normandy peasants excel—are as worthy of attention now as

in days gone by.

The importation into our broads of fish, valuable for their size

and flavour, from continental rivers, was likewise a favourite theme

with Mr. Lubbock, which he urged with some force in one of his

Museum lectures, but whilst he speaks of the increase of trout in

some of our streams, and the introduction of Salmo fontinalis, is

an accomplished fact within the last few years, still, denuded as

our main rivers have been by the unchecked depredations of

poachers, we can dispense, for some years to come, with the acclima-

tisation of such fishes of prey as Silurus giants, and the pike-perch,

to keep down, as he terms it, the “superabundance of our coarser

kinds of fish, particularly bream.” Indeed, his concluding words

on this subject have been only too prophetic, “ the lapse of a few

years may so change the scene that what is now spoken of may

exist no longer,”
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In the ornithological part of his work, which occupies by far the

larger portion of the volume, and on which the author’s fame has

been chiefly established, only the rarer species amongst the so-called

“land birds” are treated of, but his notes on the various Raptorial

species, resident or migratory, to be met with in Norfolk, are well

worth reading, more especially as to the harriers, noiv all but extinct

in our marshy districts. His warnings as to the senseless persecu-

tion of the hawk tribe in general for the preservation of game,

apply still more forcibly at the present day, for he points to the

enormous increase of ground vermin, in rats and mice, as the

nemesis of the wholesale destruction of their natural enemies

—

owls, kestrels, weasels, and stoats. His threnody over the fate of

the nobler falcons, wras also aroused bv his deep interest in all that

related to hawks and hawking, and, as he happily puts it, the very

sight of one now-a-days is “like that of the rusty mail or the

monument of a departed hero, for the memories of the past crowd

upon the mind when these birds, now proscribed and almost anni-

hilated amongst us, were the favourites of ladies and the companions

of princes.”

His carefully written chapter “On the remains of falconry in

Norfolk,” is one of the most interesting in the whole volume, ami

evinces the many sources, both ancient and modern, from whence

his information was derived
;
whilst the time and pains devoted to

the subject is shown by voluminous extracts amongst his MSS.

from works as scarce and difficult of access as ‘ La Fauconnerie de

Jean de Franchieres, grand prieur d’Aquitaine’ (Paris, 1585).

Though not himself a falconer, he had many opportunities of wit-

nessing both heron and rook hawking in his earlier days, when the

late. Lord Berners (Colonel Wilson) had a hawking establishment

at Didlington, and Mr. Downes kept hawks in the neighbourhood

of Yarmouth, and amongst the latest entries in his interleaved

‘Bewick,’ are notes of a visit in December, 1853, to the late Mr.

C. E. New’come, of Feltwell, whose trained peregrines showed him

excellent sport at rooks, and to whose thorough knowledge of the

art, as revived during the present century, he gives credit, where

indeed credit was due, by claiming fur him the distinction of being

“ the most practical falconer of his day.”

The Bustard, although a bird of the western rather than the

eastern division of the county, and which had but recently become
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extinct at tlie time his ‘ Fauna ’ was published, is treated of at

some length, indeed, his record of that noble species is the fullest

that had been published to that date by any local authority, and

contains certain facts derivable from no other source. The Stone-

Curlew or Norfolk Plover, another bird of the heath and breck-

lands, was also an object of special interest with him, and his long

residence at Eccles—in close vicinity to one of its main strong-

holds—afforded every opportunity for studying its peculiar habits.

To do justice, however, to Lubbock as a Norfolk naturalist, or

fairly estimate the debt which every British ornithologist owes to

his writings, we must consult that part of his work devoted solely

to “ water birds ”—the ducks and waders of our broads and rivers,

and the more marine species of our shores and salt marshes. Here,

unquestionably, his personal experience, his power of observation,

and descriptive writing, won for him a foremost place as an

authority in such matters. To him we owe, as an author, the first

recognition of the “Broad district” of Norfolk, as a paradise for

the gunner and angler, comparable with any portion of the Lincoln-

shire and Cambridgeshire fens, even in their palmiest days; and

yet, as he points out, whilst the latter are mentioned by all the

older writers on natural history—not omitting Drayton in his

Pohjolbion—“ Norfolk, though perhaps richer than any of these, is

consigned to total oblivion.” Yet Norfolk has its revenge in being

still the stronghold of aquatic species long since banished from the

now cultivated fens, and with such a chronicler as Lubbock, whose

observations date back to a very early period of the present century,

may fairly hold its own.

Reference has already been made to his admirable description of

the working of a Decoy*, and of the fowl and other birds that

frequent its quiet precincts, and amongst the most valuable of his

bird-biographies, are those on the Great, Common, and Jack Snipe

(snipe shooting being a sport in which he chiefly delighted), Buff,

Golden Plover, Lapwing, Redshank, Heron, and Bittern ;—with

the Godwit, Avocet, and Black Tern, amongst the species which

had become extinct in our marshes within his recollection. There

is also one other denizen of the broads, the Great Crested Grebe,

* This subject is illustrated in the ‘Fauna’ by two clever etchings by

the late Miss Brightwell, representing the mouth and “ purse net" of one of

the “pipes” of Mr. Kerrison’s Decoy at Ranworth.
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considering bis opportunities for observing them, he has fortunately

devoted much space in bis ‘ Fauna.’ It is moreover satisfactory

to know that the fear he expressed lest this species, by constant

persecution, should be spoken of in the next generation “ as we

now do of Bustards in the past tense,” will be averted by the

provisions of the “ Sea-birds’ Preservation Act,” as well as by the

almost universal desire shown by the proprietors of our broad

waters to protect the “ Loon,” in particular, amongst our indige-

nous species.

As a specimen of bis stylo of writing, for those who may never

have perused his work, I can scarcely quote a more characteristic

portion than the following sketch of the life and habits of the

broadman of former days :

—

“ When I first visited the broads, I found here and there an occu ant,

squatted down, as the Americans would call it, on the verge of a pool, who

relied almost entirely on shooting and fishing for the support of himself and

family, and lived in a truly primitive manner. 1 particularly remember one

hero of this description. ‘ Our broad,’ as he .always called the extensive

pool by which his cottage stood, was his microcosm—his world
; the islands

in it were his gardens of the Hesperides—its opposite extremity his ultima

Thule. Wherever his thoughts wandered, they could not get beyond the

circle of his beloved lake
;
indeed, I never knew them aberrant but once,

when he informed me, with a doubting air, that he had sent his wife and his

two eldest children to a fair at a country village two miles off, that their

ideas might expand by travel
;
as he sagely observed, they had never been

away from ‘ our broad.’ I went into his house at the dinner hour, and

found the whole party going to fall to most thankfully upon a roasted

Herring Gull, killed of course on ‘ our broad.’ His life presented no vicis-

situdes but an alternation of marsh employment. In winter, after his day’s

reed-cutting, he might be regularly found posted at nightfall, waiting for

the flight of fowl, or paddling after them on the open water. With the first

warm days of February, he launched his fleet of trimmers, pike finding a

ready sale at his own door to those who bought them to sell again in the

Norwich market. As soon as the pike had spawned, and were out of season,

the eels began to occupy his attention, and lapwings’ eggs to be diligently

sought for. In the end of April, the island in his watery domain was

frequently visited for the sake of shooting the ruffs which resorted thither,

on their first arrival. As the days grew longer and hotter, he might be

found searching, in some smaller pools near his house, for the shoals of

tench as they commenced spawning. Yet a little longer, and he began

marsh mowing—his gun always laid ready upon his coat, in case flappers

should be met with. By the middle of August, teal came to a wet corner
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near his cottage, snipe began to arrive, and he was often called upon to exer-

cise his vocal powers on the curlews that passed to and fro. By the end of

September, good snipe shooting was generally to be met with in his neigh-

bourhood
;
and his accurate knowledge of the marshes, his unassuming

good humour, and zeal in providing sport for those who employed him, made
him very much sought after as a sporting guide, by snipe shots and fisher-

men
;
and his knowledge of the habits of different birds enabled him to give

useful information to those who collected them. These hardy fen-men,

inured to toil and privation, were the great supporters of an old Norfolk

pastime, as they doubtless thought it
—“ Camping.” It required muscle

and endurance of pain beyond common limits, and somewhat resembled the

'pancratium of the ancients, but was rather more severe/’

It does not appear that subsequent to the publication of the

‘Fauna,’ in 1845, Mr. Lubbock contributed anything further to

ornithological literature, even in “ Notes” to Natural History

journals, but his friendly correspondence on such subjects was by

no means diminished through the popularity of his work, and, as

the writer of this memoir can abundantly testify, he was ever

ready to supply information and assist those whose kindred tastes

led them to take up—where he had left it—the study of the

‘ Fauna of Norfolk.’ Still residing at Eccles, as he had done

since his appointment to the living in 1837, his clerical duties

occupied his attention till within two years of his death, and his

leisure time was chiefly devoted to reading when the infirmities of

age and failing health forbade further indulgence in his former

active pursuits. It was not till this period of his life that I first

made the acquaintance of Mr. Lubbock personally, though well-

known for some years as a correspondent. A visit to a friend in

his immediate neighbourhood, in the summer of 1875, gave me
the opportunity of calling upon him, and, though he was far from

well at the time, and extremely feeble, I shall also remember that

interview with peculiar satisfaction. His welcome to one whoso

interest in the Birds of Norfolk owes so much to his inspiration

was hearty in the extreme, and in a very short space of time our

conversation had ranged from the Bustard of the past to the irrup-

tion of Sand-grouse in 1863—an event which appeared to have

interested him greatly at the time— and, as he brightened up with

the discussion of his favourite topics, his recollection seemed as

vivid as ever of events which had occurred when he first know the

broads, even to the number of “ Loons” he had known in one
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season to have nests at South Walsham. The mention of Surling-

liam led to the remark that within the last few years ho had

revisited that broad and was amazed at the small amount of water

now visible, as compared with his recollection of the locality

(dating back as far as 1819), showing the rapid growth of the peat

and gradual closing up of the channels by the subsidence and con-

solidation of decaying vegetation. His appointment as an hono-

rary member of this Society, very shortly after its formation, was

referred to with warm expressions of gratification that his former

efforts, in a like cause, should have been so acknowledged
;
and it

was pleasant to witness the gratification which my announcement

afforded him, that many counties in England as well as parts of

Scotland could now boast of local “lists” and works descriptive of

local faunas, following in this respect the example of Norfolk, and

carrying to a successful issue the idea conveyed in the following

passage in the preface to his book :
—“ It is from notes made by

different observers in various districts as to the frequency or

scarcity of species in the counties in which they reside, that the

master naturalist must build up his system for a nation.”

This ended our first and last interview. On the 20th of

August, 1870, he wrote pleading the infirmities of age for not

having sooner acknowledged my announcement of the appearance,

in the previous January, of a fine male Bustard at Hockwold, and

presenting me with an adult specimen of Baillon’s Crake, shot by

himself in the parish of Eanworth about five and twenty years

ago. But iu renewing his invitation for me to visit him once more

at Eccles, he adds, with that prescience of impending dissolution

so usual in advanced age, “ if you can, come soon, I say soon, or

you may not find me here.” Too true, indeed, for that letter was

the last he ever wrote ! Many unavoidable engagements, unhap-

pily, delayed my wished for journey, and scarcely three months

later I received the announcement of his death, which took place

on the 25th of November, in his 79th year, leaving a widow and

six children, two sons and four daughters. He was spared, how-

ever, an impending bereavement, his eldest married daughter

surviving her father only a few months.

Thus, full of years, beloved and respected, in his rural home,

after thirty-nine years’ residence in the same parish, died the rector

of Eccles—but as the pebble dropped into the quiet pool, sends
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eddying circles to its utmost bounds, so the little volume that

bears his name has created waves of sympathetic feeling far beyond

the limits of private friendship
;
and, whether at home or abroad,

the simple obituary notice has doubtless drawn from the lips of

many a naturalist the best, if even involuntary, tribute to his

fame, “ Richard Lubbock is dead !

”

IX.

ORNITHOLOGICAL NOTES FOR 1870.

By Henry Stevenson, F.L.S.

Read 27 tli February 1877.

Bustard. The chief ornithological event of the year, in this

county, was undoubtedly the appearance, early iu January, in

the Hockwold fens, of a male Bustard
;
the first, I believe, known

to have been seen within the bounds of their former haunts

in Norfolk*—although migrants have occurred from time to time

on the coast—since the extinction of our local race in the year

1838 ;+ when the Bustard ceased to be a' “British Bird” in

* A bustard was recorded by Mr. Howlett, of Newmarket, in the ‘ Field’

of August 16th, 1873, as recently seen on the Wangford and Lakenheath

warrens ;
and the description of the bird said to have been observed there,

answered to that of a Bustard.

+ As stated in my account of this species in the ‘ Birds of Norfolk ’ (vol.

ii, p. 15) there is no authentic evidence of our Norfolk race of bustards having

existed later than the year 1838, when a female was killed at Dersingham,

in the month of January, and another at Lexham near Swaffham, in the

following May. The male birds were known to have died off prior to

that time, and a few liens only survived of the once numerous Swaffham

“drove.” The female killed at Lexham and presumably the last of its kindred

has been recently added to the fine series of Norfolk bustards in the Norwich

Museum, the gift of the ltev. W. A. W. Keppel.
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last stronghold of this grand species.

Having been prevented by serious illness from paying my
respects, personally, to this distinguished visitor, I am indebted for

the following particulars to those brother ornithologists, who, more

fortunate than myself and commiserating my disappointment, kept

me well posted up as to their proceedings at the time.

It appears that on the 24th of January, Mr. 11. M. Upcher, of

Feltwell, being in the fen, was informed by one of his men that he

had just seen a “wonderful cur’ous bird” in a piece of coleseed

close at hand; and on going in search of it, to his delight and as-

tonishment, ascertained that this was no other than a remarkably

tine Bustard. The sun was shining at the time and he had a clear

view of it, and on walking within a couple of hundred yards of the

bird, it rose and flew round. The flight he describes as “grand, with

a slow but powerful stroke.” Happily the bustard had taken up

its quarters in a portion of the fen belonging to Mr. Upcher; who

at once took every precaution to insure its safety, beyond his

boundaries by informing the neighbouring proprietors and their

gamekeepers, that such a bird was in the fen and must be protected.

The spot itself is thus described by him in a communication to

the Naturalist Editor of the ‘ Field ’ :—

*

“ The field in which he had taken up his quarters is in the heart

of Black-dyke Fen, in the parish of Ilockwold
; a poor crop of

coleseed on one half of it, the other half not sown, in consequence

of the very uupropitious weather we had last summer. A wide

ditch on one side separates it from the * drove ’ or road across the

fen ; at the other end is an osier belt
;

while the two remaining

sides are flanked by dykes. The situation thus selected was a

pretty safe one, as it would have been extremely difficult, if not

impossible, to approach the bird within gunshot. This seemed to

bo its favourite feeding grouud, to which it invariably returned

when disturbed, and was almost certain to be found there at early

morning. It appeared to feed much on the coleseed, biting off the

tips of the leaves, as one of the farm men said, ‘just like a sheep.’”

* A very full account of the occurrence of this bustard from the pen of Mr.

J. E. Halting, including Mr. Upcher’s narrative, appeared in the ‘ Field’ of

April 8th, 187(5, and a shorter statement of the principal facts by Mr. Upcher

himself, in ‘ The Zoologist’ for the same year, p. 4882.
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On the morning of the 25th, Mr. Upclier failed to see the bustard

owing to a thick fog, but though absent from home for the next few

days, the bird was reported as seen continuously, and he believes

never quitted the field of coleseed, for a whole day, up to the 24th

of February. Between the 2nd and 9th of February it was “ in-

terviewed” by several ornithological friends kindly informed of its

whereabouts by Mr. Upcher, who in the meantime having commu-

nicated the interesting fact to Lord Lilford, of Lilford Hall,

Northamptonshire, his lordship at once offered to send over a tame

hen bustard from his own aviary to be turned off in the fen, in the

hope that an alliance might thus be formed conducive to the ac-

climatization of the noble stranger. This liberal offer was of course

accepted, and on the 9th Lord Lilford’s keeper arrived from Oundle

with his charge in a hamper
;
and the lady, having safely accom-

plished the journey, was duly fed and housed in a loose box for

the night.

Of the proceedings on the following, the wedding morning, I should

fail to give a correct impression without quoting at length from Mr.

Upcher’ s graphic account as published at the time in the ‘Field.’

“Feb. 10. Quite a warm spring morning. No better day could

have been selected for making the experiment which we had in

view. After breakfast the hen was taken up, placed in a large

hamper well padded, and conveyed in a pony cart to the fen, while

I collected the * marriage guests.’ These were Professor Newton,

Mr. Edward Newton, Mr. 0. Salvin, Messrs. F. and E. Newcome, and

Mr. J. E. Harting.”
* * * “As we approached the spot where the bird

was supposed to be, all glasses were brought- into requisition, and

after an anxious search we at length made it out, about four hun-

dred yards away, standing perfectly still, with its back towards us,

the sun shining brightly at the time. We decreased the distance

by another hundred yards or so, and had another peep through the

glass. We could see his fine yellow neck looking all the yellower

in the sunlight, and watched him for some time as he walked slowly

away from us, flirting and spreading his tail, which he carried

higher than his back. As soon as we had all satisfied our curiosity,

preparations were made for turning out the hen. With the assis-

tance of the keeper I carried the hamper across the fen, in the

direction of the wild bird, as near as I dared go without alarming

him, whilst my friends remained behind on the ‘drove.’ Suddenly
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the sun was obscured by cloud, a cold wind blew keenly, and snow

began to fall. This was unfortunate
;

for, as the wind blew almost

directly across the fen, the hen headed away up wind as soon as

she was released. I tried to drive her gently towards her intended

mate, but could not get her into the coleseed
;
she would keep on

the bare fen. by this time I was getting pretty close to the wild

bird, who, after moving away suspiciously for some yards, suddenly

rose and Hew away. Just as he was leaving, the hen rose, and,

although the feathers in one wing had been slightly cut, she

managed to fly about ten or a dozen yards and then pitched again.

We fancied that the male bird as he passed over caught sight of

her, for in less than half an hour he returned, an l alighted in the

coleseed again. Many were the comments made upon his flight,

and although it was said that on rising with a heavy flap of wing

he reminded one of a heron, or an eagle, yet when fairly launched

this resemblance ceased. The quicker stroke of wing and out-

stretched neck reminded us then of a wild goose. The wings

showed a good deal of white, the legs we could not see. Whether

they were doubled up in front like an eagle, or carried straight out

behind after the manner of a heron, did not appear. If the latter,

as we suspect, they seemed not to project beyond the tail.

“ During the interval which elapsed in the absence of the cock

bird, I caught and carried the hen right into the coleseed, and had

hardly set her down, and got back to the drove when he returned

to his old haunt, pitching down, however, at a considerable distance

from her. Here we thought it prudent to leave them
;

for, as they

were now in the same field together, we had really accomplished

the object of our excursion. Nothing could have been more satis-

factory. Even the weather became accommodating, for the snow

ceased and the wind blew less coldly. We watched the happy pair

for some time through our glasses from the top of a stack, and then

withdrew to the farmhouse, where we drank to the health of the

bride and bridegroom, and the good housewife told us * she hoped

they would unite and live comfortable together !

’ ”

These bright hopes, however, were not to be realized. On the

11th the weather became more severe, “with 12 degrees of frost

and a thick mist which froze on the trees.” The cock and hen

were both seen during the day, but as the latter had one wing

partially dipt to prevent her straying away, though still able to fly

db 2
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across the narrower dykes, Mr. Upeher had a small hut built of

hurdles and straw, into which she was driven and fed, the front

being left open. On the 12th and 13 th, both birds were seen to-

gether, and the male was reported as “strutting about and traping

his wings like a turkey cock;” but on the night of the 13th the

cold increased, with a cutting wind, and by the 1 4th the snow laid

three or four inches deep on the ground. Still the male bird re-

mained about the same locality, and the hen, though not visible,

was supposed to be sheltering in her straw hut; but not making her

appearance on the 15th after a rough night and torrents of rain, a

search was made for her and the poor bird was discovered dead in

one of the deep ditches, bordering the field she was in. This was

most unfortunate, as the pair had taken so well to each other, and

the chances of detaining the wild cock bird were very promising.

In this emergency, Mr. Upeher again applied to Lord Lilford, who,

in the most liberal and spirited manner offered to send another hen

bustard, to continue the experiment, but with what effect will bo

best given in Mr. Upcher’s own words.

“Feb. 21. Lord Lilford’s keeper arrived with a second hen

bustard, and we drove over at once to the fen. The cock bird was

still there. It was blowing so heavily from the north-west with

every appearance of a continuance of bad weather, that I hesitated

to turn her out after her predecessor’s untimely end, owing, as I

feel sure, to the very inclement weather. So I put her into the

hut, with this time a hurdle across the entrance, and left her. The

cock bird was in the field, and by this time he appeared to have

become accustomed to our presence.

“Feb. 22. The keeper saw the cock bustard about 100 yards

from the hut, and went to let out the hen
;
but, unfortunately,

while so engaged the cock took flight. Thereupon, as this hen’s

wings were uucut, he thought it more prudent not to let her out in

his absence. This evening, the wind still blowing a gale from the

north-west, the male returned, but, flying over the field in which

the hen was, passed on about a mile to another spot, which he had

been observed to visit before.

“Feb. 23. The male bird in the same field in which lie had

been seen to alight overnight. A boy going for some harrows put

him up, but he alighted again almost immediately. The same

afternoon ho was seen flying towards Brandon.
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“ Fob. 24. The male bustard was seen to-day near Mildenhall,

on the corner of Eriswell Warren.

“ Fob. 25. The Maharajah’s keeper reported the bird as seen

to-day at Elvedcn, near Thctford. I have since sent to Laken-

hoath, Eriswell, and Mildenhall, but can hear no tidings of him,

although most of the landowners in the neighbourhood, including

the Maharajah Duloep Singh, Mr. Angersteiu, Mrs. byno Stephens,

and Mr. Amherst, had given orders for his protection.”

It remains only to add, that the noblo bird was not seen again

in this county
;
and as wo have had no subsequent record of any

such bird having appeared in any other part of the kingdom, it is

to bo hoped that ho escaped, uninjured, to safe quarters beyond the

sea; and I feel sure that every member of the “Norfolk and

Norwich Naturalists’ Society” will heartily endorse the following

remarks of Mr. Harting in the * Field’ in closing his very interest-

ing narrative of the arrival and departure of this distinguished

foreigner.

“The pains and trouble so recently taken by Mr. Upchcr to pre-

serve the bustard on his property, and the liberality displayed by

Lord Lilford in his zealous endeavours to procure a brood, we feel

sure will meet with the cordial approval of all true naturalists and

sportsmen. We heartily wish that other owners of land suited to

the habits of the Great Bustard would similarly exert themselves

should opportunity occur. It should not be forgotten that tho

Great Bustard is a ‘game bird,’ and, although unhappily of rare

occurrence in England at the present day, it is nevertheless still

entitled, whenever it may be found, to the protection afforded by

existing game laws. We may take this opportunity also, of stating

that by 1 & 2 Will. IV., cap. 32, bustards are protected between

the 1st of March and the 1st of September, and any person killing

one between these two dates is amenable to prosecution and tine,

besides being liable to pay the costs of prosecution.”

Shore Lark. A considerable flock of these birds was observed

in the salt marshes at Blakcney in the first week in January, and
had possibly frequented that part of the coast for some time before

they were observed. They were first seen by Mr. J. Tillard on the

3rd of the month, when he shot two out of a (lock of about ten,

and the next day three more. About a week later he killed six on
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the “beach-way ” nearest the sea; but they showed a decided prefer-

ence for the salt marshes, and he only once saw them alight on

the stones of the beach. He never saw more than fifteen or twenty

in one flock, but they generally consorted, in small numbers, with

snow buntings. On one occasion he killed a snow bunting out of

a flock, and on going up to it found a shore lark sitting by it,

which it seemed very disinclined to leave as he approached. These

almost annual winter visitants, as they may now be termed in

Norfolk, again made their appearance on our coast in October. At

Yarmouth about the 2Gth, three males and two females were shot

out of a small flock, and a much larger number at the same time

frequented the beach and “ backwater ” at Salthouse.

Eider Duck. A female of this occasional winter visitant was

shot at Kelling, near Holt, on the 2nd of January.

Wildfowl and the Winter of 1875— 6. Altogether the

wdnter of 1875— 6 was remarkable for the dearth of wildfowl of

all kinds, and that chiefly for the reason given in my previous

notes. The severe but brief period of frost about the middle of

January, brought a sprinkling of “hard weather’' fowl to the waters

of Breydon, consisting of some goosanders, golden eyes, and swans,

with a few old birds amongst them; and on the 15th two fine male

goosanders were sent to Norwich, which had been killed on the

Beccles river.

Bittern. A male was shot at Weyborne on the 7th of January,

a female at Hickling on the 3rd of February, and two -in other

parts of the county in the month of November.

Smews. Amongst the rarer species of fowl obtained this year on

the coast, may be mentioned an adult pair of Smews, killed at

Yarmouth in January.

Water Hens Migratory? Mr. Oordeaux, of Great Cotes,

Ulceby, Lincolnshire, recorded in the ‘Zoologist’ (S.S., p. 4709),

the appearance of a supposed migratory flock of these birds,

in his neighbourhood on the 23rd of October, 1875 ;
and

Mr. J. II. Gurney informs me that a flock of about fifty was seen

in a meadow at Keswick, near Norwich, on the 10th of February

last. Mr. F. Norgate, also, tells me that, in the middle of
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January, lie found numbers of water liens on the stream rvhich

runs through the village of Sparham, near Norwich, many more

than are usually seen in that neighbourhood
;
and after shooting all

his dog could find in one day, the next, or even a few days later,

he met with as many more, and this with only the barest shelter for

them, in the way of sedges or rushes, on either side of the river.

It would be interesting, were it possible, to ascertain how far these

congregations of a species, rarely seen in (locks, is due to actual

immigration, or to an inland migration of residents, driven out

from the broads and fens of the county by such heavy floods as

we have experienced during the last and previous winter. Snipe,

plover, and other marsh birds at the period specially referred to

(January and February, 187G), were either driven out of the

county, or to the upland fields, from the extent of the floods
;
and

even water hens cannot exist on an interminable waste of water,

and would be likely, therefore, to migrate for a time to any streams

and meadow lands affording food and foothold, essential to their

well-being. Very large numbers of gulls and lapwings, in the early

part of the year, were attracted to the meadow lands immediately

surrounding this city—no doubt to feed on the drowned worms,

as the waters subsided
;
and I heard strange stories of the rats,

washed out of their haunts in the “Fens,” committing great ravages

upon the upland root crops and granary stores. In some places

they might be seen collected in bunches on the trees, surprised by

the sudden rush of the waters over the Fen banks
;
and boys, in

boats, amused themselves by catching in buckets those found

swimming about
;

seeking, like their antediluvian progenitors,

some spot still raised above the rising flood. Woodcocks from a

like cause, driven from low lying carrs and plantations, were shot

in localities where they are rarely met with.

Hawfinch. A single bird was shot at East Carlton on the 2nd

of February, one at Flordon on the 9th, and another at Sprowston

near Norwich on the 26tli
;
and on the 10th of March one was

picked up dead at Catton under the telegraph wires. In the month
of November, also, as I learn from the Rev. E. T. Erere, of

Hurston, some thirty of these birds were shot in the same garden

at Diss, where as recorded in a previous number of the ‘ Transac-

tions,’ this species appeared in such numbers two years ago ;
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attracted no doubt to that particular spot by the number of yew

trees. Mr. Erere happily succeeded in staying any further

slaughter of these interesting birds, which have of late years so

much increased as a resident species in Norfolk, that I believe all the

above may be reckoned as home-bred, and not as winter migrants.

Siskins and Mealy Eedpoles. Siskins, rather uncertain

winter visitants, were plentiful in January, when our bird catchers

procured a good many of these engaging pets, and a flock were

seen on the 6th upon an alder tree at Northrepps. A single bird

of this species was also netted with Lesser Eedpoles as early as the

second week in September. Mealy Eedpoles, which seemed to be

altogether absent in the winter of 1875, appeared in some numbers

about the middle of October, and have since been plentiful, as

much so almost as the Lesser Eedpoles in the hands of the bird-

dealers.

Great Gray Shrikes. On the 22nd of January a Gray Shrike

was netted at Cossey, by a bird catcher, having struck at one of

his call-birds. I have known of one or two similar captures of

this species. Three or four specimens were also killed in different

parts of the county during the late autumn and winter. Of two

killed in November, a female on the 8th, at Horsey, and a male on

the 30th, at Kimberley, the female exhibited a warm pink hue on

the breast, with prominent semi-lunar markings on the under

parts, generally, and almost as clear a grey on the back as the male.

The male bird had far less of the semi-lunar marks, and those con-

fined to the breast, and no pink hue whatever.

Magpie. I last year recorded the appearance on two occasions

in the month of December, of six or seven magpies, at Weyborne

;

and the appearance of five in the same Spot on the 17th of

March, seems to indicate that, if unmolested, these birds would

remain to breed in that neighbourhood. A single bird was killed

at Northrepps on the 18th of January, probably one of the original

group
;
and another was shot at Gresham, near Holt, in the same

neighbourhood on the 14th of October.

Black-headed Gull. The passage of these birds from the coast

to their nesting haunts, in spring, is so rarely observed, that the
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following note will probably bo of interest. On the 24th of

February, Mr. Purdy, of Aylsham, when driving between Ingworth

and Cromer, remarked an almost continuous flight of small gulls

passing inland, and as some had distinct black heads he presumed

they were all of this species. On reaching Cromer, he made out

with his glass a largo white mass of birds on the water, about a

mile from the beach to be also small gulls. Similar flights were

observed the same day from the Forth Walsham road pursuing a

direct course inland.

Avocets. Two beautiful specimens were shot on Breydon on

the 30th and 31st of March, and found their way into this city,

notwithstanding the provisions of the “ Wild Birds’ Protection

Act;” but it is to be hoped that the increased penalties under the

Act just passed, may protect these and other similar migrants in

future.

Puffin. An immature bird, storm driven, was picked up

inland, at Cawston, about the middle of March, and another on

the coast on the 29th. «

Fork Tailed Petrel. A specimen of this Petrel, which was

formerly considered a great rarity on our coast, but has oi late

years occurred in several instances, is said to have been obtained

at Yarmouth in April of this year.

Spoonbills. A flock of eight was seen at Horsey, near

Yarmouth, on the 13th of April, of which some five or six, at

least, were shot subsequently in that neighbourhood. The same

remark applies to the slaughter of these birds as to that of

the avocets. A single spoonbill was observed on the Breydon

“muds” early in June.

Hoodf.d Crows observed in Summer. I know of no authentic

instance of this species nesting in Norfolk ; but stragglers are not

uncommonly seen during the summer months, which bodes no

good to the game preserver. On the 5th of May I saw a single

bird in a field at Gunton, near Lowestoft, where, at the same

season others have been remarked of late years
;
about the same

time also one was observed, near Cromer, feeding with some rooks,

and one at Xorthrcpps on the 22nd of the same month.
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Late Fieldfares.—Two examples of this species were remarked,

on reliable authority, as late as the 3rd and 4th of May
;
one at

G uist and the other at Foulsham. They uttered the usual winter note

when disturbed. A pretty variety of this bird, with the feathers

of the head nearly all white, was shot in January, in the county.

Little Owl. A very small owl, supposed to be Carina noctna

,

which had been seen at Northrepps on the 18th of May, was

again observed near the same spot on the 16th of June.

Pochards and Tufted Ducks nesting in Norfolk. I last

year recorded that I had seen on one of our inland Norfolk

meres, three pairs of tufted ducks in the first week of June, and

that from the actions of one hen bird I strongly suspected her

nest, or a young brood, was not far off. This season I have

pleasure in announcing that the nesting of the tufted duck in tliis

favoured locality is an ascertained fact, a female having been

flushed from her nest of six eggs on the 29tli of May; two

females and four males of this species being seen. At the same

time and place, also, several pochards were found breeding, two

females having broods of young ones, and one a nest of six eggs.

Great Crested Grebe. Through the Eev. H. H. Lubbock,

of Hanworth, I have lately become acquainted with a new inland

haunt of this species, viz., Gunton lake, near Cromer. For the

last three years, he tells me, a pair have nested on the lake, and

have averaged about three young ones each season. This year the

eggs were hard sat on by about the 29th of April; - and the old birds

are said to arrive almost to a day in March and leave as punctually in

September. One young one, last year, got entangled in a net, as they

occasionally do on the broads, but was fortunately rescued in time.

Gunton Heronry. This thriving colony continues to increase.

At least forty birds were counted at their nests this year at the

beginning of the breeding season.

Strange nesting place of a Pheasant. A hen pheasant

hatched off her brood, on the 2nd of June, in a nest made in the

ivy growing against the east wall of Northrepps Cottage, near

Cromer, about twelve feet from the ground, and brought off five

chicks, two or three others being killed by the descent.
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Red-necked and Gray Tiialaropes. A male of the rarer

species, the red-necked phalarope, was killed at Yarmouth, on the

19tli of June; and a single gray phalarope, fast assuming its winter

plumage, early in November.

Stilt Plover. Since I recorded last year the occurrence of

two specimens of this rare wader, in Norfolk, one at Ingham on

the 2Gth of May, and one at Ditchingham about the end of July,

I have ascertained that a bird of this species, either a third

example, or possibly the samo subsequently shot at Ditchingham,

was observed, on several occasions, in June, in the Hellesdon

meadows, about two miles from Norwich. Mr. John Henry

Walter, who resides at Hellesdon, informs me, that he first saw

the bird on the 6th of June, and described it in his note-book, at

the time, as having “ long red legs, white body, and black

pointed wings, about the size of a plover. It flew like a heron,

with its legs out behind it.” Altogether he saw it about half-

a-dozen times, always about the same locality, and could have

shot it easily as it flew close to his boat, or when feeding on the

land.

Sand Martins nesting in sawdust heaps. Travellers by the

Cambridge line of the Great Eastern Railway will have observed,

for many years past, large quantities of sawn fir timber closely

adjoining the Brandon Station, and which with the addition of

huge stacks of sawdust piled up on the spot, give evidence of a

busy trade. In these stacks of wood fibre, firmly compressed and

consolidated by the action of the weather, sand martins have of

late discovered a novel, and I believe hitherto unrecorded, nesting

place. I was first informed of this curious fact, by Mr. Edward

Bidwell in the summer of last year
;
and an ornithological friend

resiiling in the neighbourhood confirms the same from his own

observations this season, having found the sand martins, in

considerable numbers, boring into the firm, but easily worked

strata of these wooden cliffs.

Purple Heron. A young bird of the year, in similar plumage

to the last two specimens obtained in this county, was killed at

Ran worth, on the 10th of November, but had been previously shot

at and wounded in the leg.
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Lesser-spotted Woodpecker. A bird of this small and scarce

species was killed in a garden at Diss on the 24th of November.

Snowy Owl. About the 2nd or 3rd of November, a fine speci-

men, which had been previously wounded, was shot by Lord

Leicester’s keeper in the Burnham Overy Marshes
;
the same re-

corded in the ‘Field’ of November 18th.*

The migration of Books, Skylarks, etc., as observed on

the Coast. In my last year’s Notes I referred to the large

increase observable in autumn, in Books and Jackdaws, owing to

migratory arrivals on our coast
;
and I may now add that a con-

siderable flock of the former were observed at Northrepps on the

31st of March, apparently departing by sea. On the 12th of

October a considerable migration of Skylarks was witnessed on

the same point of the coast, the birds pursuing a direct course

S.W. by W.
;
and on the 3rd of November, and again on the 12th,

13th, and 14th, very large flocks of Wood Pigeons were observed

at Northrepps, early in the morning, apparently coming in from

the sea.

Bavens. This fine species is sufficiently scarce for a record of

the fact, that two were seen at Overstrand, near Cromer, on the

20th of November; and Mr. F. Hele also records in the ‘Field,’

of November 24th, having seen three at Aldborough.

Green-backed Gallinule
(
Porpliyrio smaragnotus, Temm.).

I am indebted to the Bev. E. W. Dowell, of Dunton, for

particulars respecting a bird of this species, which was killed in

West Norfolk, about the 10th of October, in the parish of

* It is worth mention that in the ‘Ibis’ for January, 1877~(p. 131), is a

notice by the editor, on the authority of Dr. T. M. Brewer, of “an
unusual migratory inroad of snowy owls in the north-east portion of the

United States during the past autumn.” They were remarked in flocks of

fifteens and twenties passing south, and were obtained “ in large numbers,

so that the taxidermists could not prepare all that were brought to them.”

The editor also adds, “the same phenomenon has also manifested itself in

the Eastern Hemisphere. Three examples of the snowy owl, one of which

was captured in Ireland, are now in the Zoological Society’s Gardens.

Mr. Cross, the well known dealer at Liverpool, says, he never had so many

of this bird. Every steamer from America brings in two or three, so that,

at one time, he had nearly thirty in his possession.”
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Tatterford, on the upper waters of the Wensum, by a gamekeeper

named Flatten, then in the service of Mr. Dugmore. The bird

was skinned and roughly set up by Flatten, and on quitting

Mr. Dugmore’s service, shortly after, he took it with him to

Wroxham, where his father acts as keeper to Mr. Blakc-Humfrey.

It was there seen, in his possession, by Mr. Harvey Blake-Humfrey,

who succeeded in securing it for Mr. Dowell, and on being

sent to a Norwich birdstufter to be restuffed it was examined

by Mr. J. II. Gurney, Junr., and others, and found to be an

adult specimen of the Green-backed Forphyrio, of Africa, and not

the European Purple or Ilyacinthine Gallinule ( Porphyrio veterum).

Both species are figured in the last number of Dresser’s ‘Birds of

Europe,’ issued in December, 187G; and in describing the Green-

backed species that author remarks, “ This southern representative

of the Purple Gallinule, differing in having the back green instead

of blue, is found on the north side of the Mediterranean as an

extremely rare straggler.”
* * * “ On the south side of the

Mediterranean, however, throughout Africa, as far south as the

Cape of Good Hope, the present species is very generally dis-

tributed, entirely taking the place of the European Purple

Gallinule.” Mr. J. II. Gurney, Junr., as stated in his ‘Rambles

of a Naturalist,’ met with it in Egypt, where, as he points out,

Captain Shelley probably confused it with Porphyrin veterum.

It is worthy of mention that a bird of the same species was also

obtained, last autumn, in Scotland, as recorded in a recent number

of the ‘ Scotch Naturalist ’

;
but though both Greenbacked and

Purple Gallinules have occurred in several, and in about an equal

number of instances in this country, the fact of their being so

frequently brought over in ships and kept in various parts of

England, not only in aviaries but in a semi-wild state on lakes

and ponds, renders it impossible to decide whether these stragglers

are escaped birds or voluntary migrants to our coasts. In the

present instance the perfect plumage and cleanness of the feet and

legs of the specimen, and its sharp claws, seemed to indicate

that it had not been in confinement
;

but specimens which

Mr. J. II. Gurney, Junr., has had alive for some time, will still

bear comparison in all these points with Mr. Dowell’s bird. A
notice of its fate in the local papers and ‘ Land and Water,’ failed

to find an owner for it.
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Migratory Waders. A Turnstone was shot at Blakeney as

early as the 13th of August, which, like a flock I saw passing

along the beach at Cromer, on the 15th, was in nearly full

summer plumage • adult Sanderlings in summer plumage were also

shot at Blakeney on the above date. A flock of about forty Little

Stints frequented the beach at Salthouse in October, of which

several were shot during the first week of the month, and others

on the 2Gth. Several Pigmy Curlews were also shot on Breydon

during the first week in October, and an immature Spotted Bed-

shank late in December.

Raptorial Migrants. I last year recorded the occurrence of

an unusual number of young Sea Eagles on the Norfolk coast,

between the months of October and December, 1875 ;
and others

were either seen or killed in the early part of the present year,

1876. On the 22nd of January one was shot at Pritton Decoy,

near Yarmouth, the same recorded in ‘ Land and Water,’ of the

5th of February, as a golden eagle
;
and another was also killed

near Yarmouth, about the same time. A third straggler frequented

the woods at Sheringham, for more than a fortnight, towards

the end of February and beginning of March, and was, I am
glad to say, not molested. Another bird of this species made

its appearance in the same locality about the 9th of November

;

and one was killed on the Westacre estate, near Swaffham,

in December, as recorded in the ‘Field’ of January 6th, 1877.

Bough Legged Buzzards which were also numerous in 1875,

have been even more plentiful this last autumn and winter. Two
immature birds were shot towards the end of January, at North-

repps, and Beeston Begis near Cromer, and the autumnal flight

was marked by the appearance of one in the same neighbourhood

on the 30th of October
;
and in November I saw four specimens,

all young birds, killed in various parts of the county. In

December I have also notes of four others
;
three killed in the

neighbourhood of Yarmouth, and one at Northrepps, where a very

dark coloured bird, supposed of this species, was observed on the

29th. Of the so-called Common Buzzard, I have notes of one shot

at Horningtoft, on the 22nd of September
; and another was sent

to Norwich to be stuffed, on the 2nd of December. The Honey
Buzzard, an occasional visitor to our coast, has occurred in several
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instances during the past autumn, both in this and adjoining

counties. An immature female was killed near Diss on the IGth

of September, which was said to have struck down a partridge
;
a

somewhat unusual fact in connection with this species, though

similar instances have been recorded. Both birds were secured.

Two large hawks seen at Northrepps on the 5th of October were

believed to bo of this species; and Mr. Baker, birdstuffer, of

Cambridge, informs me that on the 6th of November he received

a Honey Buzzard from Fordham, near Downham Market, in

Norfolk, one from Caxton, in Cambridgeshire, on the 8th; and

another about the same date from Sudbury, Suffolk. All, includ-

ing the Fersfield bird, were in immature plumage.

The spring and autumn migration of the Osprey was marked by

the capture of one at Hempstead near llolt, on the 20th of April

;

and it is with regret that I record the fate of one shot at Guist on

September 24th, one on South Walsham Broad on the 28th. and

another at Sennowe about the same time, which had frequented

that neighbourhood for some days. A Hobdy was seen at North-

repps on the 25th of April; and one was shot in September at

Fersfield, near Diss. The Peregrine also made its usual appear-

ance in various parts of the county. On the 8th of January an

adult female was shot at Brancaster on the coast, another female

on the 1 5th at Melton Constable, and an adult male about the 18th

of February. A fourth in nearly adult plumage was brought into

Norwich on the 30th of October; and an immature bird was killed

at South Walsham early in November. The only other raptorial

species worth notice, as occurring during the year are, an immature

Goshawk, somewhat a rarity in Norfolk, killed at Melton Con-

stable in February, or early in March
;

a Montagu’s Harrier

procured in the same locality on the 19 th of January; and a Hen
Harrier at Sheringham on the 24th of April. The unusual abun-

dance of the Suorteared Owl during the past autumn, is referred

to under a separate heading.

Abundance of Snipe, Plover, etc. in the early winter. The

beginning of November was remarkable for the very unusual

number of Snipe which were met with at that time on our broads

and marshes, and large bags were made by those fortunate enough

to hear of their arrival in time to take advantage of it. From
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fifteen to five-and-twenty couples in a day were, I understand on

good authority, killed in favourable localities, and this not only in

the “ Broad district,” but in the salt marshes on the coast. These

birds, according to some accounts, literally poured in upon us, just

in advance of the sudden change to frost and snow, which com-

menced on the 6th and lasted till about the 11th or 12th. From

that time, as was the case last year under very similar circum-

stances, both Snipe and fowl have been scarce, the weather remain-

ing open, whilst these early flights have passed on to the south, to

return only in March on their way northwards in spring. Of the

common Lapwing, large flocks were seen at Northrepps on the 1st

of November, going west; and on the 4th large numbers were

observed passing W.N.W., and from their cries it would seem that

their flight continued also during the night of the 4th, or at least

some part of it. About the 15th, immense flocks of Lapwings and

Golden Plovers were observed in the same neighbourhood, at

Beeston Eegis, and up to the close of the year the numbers of both

Golden and Gray Plovers reported on the western side of the

county, at Lynn, was very unusual. Woodcocks were plentiful

towards the end of October. On the 28th, some ten or twelve couples

were exhibited for sale in our fishmarket. Early in the same

month wild-fowl were reported as unusually plentiful at Salthouse

;

and on the 9th wild Swans were seen off Blakeney, and about a

week later others were observed out at sea, off Cley harbour. On
the 9th a flock of over two hundred wild Geese flew over North-

repps, in a N.W. direction, flying high and making much noise

;

and about the same time I learn that fowl in unusual numbers

were heard passing over Breydon, near Yarmouth, but the nights

were too dark for the gunners to do anything with them. Inland,

and within a mile or two of Norwich, wild Swans were seen on

the wing, and a great many fowl frequented the low meadows both

morning and evening.

Abundance of Shorteared Owls. The autumn and early

winter of 1876, have been remarkable for the number of Shcrteared

or Woodcock Owls, as they are commonly known to sportsmen,

from occurring usually at the same time with Scolopax rusticala—
that have been met with, not only on the coast, but very generally

distributed inland. Between the 20th and 31st of October some
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our Norwich bird staffers, and others since that date. The same

apparent excess of numbers in this migratory species has been

recorded, as observed concurrently in more northern counties, both

in England and Scotland on the east coast, and the superabun-

dance of field mice in certain districts in Scotland and Yorkshire

since the spring of the year, has led somewhat to the impression

that the excess of ground vermin, is accountable in some degree

for the unusual plenty this autumn on our shores, of Owls and

Buzzards. Whether this is the cause or not as regards other

counties, I know of no complaint amongst the farmers in Norfolk

of any great increase in field mice during the past autumn

;

although the excessive rains and consequent floods in the low

lying districts may have driven such “small deer,” in unusual

quantities, on to the upland farms. But if we have been free

from such a plague, I think the perceptible increase in Shorteared

Owls is easily accounted for, without the assumption that any

unusual immigration of the species has actually occurred. These

birds alighting according to their annual migratory custom on the

northern shores of Great Britain would soon discover the abundant

provision of their favourite food, as reported from Scotland and

Yorkshire, and first arrivals, instead of passing on after a brief

rest, would remain to enjoy the feast, and be reinforced by other

flights, till these congregated forces eating their way southward in

unusual numbers would naturally give the impression that a

remarkable migration of the species had occurred, rather than that

their normal flights had thus become more concentrated.

With reference, however, to this question of Owls and Mice, I

may refer my readers to an interesting letter in the ‘ Gentleman’s

Magazine’ for 1754, volume xxiv, p. 215, on a great influx of

Norway Owls at Hilgay, Norfolk, owing to a plague of Field Mice

in the “ Fen district
;

” and this we may presume happened in

an exceptionably dry season, rather than in such a one as we have

experienced this last autumn and winter. The following curious

capture of an owl of this species occurred in a marsh at South

Walsham on the 11th of March last. A lad crossing the marshes

on his way homo from work in the “ dark hour,” observed a Lap-

wing sweep past him pursued by a larger bird : they took no notice

of him, and both fell to the ground within a few yards of the spot
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whero he was standing, when, creeping carefully towards them, as

they laid straggling on the marsh, he threw a sack he had been

carrying over the two, and then killed them both. The Owl was

brought next day to one of our Norwich birdstuffers, and the

species thus identified.

Guillemot inland. On the morning of the 2nd of December,

a common Guillemot was captured in the garden of the Eev. T. S.

Norgate, at Sparham, some 15 miles from the coast, flapping about

on the gravel walk, but apparently quite uninjured.

Blue Tit and Redstart nesting in Human Skulls. The

following strange incident was lately communicated to me by the

Rev. W. Blyth, of Fincham, near Downham, in Norfolk, respect-

ing a nesting place of the common Blue Tit. “Early in the

present century,” he writes, “say 1804 or 1805, a man named

Bennett was tried at Thetford, executed and gibbeted, in a certain

lane at Wereham, for the murder of bis master, one John Filby.

About 1819, John Camplin, of this parish, now aged 75,

had the bold curiosity to climb the gibbet and examine the

skeleton. On reaching the head there flew out, first, an old Blue

Tit, and after her the terrified family of nine or ten
;
one only

remained, and was secured by the venturesome explorer.” A
somewhat similar freak on the part of a Redstart, came under

my notice last summer at Saffron Walden where, in Mr. Gibson’s

garden, a large number of skeletons, forming part as was supposed

of a Saxon burial ground, were then exposed to view. In one of

the skulls, gaining access to the interior through one of the orbits,

a Redstart had made a nest and hatched her young.
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X.

NOTES ON THE METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS

Recorded at Norwich during the tear 187G.

By JonN Quinton, Jun., Assistant-Secretary.

Registrar to the Norwich Meteorological Society.

January.

The first three days of January wero showery and mild
;

the

thermometer at 9 p.m. the 3rd, registered 50.0, but early on the

4th the wind backed to E., and at 9 a.m. the temperature was only

39.5. A period of very cold weather ensued, which lasted until

the 17th, the mean temperature being 30.7
;
the thermometer never

rose above 3G.0, and on the 8th, 12th, and 16th it was below

freezing all day. The wind was chiefly from the N. E. and E.N.E.,

a strong galo boing recorded on the 7th
;
the sky was mostly over-

cast, and several slight showers of snow and sleet were recorded.

During the last fourteen days the winds were mostly light from tho

S., and the temperature averaged 40.4; but considerable variation

was recorded, for on tho night of the 19th the lowest was 43.8,

whereas on the day of the 22nd the highest was only 37.8. Rain

fell from 1 to 9 p.m. on the 21st, followed by snow and sleet; the

last ten days were very calm and mostly fine, but with thick fogs in

the mornings and evenings. Throughout January the barometric

pressure was very unusually high, only fell below 30 in. on the

20th and 21st; the rainfall was 0.18 in. deficient.

February.

The mild weather lasted during the first three days, the tem-

perature at 9 p.m. the 3rd being 42.0
;
but the wind veered from

S.W. to N.W. early on the 4th, and at 9 a.m. the thermometer

stood at 35.0. This was succeeded by a very cold period until the

1 5th
;
the sky was mostly overcast, and frequent slight showers of

snow, sleet, and rain were recorded. Strong N.W., N., and N.E.

winds blew from the 4th to the 7th, when the daily velocity was

278, 2G8, 335, 283 miles respectively. The mean temperature from

the 4th to the 14th was 33.4 ;
the temperature on the 11th was

c c 2
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below freezing all day : there was very slight variation in the baro-

metric pressure, which oscillated between 29.8 and 29.9. A heavy

fall of snow occurred early on the 14th: it was 3 in. deep at 9 a.m.,

but a rapid thaw set in soon after, and at 9 a.m. the 15th, the

temperature was 45.0—12 degrees higher than the previous day.

The last fortnight was much milder, averaging 45.7, but the sky

was mostly overcast
;
frequent slight showers of rain, and strong

W. and S.W. winds with considerable oscillation in the barometric

pressure. The mean barometric pressure for February averaged

unusually low : it only rose above 30 in. on the first three days

and on the 24th. The rainfall was 1.28 in. in excess of the

average, and the largest amount recorded in February since I860.

March.

This month Avas remarkable for the unusually low barometric

pressure and heavy S.W. and W. gales. The mean barometric

pressure was 4-10ths of an in. below the usual average
;
and in no

month during the last six years have the readings averaged so Ioav,

nor has the Avind averaged so high a velocity. Mr. Glaisher states

that at GreenAvich during the last thirty-five years, the mean baro-

metric pressure has never been so Ioav in March as in this year.

The temperature during the first fifteen days Avas generally slightly

above the average, but the days were very cloudy and frequent

shoAvers of rain occurred. The barometer oscillated slightly at

about 29.6 in. during the first Aveek Avith strong S.W. and W.
AArinds; then fell rapidly on the 8th from 29.629 at 9 a.m. to 28.996

at 9 p.m., and further to 28.645 at 9 p.m. the 9th, Avhen a daily

velocity of 331 miles Avas registered : the readings remained beloAv

29 in. until the evening of the 11th, when they reached 29.195.

Another quick fall to 28.730 at 3 p.m. the 12th, Avas folloAved by

a rapid rise to 29.542 at 9 a.m. the 13th
;
after which the pressure

fell to 29.091 on the 15th, Avhen a strong W.S.W. gale of 436

miles was recorded. A strong W.N.W. and N.W. gale of 350

and 406 miles occurred on the 17th and 18th. From the 16th of

March to the 27tli (except the 24th) the weather Avas very cold,

Avith frequent snow storms, and frosts nearly every night
;
on the

1 8th the highest temperature Avas only 5 degrees above freezing,

and Avas folloAved by a frost of 6 degrees in the night. Early on



the 28th the wind veered to S.E., the temperature rose 15 degrees

and the remaining days were very mild, but the sky generally over-

cast. Rain fell on 17 days during March, and exceeded the

average by 7-lOths of an inch.

April.

April commenced with very fine mild weather, with light variable

winds, high barometric pressure, and a mean temperature of

50.9 for the first nine days. On the 8th a rapid fall in the

barometric pressure commenced and continued to 29.165 on

the 10th; attended by strong S.W. and S. gales on the 9th

and 10th, and also by a great fall in the temperature.

On the 8th tho thermometer registered 65.0, but on the 11th

the maximum was only 43.0, and on the 13th only 39.5. The

mean temperature from the 1 0th to the 17th was 41.5; frequent

showers of snow, hail, and sleet were recorded. A severe snowr

storm occurred early on the 13th, and at 9 a.m. the snow was 3 in.

deep. The barometric pressure increased to 30.308 on the 15th

with N.E. winds, followed by a fall to the unusually low reading

of 28.925 on the 19th, with light S.E. and S.S.E. winds; this was

succeeded by a rise to 30 in. on the 23rd, after which no unusual

oscillation was recorded. Rather milder weather ensued from the

18th to the 29th, the temperature averaging 49.3, but the sky was

generally overcast and cloudy
;

frequent showers of rain were

recorded, and a thunderstorm with hail occurred on the 25th. On
the 29th of April the wind veered to X., and the last day of the

month was very cold and cloudy, the maximum temperature only

45.5. The total rainfall in April was 1.29 in. above the average

of the last thirty-five years, and has only been exceeded in three

years during that period.

May.

This month was unusually dry, with cold, gloomy weather,

and the mean temperature about 2 degrees below the average :

this deficiency occurred in the day temperatures, which averaged

4 degrees too low
;

the night temperatures were about the

usual mean
;

only one night of frost was recorded. The first

three days were very cold and cloudy, with X.N.W. winds;

the thermometer fell to the freezing point on the night of the 3rd.
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On the 4th of May the wind veered to S.E., and three tine, bright

days were recorded; the thermometer reached 63.0 on the 5th.

This was followed by very cold, dry weather, with N. and N.E.

winds until the 19tli
;
the mean temperature from the 7th to the

19th was only 47.2, and the thermometer never rose above 57.0.

The barometric pressure during the first three weeks of May was

high and very steady; on the 21st it fell below 30 in. for the first

time, and oscillated slightly at 29.7 on the next five days, attended

by frequent showers of drizzling rain, with light S.W. and N.W.
winds. On the 27th the barometer again rose to 30 in., and the

remaining days were fine and much milder. The rainfall was

1.47 in. deficient, and the smallest amount recorded in May during

the past thirty- five years.

June.

The mean temperature of June was at about the normal

value, but the winds were very variable, causing unusual

variation in the day temperatures. The thermometer on the

1st with a S. wind reached 71.5, but on the 1 0th with a

strong IS’.N.'W’. gale the maximum was only 55.5. On the 12th,

which was a calm day, 76.0 was recorded; but early on the 16th

the wind veered to hf.W. and the maximum was only 56.8. This

was succeeded by a change of wind to S.W. and S.E., and an

increase of temperature to 77.2 on the 20th
;
followed by a maxi-

mum of only 62.0 on the 23rd with a N.E. wind. On the 28th

the thermometer reached 81.2 with a S.W. wind, but at 5 p.m.

the wind veered to N., a thunderstorm occurred at 8.15 p.m., and

at 9 p.m. the temperature was only 56.0—a fall of 25 degrees—
and the maximum on the following day was only 66.2. The

atmospheric pressure during June was unusually even, the monthly

range being only half-an-inch, and that occurring in the first three

days between 30.242 at 9 a.m. the 1st, and 29.662 at 9 p.m. the

3rd : the subsequent oscillations were very slight at about 29.9 and

30 in. The rainfall in June exceeded the average of the past

thirty-five years by 0.19 in.

July.

The mean temperature of the first nine days of July was

66.2; but the sky was generally very cloudy and overcast,
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the winds light, chiefly from the S.W. The 1st was showery

a heavy shower also occurred between 1.30 and 3 a.m. on the

7th, and rain fell on the 8th, attended with much thunder and

a little lightning. The 10th and 11th were colder, the maximum
temperature being only 67.2 and G5.0; the thermometer rose to 80

degrees on the 13th, and four very hot and fine days followed with

maxima temperatures of 84. 5, 84.0, 83.0, and 81.0. During the

last fortnight of July very considerable variation was recorded in

the day temperatures : on the 19th with a strong N.W. wind from

7 a.m. to 5 p.m., the thermometer only reached G7.0, but on the

22nd, 81.0 was registered. On the 23rd the maximum was only

G5.8 : a heavy shower occurred at 9.40 a.m., and rain lasted until

1 p.m., amounting to 0.43 in., with thunder and a little lightning;

at midnight there was much lightning without thunder, Rain fell

from 9.30 a.m. to 12.45 on the 24th, and the maximum temperature

was only G5.0. At G a.m. the 2Gth the wind veered to S.W., and

the thermometer again reached 81.0; three cold and cloudy days

followed with maxima of only G8.0, 6G.0, and G7.0
;
the 30th was

fine, but the 31st cloudy and showery. The night temperatures

during July wore very even and only varied 10 degrees; the mean
monthly temperature was 1.5 above the average of the last six

years. The barometric pressure for July averaged at about 1-1 0th

above the usual mean
;

no remarkable variation was recorded.

Rain fell on only eight days in July, and was 0.23 in. below the

average of the last thirty-five years.

August.

The first few days of August were cloudy and showery

;

a fall in the barometric pressure from 30.037 at 9 a.m. the

2nd, to 29.417 at 9 a.m. the 3rd, was attended by a fall of

3-lOths of rain between 5.30 and 11 a.m. the 3rd, and fol-

lowed by a rather strong S.W. wind until 4 p.m., with a quick

rise in the barometer to 30.227 at 9 p.m. the 5th. A fortnight of

very fine weather was recorded from the 6th to the 19th of August;

barometric pressure was very steady, and no rain fell
;
the winds

were light and variable from the 6th to the 10th, followed by light

E. winds until the 19th. The days were mostly intensely hot, the

thermometer registering above 80 degrees on five days
;
there was,
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however, considerable variation in the temperature, for on the 9th

the maximum was 84.6, but on the following day the highest was

only 68.5 with a night temperature of 50.2. On the 13th, 14th,

and 15th the maxima were 86.0, 87.0, and 85.0, with night tem-

peratures of 61.0, 60.0, and 58.8; the highest minimum in the

month was 64.5 for the night of the 18th. The 20th, 2 1st, and

22nd, were mild but cloudy, and a little rain fell
;
the remaining

nine days were very cold, sky overcast and cloudy, and frequent

showers of rain were recorded
;
the maximum temperature on the

25th was only 58.5 followed by a night temperature of 42.0.

Frequent oscillation in the barometer was l’ecorded during the last

week of August
;
the greatest was from 29.667 at 9 a.m. the 30th

to 29.108 at 3 p.m. the 31st, the lowest reading recorded in August

during the last six years. A strong wind with a velocity of 303 miles

in 24 hours was recorded on the 27th, from the W. until 1 p.m.

;

and from W.N.W. from 4.30 to 9 p.m. A gale from the W.S.W.
was recorded from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on the 29th; the velocity

in the 8 hours was 129 miles. The rainfall in August was 0.71 in.

below the monthly average.

September.

This month was remarkable for the excessive rainfall
;
rain

fell on 21 days, and the total fall, 5.25 in., was the largest

amount recorded here in September in the last thirty-five years,

and was 3.06 in. in excess of the average. During the first

7 days the unusual amount of 2.84 in. was recorded, 0.92 in.

of which fell between 4.0 and 9.0 a.m. on the -6th. Excepting

the 15th, 19th, 21st, and 22nd, which -were fine days, the sky was

generally overcast and cloudy. The winds during September were

mostly light from the W.N. W. and W.S.W.
;
the only strong gale

was from the W.S.W. and W., from midnight on the 24th to 5 p.m.

on the 25th, when the velocity was 267 miles in the 17 hours.

A meteor of extraordinary brilliancy was seen at 6.30 p.m. the

24th. The mean temperature of September was about 1.5 degrees

below the average, which deficiency occurred in the day tempera-

tures; for on 11 days the temperature did not rise above 60 degrees,

and on the 13th the maximum was only 52.5. The night tem-

peratures were rather warmer than usual
;
the lowest was 43.0 on

the night of the 15th. The barometric readings in September
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averaged low, but no remarkable variation was recorded. Mr.

Glaisher states, that at Greenwich the mean barometric pressure

for September has only twice in the last thirty-five years averaged

so low as in this year.

October.

The mean temperature of this month exceeded the average of

the last six years by 4.8 degrees, and was the mildest October

recorded in that period
;

the excess occurred chiefly in the

night temperatures, which were 7 degrees above the average
;
the

day temperatures were only 3.4 in excess. Mr. Glaisher states,

that at Greenwich, the mean temperature of October has only been

exceeded eight times in the last hundred years. The unusually

high temperature of 71.8 was recorded on the 7th, and the lowest

during the month was only 30.0. The month commenced with a

strong X. wind on the 1st, with a quick rise in the barometer from

29.740 at 9 a.m. to 30.161 at 9 p.m. The weather was unusually

mild until the 19th, but the sky was generally overcast
;
several

showers of drizzling rain were recorded; the winds were mostly

light from the S. until the 15th, and from the E. from the 16th to

the 19th. Frequent variation in the barometer was recorded, but

no unusual oscillation occurred
;
the readings were generally below

the average. From the 20th of October until the end of the month

the days were much colder, the highest temperature being only

55.0. The sky was very overcast
;

the winds variable, blowing

strong from the N.E. and E.X.E. on the 21st and 22nd, and from

the W.N.'YV. on the 31st. The barometric pressure from the 20th

to the 31st was high and very steady, all the readings being above

30 in. The rainfall was the smallest amount recorded in October

since 1861
;

it was 2.09 in. below the average of the last thirty-

live years.

November.

This month was unusually dull and gloomy, but mild (except

from the 7th to the 13th), the mean temperature being about

2 degrees above the usual average. Rain fell on 22 days, but

the showers were mostly very slight, and the total fall exceeded

the average by only 0.38 in. The first six days were mild and
showery, with light variable winds, sky generally overcast, and



high barometric pressure. From the 7th to the 13th the weather

was much colder, winds chiefly from the N. and N.E.
;
the 9th

and 10th were unusually cold; the maxima temperatures were

only 37.0 and 38.8 followed by night temperatures of 26.5 and

27.0
;
snow fell on the 8th and 9th, and a thick fog occurred on

the evening of the 10th. A sudden fall in the barometric pressure

was recorded on the 11th and 12th; at 9 p.m. the 10th it registered

30.196; at 9 p.m. the 1 1th, 29.809; and at 9 p.m. the 12th, 29.319

attended by a strong E.S.E. wind on the 12th. From the 14th of

November to the end of the month, the weather was much milder,

the sky generally overcast
;
drizzling rain and light showers were

frequently recorded, the winds mostly very light from the E., S.E.,

and S.W. Frequent oscillation was recorded in the barometric

pressure
;
the greatest fall was from 30.230 at 9 a.m. the 23rd to

29.392 at 3 p.m. the 25th
;
followed by a rise to 29.686 at 9 a.m.

the 26th, and subsequent fall to 29.247 at 9 p.m. the 27th, after

which the pressure rose to 29.713 on the 30th.

December.

This month was very remarkable for the great atmospheric

variations, low barometric mean pressure, high temperature, and

for the excessive rainfall, making the month one of the most

remarkable on record. At 9 p.m. the 2nd of December the

barometer registered 29.344, fell to 28.943 at 9 p.m. the 3rd,

followed by a further fall of 0.566 in. in next 18 hours, recording

28.377 at 3 p.m. the 4th—the lowest observation registered here

since January 13th, 1843. The fall in the' barometer was

attended by a strong S.E. wind, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., when

it veered to the S.W.
;
from whence a strong gale was recorded

until 10 p.m., the barometer rising 0.381 in. between 3 p.m.

and 9 p.m. On the 5th, which was squally with drizzling rain

all day, another fall from 28.983 at 9 a.m. to 28.631 at 9 p.m.

was recorded, succeeded by a quick rise to 30 in. on the 9th. No
unusual variation was recorded during the next week

;
the weather

continued very mild, but the sky was generally overcast
;
winds

light and variable. On the 15th of December the barometric

pressure began to decrease, and a gradual fall was recorded to

28.789 at 9 a.m. the 21st; the weather was very mild, but cloudy,

damp, and showery
;
winds light from the E. and S.E. This was
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In. Miles.

December, 1875 30.503 on the 28th 29.513 on the20th .990 30.092 55.5 on the 22nd 22.0 on the 4th 33.5 42.1 35.1 7.0 38.7 1.70 14 0 4 2 i 5 8 8 3 172

January, 1876 30.668 „ 15th 29.709 „ 21st .959 30.279 53.8 „ 31st 23.0 „ 16th 30.8 40.9 31.9 9.0 36.3 1.58 11 2 6 5 2 10 4 1 1 169

February, 1876 30.288 „ 2nd 29.207 „ 18th 1.081 29.759 58.0 „ 18th 23.0 „ 13th 35.0 45.2 36.0 9.2 40.3 2 62 20 3 2 0 2 4 9 7 2 212

Dec. 1875 to Feb. 1876 30.668 on Jan. 15 29.207 on Feb. 18 1.461 30.043 58.0 on Feb. 18 22.0 on Dec. 4 36.0 42.7 34.3 8.4 38.4 5.90 45 5 12 7 5 19 21 16 6 184

Six preceding Winters
30.775 on Feb.

18th, 1873
28.397 on January

24th, 1872
2.378 29.905

57.5 on Dec.
14th, 1870

5.5 on Dec.
• 25th, 1870

52.0 42.1 32.5 9.6 37.5 5.70 39 6.5 4.5 11 8.5 20 16.5 15.5 7.5 184

SPRING.

March, 1876 30.007 on the 19th 28.645 on the 9th 1.362 29.523 59.0 on the 31st 26.0 on the 19th 33.0 46.3 35.5 10.8 40.2 2.23 17 2 2 2 2 3 10 7 3 255

April, 1876 30.470 „ 5th 28.925 „ 19th 1.545 29.850 66.8 „ 4th 29.2 „ 13th 37.6 54.8 40.1 14.7 46.4 2.80 16 3 3 6 5 3 6 3 1 189

May, 1876 30.486 „ 4th 29.639 „ 22nd .847 30.136 72.0 „ 30th 32.0 „ 4th 40.0 56.6 42.4 14.2 48.4 0.39 9 8 9 1 3 0 4 3 3 202

March to May, 1876 30.486 on May 4 28.645 on Mar. 9 1.841 29.836 72.0 on May 30 26.0 on Mar. 19 46.0 52.5 39.3 13.2 45.0 5.42 42 13 14 9 10 6 20 13 7 215

Six preceding Springs
30.739 on March

6th, 1874
29.123 on March

11th, 1873
1.616 29.977

80.8 on May
15th, 1875

20.0 on March
11th, 1874

60.8 54.9 38.4 16.5 45.8
:

3.99 32 14.5 7.5 12.5 7 9 12 14.5 15 188

SUMMER.

June, 1876 30.242 on the 1st 29.662 on the 3rd .580 29.979 81.2 on the 28th 39.0 on the 3rd 42.2 67.0 49.9 17.1 57.2 1.96 13 7 4 5 2 5 2 2 3 171

July, 1876 30.417 „ 14th 29.580 „ 28th .837 30.050 84.5 „ 14th 51.0 „ 18th 33.5 73.9 56.0 17.9 63.6 2.23 8 5 1 3 3 2 10 3 4 166

August, 1876 30.364 „ 11th 29.108 „ 31st 1.256 29.917 87.0 „ 14th 42.0 „ 26th 45.0 72.5 54.5 18.0 62.1 1.45 13 0 2 8 3 1 11 3 3 174

June to August, 1876 30.417 on July 14 29.108 on Aug. 31 1.309 29.982 87.0 on Aug 14 39.0 on June 3 48.0 71.1 53.5 17.6 61.0 5.64 34 12 7 16 8 8 23 8 10 170

Six precdng. Summers 30.551 on June
5th, 1870

29.300 on July
25th, 1871

1.251 29.942
92.0 on July

23rd, 1873
38.0 on June

4th, 1871
54.0 70.3 51.9 18.4 59.8 6.28 34 11 7.5 10 7 13 14.5 19 10 169

AUTUMN
September, 1876 30.376 on the 20th 29.314 on the 28th 1.062 29.761 70.0 on the 5th 43.0 on the 16th 27.0 62.0 49.5 12.5 54.7 5.25 21 1 0 1 5 2 5 8 8 158

October, 1876 30.322 „ 25th 29.253 „ 11th 1.069 29.936 71.8 „ 7th 39.0 ,, 31st 32.8 58.9 49.3 9.6 53.4 0.67 12 1 2 6 5 9 3 4 1 162

November, 1876 30.385 „ 4th 29.247 „ 27th 1.138 29.874 58.0 „ 16th 26.5 „ 10th 31.5 48.0 40.2 7.8 43.8 2.71 22 3 1 6 5 4 5 1 5 154

Sept, to Nov., 1876 30.385 on Nov. 4 29.247 on Noy. 27 1.138 29.857 71.8 on Oct. 7 26.5 on Nov. 10 45.3 56.3 46.3 10.0 50.6 8.63 55 ' -5 3 13 15 15 13 13 14 158

Six precdng. Autumns 30.621 on October
1st, 1870

28.599 on Nov.
29th, 1874

2.022 29.858
80.0 on Sept.

8th, 1875
24.0 on Nov.

14th, 1871
56.0 55.5 42.6 12.9 48.8 7.75 42 6 7 10 8 18.

£

18 15.5 8 171
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succeeded by five cold days, with E. and N.E. winds, a little snow

falling on the 24th
;
the barometer rose rapidly to 30.248 at 9 a.m.

the 2Gth, a cold day with the temperature below freezing until the

evening, when 32.0 was recorded at 9 p.m. On the 27th of

December a remarkable change occurred
;
the barometer fell 0. 353 in.

on the night of the 2Gth, followed by a strong S.E. and S.S. E. gale

on the 27th; and the temperature rose from 32.0 at 9 p.m. the 26th

to 55.0 at the same hour on the 27th. The remaining days were

very mild, cloudy, and squally, with frequent oscillation in the

barometric pressure at about 29.400. The mean temperature of

the month was the highest that has been recorded for December

during the past six years. It exceeded the average by 7 degrees,

and in no month during that period has the moan barometric

pressure averaged so low. Mr. Glaisher reports that no instance

of so low a mean reading of the barometer has been recorded at

Greenwich, in any month during the last thirty-five years
;
and

only nine instances in the last hundred years of so high a mean

temperature in December. The total rainfall in December was

3.G1 in., exceeding the average by 1.64 in. The total rainfall for

the year, 27.50 in., was 3.82 in. in excess of the average.

XI.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.

Mammalia.

The white-beaked Dolphix (Delphinus albiroetris)

.

Mr. J.

W. Clark of Cambridge, records the occurrence of a specimen of

this rare Cetacean off Lowestoft, on the 26th March, 1876, in the

proceedings of the Zoological Society for 1876, pp. 686—691.

It was taken by the fishermen off Lowestoft, by whom it was

called a “ White-beaked Bottlenose, ” and at once secured for

Mr. Clark, and despatched to Cambridge. The animal was a male,

quite young and weighing 139 lbs. The principal measurements

were as follows length from anterior edge of upper lip to notch in
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middle of caudal fin, 5 ft. 5-j in. Length from upper lip to notch in

middle of caudal fin (following curve), 5 ft. 10 in. From upper lip

to anterior edge of dorsal fin (following curve), 2 ft. G in. Total ver-

tical height of dorsal fin, 6 in. Pectoral fin, length from junction

of anterior edge with body to tip, 1 ft
;

pectoral fin, greatest

breadth, in. Breadth of caudal fin across the flukes, 1 ft. 3 in.

A figure is given, but the coloration Mr. Clark says, was singularly

beautiful, and he fears no drawing could give any adequate idea of it.

The following is Mr. Clark’s description :

—

“ The upper part of the body generally was a glossy black, and

the under a creamy white. The upper lip (before described) was

white, with a black spot at the tip, and a few irregular pale grey

cloudings on its surface. The convex forehead was at first white

for half an inch on the right side, and a quarter of an inch on the

left
;
this white space was bounded by a wavy line of black spots

of different dimensions, including a subtriangular space of a

brownish colour, 2 inches broad, dotted with darker spots.

“Immediately behind the blow-hole was an ogee of black, lg inch

deep, succeeded by a space of light brown colour 81 inches wide by

9 inches deep. Beyond this the whole upper surface of the body

was black till about 18 inches from the tail, when it became grey.

At a point 10 inches from the centre of the tail this grey ceased,

and the tail became black above and below. The underside of the

caudal fin was irregularly streaked with grey
;
and there was a

white spot on the raphe.

“Behind the eye and just above the pectoral fin was an irregular

patch of light yellowish brown flecked with numberless spots and

dashes of brown of more than one shade, with an occasional black

mark. There was a long narrow band above this and between it

and the dorsal fin, sparingly spotted
;
and a second space, marked

like the first, commenced at about the middle of the band and

extended backwards to a point halfway between that and the tail.

The markings upon both of these cannot be better described than

by comparing them with those upon a sheet of blotting-paper that

has been much used. They were thickest at the sides of the space,

of which a small portion, just in the centre, was free from markings

altogether. Between these spaces the black was less intense
;
a

band of it, however, extended between the second space and the

white of the belly.
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“ The pectorals were black above and below
;
and a few grey

markings, which maintained a uniform width of about G inches,

extended beneath them over the white undersurface of the body,

till at the anus the dark grey colour of the sides curved downwards

and narrowed the white to less than half its width. Behind the

anus there was a patch of light brown about 6 inches long, suc-

ceeded by black as described above.”—P. Z. S. 1876, p. G88.

Dr. Cunningham also records in the same volume pp. G79

—

G8G, the occurrence in September, 1875, of a female of this

species—also a young one—taken off Great Grimsby. Both speci-

mens are figured on the same plate, and differ considerably from

each other in outline and coloration
;
they both differ, however,

still more from Mr. Brightwell’s figuro in the ‘Annals and Maga-

zine of Natural History’, Yol. XYII., the accuracy of which,

Dr. Cunningham shows reason to doubt; and institutes a searching

comparison of the figures given by Brightwell, Van Beneden, and

himself, from which, and the skeletal peculiarities of the specimens

where recorded, he arrives at the conclusion, that they are all of

the same species. Mr. Clark does the same with Mr. Moore’s

specimen, ‘ Annals and Magazine of Natural History’, series 3,

Yol. XI. p. 269 (1863), and arrives at the same conclusion.

—

T. Southwell.

Botany.

Pyrola minor.—Several specimens of this plant were found at

Peddam on the day of the Society’s excursion in June last;

this satisfactorily disposes of the doubt expressed (Trans. 1874—5,

p. 96), as to the occurrence of more than one species of Pyrola

in the county.—H. D. Geldart.

Fungi on Whale’s Bones. On the 9th of August, 1875,a young

whale (Bahrjioptera musculo#, Linn.) was stranded at the mouth of

the river Ouse. After the blubber had been removed, the bones were

purchased by the West Norfolk Farmers’ Manure Company, with the

intention of utilizing them for agricultural purposes. It so hap-

pened, however, that these bones were too large to be conveniently

ground in the bone mill, and they have been left in the open air

until the present time (March, 1877).

Last summer they were covered by an abundant growth of

a bright orange Fusarium, which occurred indiscriminately upon
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all the bones. On the bodies of the vertebras I found several

species of Mycetozoa, especially a Physarum, which I regarded at

the time as P. nutans Pers., but which my friend Mr. Phillips

thinks is Didymium rufipes Fr. The most remarkable Fungi,

however, were two Agarics which grew upon the skull, Agaricus

bullaceus Bull., and Agaricus ostreatus Jacq. The former is not

at all a common species. I have only seen it once before, when it

grew upon a rotten mat that had been buried in a manure heap.

The latter agaric grew upon some dry cerebral matter in the

interior of the cranium. A succession of fine specimens have

occurred during the winter. Its proper abode is dead wood,

especially Laburnum, and it is very curious that an esculent species

should choose such an unsavoury matrix as the skull of a whale.—
Charles B. Plowright.

XII.

FAUXA AND FLORA OF NORFOLK.

Part VII. DiatomacejE.

By F. Kitton, ILon. F.R.M.S.

Rather more than a century and a quarter ago, there lived in

Norwich an untiring student of natural history, particularly that

portion of it requiring the aid of magnifying glasses for its exami-

nation : the name of William Arderon is now probably known to

few modern naturalists, although in his day he was highly esteemed

by men far above him in social position. He came to Norwich as

an excise officer
;
and the savans of the city, rather than lose him

when his duties terminated in that locality, made him manager of

the New Mills at a salary of ,£G0 per year, which situation he

retained until his death.

During his residence in Norwich, he was made a Fellow of the

Royal Society, and contributed many papers to their Transactions.

The ditches around the city were laid under contribution, and

he was often rewarded for his trouble by the discovery of some-

thing “ new and strange.” Sometimo in July, 1745, ho discovered
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in a ditch in Spring Gardens, Norwich, what ho calls the “ Hair

animalcule” (Oscillatoria limosa), and of which ho sends figures

and description to the Royal Society. Mixe 1 with this form ho

detected a number of minute organisms, which taxed the highest

magnifying powers he possessed, to make out. He sent some of

them to Baker, the celebrated microscopic observer, under the name

of the “Oat animalcule;” and from the figure and description

I have no doubt this was a species of Navicula, very probably

N. amphisbeena or N. spluerophora

;

and if I am correct in my
surmise, the first diatom ever described or figured was a Norfolk

specimen.

In compiling the subjoined list, I have had to depend almost

entirely on my own observations and specimens : no records of the

labours of earlier observers (many of whom studied those remark-

able forms with great assiduity) have been preserved.

The late Mr. Briglitwell published in 1848, a small book called

a ‘Sketch of a Fauna Infusoria for East Norfolk’ (I need hardly

remark that at this time the animal nature of the Diatomaceae and

Desmidke was scarcely doubted) : in this work he describes and

figures the following species :

—

BaciUaria paradoxa, Navicula

striatula=Surirella strialula
,
Navicula pheen icenteron=S(auroneis

phcenicenteron
,
N. amphisbama, N. hippocampus= Pleurosigma, a

“ Navicula ” which he does not name, but the drawings clearly in-

dicate it to be Campylodiscus costatus. lie also gives figures of an

Amphiprora, possibly A. palndosa, BaciUaria
(
Diatnnia

)
vulgare,

Pyxidicula = Cyclotella opercidata and Cocconema = Navicula

didyma.

He subsequently described some species of Triceratium, Chmto-

ceros, and Rhizosolenia found in this county, in the ‘Quarterly

Journal of Microscopical Science;’ but his studies in later years

were devoted to the forms found in guano, fossil deposits, and

exotic gatherings.

Campylodiscus clypeus was first found living in brackish water

ditches near the Berney Arms, by the late Mr. R. Wigham
;
a

species previously supposed to be peculiar to a fossil deposit found

at Egor in Bohemia, and was first described in Ehrenberg’s Micro-

geologie
;
accompanying this form were two species of Navicula:

N. bohemica and N. sculpta. In Mr. Wigham’s Breydon gatherings,

C. clypcus was also associated with these two forms
; the former
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species has not, I believe, been found in any other British locality.

I have observed Campylodiscus clypevs mixed with the before-

mentioned Navicula in a gathering from the Great Salt Lake,

Utah : this gathering is so like those made at Breydon, that

were it not for a few species not hitherto found in Great Britain,

it would he difficult to distinguish them.

The very remarkable little form doubtfully referred by Professor

Smith in his Synopsis to the genus Triceratium (T. exiguum), has

hitherto only been found in Ormesby Broad : it was first observed

some four-and-twenty years ago in gatherings made from that locality

by Mr. II. G. Glasspoole, and it is still found in the broad.

The late Dr. Arnott and other diatomists considered this form to

be a variety of Odontidium mutabile, an opinion with which I do

not concur : I should be more inclined to refer it to O. parasiticum

(if it be not a distinct species). It is frequently found adhering

by one of the angles to other diatoms, particularly Nitzschia sig-

moidea, and associated with 0 .
parasiticum. Mr. Brightwell has

described and figured it in the ‘Quarterly Journal of Microscopical

Science,’ but his figures are incorrect : the centre of the valve is

not punctate and the margin is striate.

Achnanthidixim ventricosum—Monogramma ventricosa, Eln*., I

had the pleasure of detecting in the washings from moss growing

at the foot of some willows on the Osier Car, Heigham. This

species, I believe, had never before been found in Britain or even

in Europe
;

it occurs in great abundance in a subpeat (?) deposit

from “ Cabbage Tree Swamp,” New Zealand, and also in a gather-

ing from the mouth of a cave in the New Hebrides
;

I have also

seen it sparingly mixed with other diatoms collected at Petro-

paulovski.

The pretty little species Pinnularia globiceps was first detected by

the late Dr. Gregory (see ‘Quarterly Journal Microscopical Science,’

vol. iv), in a gathering from Flordon, I think made by Mr. Bright-

well. I have never been fortunate enough to find it myself,

although I have carefully examined material from that locality.

In some moss growing on the trunk of an elm on the Earlham

Hoad, I found Dendroteres spiralis, Ehr.= Orthosira mirabilis,

Gregory, mixed with Navicula appendiculata and N. undosa.

The arrangement adopted (with some alterations) is that used by

Herr Grunow in his work on Austrian diatoms.
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Class CRYPTOGAMIA.

Sub-class A LG/E
j

Natural Order Diatom ace/E.

Family 1-EUNOTLE.

Genus Epitiiemia Kutzing.

E. turoida. (Sin.) Horning Fen, Orniesby Broad, Whissousett.

E. ocellata. Kiitz. Flordon Fen.

E. zebra. Kiitz. Brackish-water ditches, Breydon.

K. constricta. (Sin.) Occurring with the above.

E. oiBBA. Kiitz. Nearly pure in a gathering from a ditch running

into Orniesby Broad, more or less common in all fresh-

water gatherings.

E. yentricosa. Kiitz. Ditches, Breydon.

E. marina. (Donk.) In sand gatherings from Hunstanton, Wells,

Brancaster.

E. MUSCUI.U3. Kiitz. Ditches, Breydon.

Genus Eunotia Ehrenberg.

E. tetraodon'. Ehr. St. Faith’s Common, Edgefield, near Holt.

E. 1 lunaris. (Breb.) Near the mouth of the Yare—rare.

Genus Himantidium Ehrenberg.

H. pectinale. (Kiitz.) Osier Car, Heigliam
;
Orniesby Broad.

H. gragile. Ehr. In a gathering from Stratton Strawless, very

rare. (Mr. Brightwell.)

Family II—MERIDIONEHi.

Genus Meridion Agardh.

M. circulare. Ag. Occurring in many fresh-water gatherings,

but only in series of four or five frustules.

Genus Podospiiexia Ehrenberg.

P. ehrenbergii. (Kiitz.) On Ceramium rnhrum
,
Cromer.

D D
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Genus Rhipidophora Kutzing.

E. abbreviata. Iviitz. Growing on sea-weed attached to a buoy

at Scratby.

Genus Eucampia Ehrenberg.

E. zodiac ds. Ehr. Stomachs of Noctilucie, Yarmouth—rare.
E. britannicus. (Sm.) Found with above—very rare.

Family III—DIATOMA.

Genus Diatoma Decandolle.

D. vdlgare. (Bory.) Rare—in a gathering from Poringland.

D. elongatum. (Ag.) In water supplied by “ Norwich Water

Company.”

D. grande. (Sm.) Rare—in gatherings from Ormesby.

Genus Odontidium Kutzing.

O. mutabile. (Sm.) Common—in gatherings from Horning Fen;

Osier Car, Heigham
;
Hellesdon Bridge

;
Ormesby Broad.

0. tabellaria. (Sm.) Associated with the above.

O. parasiticuai. (Sm.) Growing on Nitzschia signioidea, Ormesby

Broad.

Genus Fragilaria Lyngbye.

F. capucina. (Desm.) Frequent in fresh water ditches.

F. virescens. (Ralfs.) Found in the same localities as the above

species.

F. tenuicollis. (Heiberg.) Ormesby Broad.

Genus Synedra Ehrenberg.

S. radians. (Sm.) Abundant in fresh-water gatherings.

S. radians var. (Sm.) Flordon Fen
;
Ormesby ditches.

S. ulna. Ehr. Common— Whissonsett, Cossey, Horning,

Heigham.

S. capitata. Ehr. Common—Flordon, Ormesby, Whissonsett,

Poringland, Horning.

S. acicularis. (Sm.) Breydon ditches.

S. minutissima. (Kiitz.) Rare—Whissonsett, Ormesby.
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S. affinis. (Kiltz.) Not uncommon in the Breydon ditches.

S. investiens. (8m.) Thickly covering Cladophora rupestris
,

growing on some floating timber at Scratby.

S. pulchella. (Kiitz.) Occurring in most salt and brackish-water

gatherings, but not plentifully.

S. vaucheria. 1 (Kiitz.) A small Synedra occurs in the Ormesby

gatherings, which I doubtfully refer to this species.

S. 1 cvmdiformis. (Schmidt.) Very rare—stomachs of Noetilucae,

Yarmouth
;
Hunstanton Sands.

Genus Asterionella Hassell.

A. Formosa. Hassell. Hare—Ormesby Broad
;

in a pond on

Household Heath, Mr. Brightwell.

A. elegans. (Heiberg.) In sediment from water supplied by the

Water Company, Norwich.

A. Bleakeleyii. (Sm.) Hare—Yarmouth sands, mixed with

Uhcetoceros armatum.

Genus Doryphora KUtzing.

D. ampiiiceros. Kiitz. Brackish-water ditches, Yarmouth,

Breydon, Wells
;
sand gatherings, Hunstanton

;
stomachs

of Noctilucai, Yarmouth.

Genus Tabellaria Eurenberg.

T. flocculosa. (Kiitz.) Ormesby, Horning
;
Osier Car, Heigham.

T. fenestrata. (Kiitz.) I have only found this form in the

Ormesby gatherings.

Genus Grammatophora Ehrexberg.

G. marina. (Kiitz.) Growing luxuriantly on sea-weed attached

to Scratby buoy.

Genus Rhabdonema Kutzing.

R. ARCUATUM. Kiitz. Very fine and pure on Ceramium rubrum,

Cromer.

Genus Striatella Agardh.

S. unipunctata. Ag. Very rare—on sea- weed, Cromer.

D D 2
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Family IV—SUFIRELLE/E.
Genus Campylodiscus Ehrenberg.

C. costatus. (Sin.) Apparently rare in this county, a few frustules

occurring in gatherings from Whissonsett, Tittleshall,

Hickling, and St. Faith’s

C. echeneis. Ehr. Bare—brackish-water ditches, Breydon.

C. parvulus. (Sm.) Associated with the preceding species.

C. clypeus. Ehr. Very pure and fine in a ditch near the Berney

Arms
;

first found living by the late Mr. E. Wigham.

C. bicostatus. (Sm.) Very rare—in a ditch at Breydon.

Genus Surirella * Turpin.

S. biseriata. (Breb.) This species occurs sparingly in the

Hickling, Whissonsett, and Tittleshall gatherings.

S. splendida. (Kiitz.) Hickling, Cossey, Tittleshall.

S. constricta. (Sm.) Very rare—in a ditch near Breydon.

S. gemma. (Ehr.) Copious in gathering from the North river,

near Yarmouth
;

more or less common in all brackish-

water localities.

S. striatula. Turp. Very copious and fine in all the Breydon

ditches.

S. apiculata. (Sm.) Eare— St. Faith’s Common.

S. brightwellii. (Sm.) Plentiful in a gathering made by the late

Thomas Brightwell, Esq., at Titchwell, but rare in other

brackish water localities.

S. ovata. (Kiitz.) More or less common in slightly brackish or

fresh-water ditches
;
copious in a ditch at Keswick.

S ovalis. (Breb.) Eare—Breydon, Burgh, Titchwell.

S. subsalsa. (Sm.) Very rare—in a Breydon gathering.

S. linearis. (Sm.) Associated with S. splendida
,
of which it is

probably a variety.

Genus Cymatopleura Smith.

C. solea. Sm. Common— in all fresh-water gatherings.

* Pfitzer, in his work, “ Ueber das Ban und Entwicklung der Diato-

maceen,” changes the name to Suriraya, this genus having been named after

Dr. Suriray.
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C. elliptica. Sm. Not so plentiful as the above species, but

usually accompanying it.

C. apiculata. Sm. Rare—only in the Whissonsett gathering.

Genus Amphipleura Kutzing.

A. pellucipa. Kiitz. Not unfrequently in the Ormesby gather-

ings, but rare in other localities.

Family V—N1TZSC1II/E.

Genus Denticula Kutzing.

D. Kutzinqii var. major. (Grunow.) Ormesby and Horning.

D. sinuata. (Sm.) Common on moss growing at the base of

willows, Osier Car, Heigham.

Genus Nitzschia Hassell.

N. sigmoidea. (Sm.) Copious in a ditch running into Ormesby

Broad
;
not frequent in gatherings from other localities.

N. sigma. (Sm.) Very frequent in salt-water ditches; a form with

a very coarse strim occurs in a ditch in Burgh.

N. amphioxys. (Sm.) Plentiful in moss from Osier Car, Heigham;

rare in soil attached to roots of Equisetum, growing near

the river, at Hellesdon. Mr. Norman in his “ List of

Piatomaceie occurring in the neighbourhood of Hull,” says,

he found it frequently in moss from cottage roofs.

N. vivax. (Sm.) Frequent with preceding species in the

Heigham moss. This is usually considered a brackish-

water form, but the water in this locality is quite free

from salt.

N. hyalin a. (Greg.) Hunstanton sands.

N. dubia. (Sm.) Breydon, North River; salt-water ditches,

Yarmouth, Veils, Blakeney.

N. obtusa. (Sm.) Rare—in the Whissonsett and Flordon

gatherings.

N. minutissim a. (Sm.) Moss, Osier Car, Heigham
;

not un-

frequent on wet walls.

N. linearis. (Sm.) Whissonsett, Ormesby, and Horning.
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H. bilobata. (Sm.) Occurring in most of the Breydon gather-

ings, but not plentifully.

hi. plana. (Sm.) Found with the above, but rare.

hi. virgata. (Roper.) Sand gatherings, Hunstanton and Wells.

N. spathulata. (Sm.) Very rare— in sand gatherings from

above localities.

H. socialis. (Greg.) I have detected a few frustules occasionally

in the Hunstanton sand gatherings.

N. panduriformis. (Greg.) Wells and Hunstanton sands—rare.

Genus Tryblionella Smith.

T. scutellum. Sm. Very rare—I have only found this in one

of the Breydon gatherings.

T. gracilis. Sm. Frequent in the Breydon gatherings
;
more

rarely in those from Hunstanton, Wells, and Yarmouth.

T. punctata. Sm. Frequent with the above.

T. angusta. Sm. Cossey, Whissonsett, Weston.

Genus Homeocladia Agardh.

H. sigmoidea. (Sm.) Rare—in a gathering off the piles of

Yarmouth Jetty.

Family VI—ACHhTANTHEJE.

Genus Cocconeis Ehrenberg.

C. scutellum. Ehr. Growing on Zostera marina, Yarmouth

;

sand gatherings, Hunstanton.

C. pediculus. Ehr. Ormesby, Whissonsett, Heigliam Causeway.

C. placentula. Ehr. Horning, Hickling, Tittleshall, Whisson-

sett.

Genus Achnanthidium Kutzing.

A. lineare. (Sm.) Rare—in a fresh-water ditch, Yarmouth

;

a few isolated frustules in the Ormesby gatherings.

A. ventricosum. (Ehr.) Rare—in moss from Osier Car,

Heigham.

A. flexellum. (Breb.) Ormesby, Flordon, Horning.
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Genus Aciinanthes Lory.

A. longipes. (Ag.) Apparently rare—in this county I have

only found a few detached frustules ;
in a tide pool at

Cromer.

A. brevipes. (Ag.) Copious in a gathering from Lynn; a few

specimens were also found in a sand gathering from

Hunstanton.

Genus RrioicospnENiA Grunow.

R corvata. (Sm.) Not unfrequent in fresh-water gatherings

copious in a fresh-water ditch, Yarmouth.

Family VII—CYMBELL/E.

Genus Cymbella Agardii.

C. Ehrenberoii. (Kiitz.) More or less frequent in all fresh-

water gatherings.

C. maculata. (Kiitz.) Whissonsett, Cossey, Holt, Horning
;

in

most fresh water gatherings, but not plentiful.

Genus Cocconema Ehrenberg.

C. lanceolatum. Ehr. Common—in most fresh-water gatherings.

C. cisruLA. Ehr. Generally associated with the above species.

C. cymbiforme. Ehr. Ditches, Heigham, Whissonsett, Flordon,

Horning.

C. parvum. (Sm.) Cossey, Flordon—rare.

Genus Excyonema Kutztntg.

E. prostratum. (Ralfs.) Ormesby Broad
;
not common.

E. caespitosum. Kiitz. Mixed with the preceding species.

Genus Amphora Ehrexberg.

A. ovalis. (Kiitz.) Copious in a ditch at Hethersett
;
more or

less frequent in all fresh-water ditches.

A. affinis. (Kiitz.) Frequent in brackish-water gatherings.

A. minutissima. (Sm.) Ormesby Broad.
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A. arcus. (Greg.) Sand gatherings Hunstanton, Wells.

A. arenaria. (Donk.) Found with the above.

A. grevilliana. (Greg.) Sands, Wells and Hunstanton.

Genus Palmeria Greville.

P. vulgare. (Kitton.)=Amphora complexa. (Gregory.) Pare

—sands, Hunstanton and Wells.

Family VIII—GOMPHONEMAHL
Genus Gomphonema Agardh.

G. GEMinatum. Ag. Pare—in the Orinesby gatherings.

G. acuminatum. (Ehr.) Frequent—Cossey, Flordon, Orinesby,

and all fresh-water ditches.

G. vibrio. (Ehr.) Ormesby and Horning.

G. olivaceum. (Ehr.) St. Faith’s, Heigham, Flordon, Whissonsett.

Genus Havicula Bory.

N. granulata. (Breb.) Wells, Hunstanton, and Brancaster

sands—common.

N. humerosa, (Breb.) Associated with the above species.

N. rectangulata. (Greg.) Same habitats as above.

FT. palpebralis. (Sm.) Same habitats as above.

FT. cancellata. (Donk.) Pare— in the Wells gathering.

FT. lyra. (Ehr.) Pare—in the Wells gathering.

FT. retusa. (Breb.) Frequent in the Hunstanton gatherings.

FT. fortis. (Greg.) Hunstanton, Wells.

N. cluthensis. (Greg.) Hunstanton, Wells, Breydon.

FT. ovalis. (Kiitz.) Breydon, Hunstanton, Brancaster.

FT. (Pinn.) gigas. (Ehr.) Hickling broad. This form is referred

to N. nobilis, Ehrenberg, by the author of the ‘ Synopsis of

British Diatomaceae,’ a species not found in this county and

probably not in Great Britain.

PT
.
(Pinn.) cardinalis. (Ehr.) Very frequent and fine in the

Hickling Broad gathering.

FT. didyma. (Kiitz.) Copious—Hunstanton and Wells • rare in

the Breydon ditches.
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N. Arts. (Ehr.) Hare—Hunstanton saiuls.

N. bohemica. (Ehr.) Rare—in the Breydon ditches.

N. sculpta. (Ehr.) This species is probably only a variety of the

preceding
;

it is somewhat more frequent but not plentiful.

Breydon ditches.

N. elegans. (Sm.) Nearly pure in a Yarmouth gathering; Brey-

don and Wells—rare.

N. (Pinn.) peregrina. (Sm.) Common in most brackish-water

ditches.

N. crucicula. (Sm.) Breydon, Wells, Lynn.

N. subsalina. (Donk.) Frequent in all brackish-water localities.

N. (Pinn.) radiosa. (Sm.) Common in all fresh-water ditches

and streams.

N. hennedyii. (Sm.) Very rare—in one of the Breydon gather-

ings.

N. inflata. (Sm.) Whissonsett, Flordon, Cossey, Holt,

Ormesby; this occurs, although sparingly, in all fresh-water

localities.

N. gibberula. (Sm.) Parish drain, Ormesby ;
the broad, Hick-

ling
;
Whissonsett.

N. l.evissima. (Sm.) In most of the Ormesby gatherings, but

not frequent.

N. amphisbjekta. Bory. This species is present in all fresh-water

gatherings.

N. serians. (Kiitz.) Nearly pure in a small pond on Edgelield

Heath
;
more or less common in all fresh-water ditches.

N. rhomboides. (Ehr.) Edgefield, Whissonsett, Ormesby, Flor-

don
;
this is not a common species in this county.

N. crassinervia. (Breb.) Sparingly mixed with the above.

N. cuspidata. (Kiitz.) Whissonsett, Ormesby, Holt; not fre-

quent
;

it also occurs in one of the Breydon ditches in

which there is a considerable influx of fresh water in this

habitat. The outline of the valve slightly differs from that

of the type form, the sides being slightly rounded.

N. ambigua. (Ehr.) Occurs in the same localities as the preced-

ing species but is less frequent.

N. rynchocepiiala. (Kiitz.) Flordon, Whissonsett
;
common in

most fresh-water streams.
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IN. SPHiEROPHORA. (Kiitz.) Copious—Whissonsett
;
frequent in

fresh-water ditches.

N. elliptica. (Kiitz.) Breydon, Whissonsett, Flordon.

1ST. Integra. (Sm.) Bare—in a brackish-water ditch, Yarmouth.

FT. anglica. (Ralfs.) Moss, Osier Car, Heigham; Whissonsett,

Ormesby.

FT. (Pinn.) viridis. (Sm.) Common—in all fresh-water ditches.

IN’. gentilis. (Donk.) Whissonsett, Ormesby, Cossey.

N. (Pinn.) gibba. (Ehr.) Holt, Flordon, Cossey.

IN'. (Pinn.) distans. (Sm.) Rare—in stomachs of Hoctilucae,

Yarmouth
;

sands, Hunstanton and Wells.

FI. BACILLUM. (Ehr.) Frequent—in a gathering from Hickling,

but I have not obtained it from any other locality in this

county.

IN’, bacillaris. (Greg.) Whissonsett and Ormesby.

IN’, cyprinus. (Ehr.) Breydon, Wells, Yarmouth, Hunstanton.

FT. (Pinn.) globiceps. (Greg.) Found by the late Professor

Gregory, in a gathering from Flordon, sent to him by Mr.

Brightwell.

N. marina. (Ralfs.) Very rare—Breydon, Wells, Yarmouth,

Hunstanton.

FT. minutula. (Kiitz.) Wells, Hunstanton.

FT. (Pinn.) nodosa. (Sm.) Moss, Osier Car, Heigliam.

FT. undosa. (Ehr.) Ormesby Broad
;

moss, Osier Car,

Heigham.

FT. appendiculata. (Kiitz.) Moss, Osier Car, Heigham.

FT. atomus. (Kiitz.) Moss, Osier Car, Heigham.

FT. (Stauroneis) aspera. (Ehr.) Rare—Yarmouth, Wells.

IN’. clepsydra. (Donk.) Frequent—Hunstanton and Wells.

IN’. follis. (Ehr.) Very rare—moss, Osier Car, Heigham.

FT. jenneri. (Sm.) Common—in salt-water ditches, Breydon,

Wells, Hunstanton, Lynn.

FT. oonvexa. (Sm.) Rare—Wells and Breydon.

N. elginensis. (Greg.) Ormesby, Whissonsett.

FJ. liber. (Sm.) Wells ditches.

N. firma. (Kiitz.) Frequent—in fresli water.

FT. (Pinn.) oblonga. (Kiitz.) Very common—Horning, Ormesby,

Whissonsett, Cossey.
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N. (Stauroneis) punctata. (Kiitz.) Bare—in moss washings,

Heigham, Whissonsctt.

N. (Finn.) borealis. (Ehr.) Moss from trees, very rare.

N. lineata. ? (Greg.) Wells—rare.

N. maxima. (Greg.) Wells sands.

N. hyalina. (Donk.) Very rare— Hunstanton.

N. varians. (Greg.) Moss, Osier Car
;
Whissonsctt.

FT. cruciformis. (Donk.) Ivare—Wells.

N. scutelloides. (Greg.) Ormesby Broad.

Genus Pleurosigma Smith.

P. elongatum. Sm. Common—in the Breydon and Wells

gatherings.

r. strigosum. Sm. Common— in brackish- water localities.

1’. angulatum. Sm. Frequent—in all salt-water ditches.

1*. quadratum. Sm. This species is almost invariably associated

with the preceding, of which probably it is only a variety.

P. elongatum. Sm. Bitches, Breydon and Wells.

P. jESTUarii. Sm. Not common—Hunstanton sands,

r. marinum. (Donk.) Wells and Hunstanton sands.

P. balticum. Sm. Frequent and fine—in the Breydon ditches.

P. strigilis. Sm. Mixed with above species, but rare,

r. fasciola. Sm. Eiver Bure, near Yarmouth, and Breydon

ditches—rare.

r. hippocampus. Sm. In most brackish-water localities, but not

common.

r. lacustre. Sm. Whissonsctt, Poringland, Ormesby—frequent.

P. spenceri. Sm. Whissonsett, Ormesby.

P. transversale. Sm. Wells and Hunstanton sands.

P. normanii. (Ralfs.) Stomachs of Xoctiluca?, Yarmouth.

Genus Toxonidea Donkin.

T. insignis. Donk. More or less frequent in sand gatherings

;

Hunstanton, Brancaster, Wells.

T. gregoriana. Donk. Associated with the preceding.
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Genus Stauroneis Ehrenberg.

S. ph/Enicknteron. Ehr. Fresh-water ponds and streams

—

common.

S. acuta. (Sm. ) Rare—Whissonsett.

S. gracilis. Ehr. Whissonsett, Ormesby.

S. linearis. Ehr. Rare—Whissonsett, Heigbam.

S. legumen. (Kiitz.) Rare—moss, Osier Car, Heigham.

S. salina. (Sm.) Breydon ditches.

S. cohnii. (Iiilse.) Moss, Osier Car, Heigham.

S. spiculum. (Ilickie.) Very rare—in a brackish-water ditch at

Burgh. This is probably only a delicate state of Schizo-

nema cruciyerum.

Genus Amphiprora Ehrenberg.

A. alata. (Kiitz.) Common in salt and brackish water
;
very

fine in a ditch near Caister.

A. paludosa. (Sm.) Rare—in some of the Breydon ditches.

A. constricta. (Sm.) Abundant in a gathering from the Bure,

near Yarmouth.

A. lepidoptera. (Greg.) Hunstanton and Wells sands.

A. elegans. (Greg.) Hunstanton and Wells sands.

A. maxima. (Greg.) Hunstanton and Wells sands—rare.

Genus Colletonema BrOiisson.

C. eximium. (Thw.) River Bure
;
Breydon ditches.

C. vulgare. (Thw.) Breydon ditches.

Genus Sciiizonema Agardh.

S. crucigerum. (Sm.) Brackish-water ditches, Burgh
;

Yar-

mouth, Breydon.

S. grevillii. Ag. Growing on posts of the Britannia Pier,

Yarmouth.

Genus Mastogloia.

M. Smithii. (Sm.) Common in the Breydon gatherings.
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Genas Stictodesmus Greville.

S. craticula. (Ehr.) Whissonsett, Ormesby.

This form was placed by Elirenberg, Kiitzing, and others, in the

Genus Surirella
;
Herr Grunow makes it the type of a new genus

(Craticula); Professor II. L. Smith refers it (I think rightly) to,

Greville’s Stictodesmus.

Family X—BIDDULPHDE.

Genus Biddulphia Gray.

B. aurita. (Breb.) River Xene, Breydon ditches, stomachs of

Noctilucae, Yarmouth.

B. baileyi. (Sm.) Stomachs of Noctilucae, Yarmouth.

B. rauiatus. (Sm.) Breydon ditches—very rare.

B. nnoMnus. (Sm.) Breydon and Wells— very rare.

Genus Ampiiitetras Ehrenbero.

A. antediluvian a. Ehr. I once detected a valve of this species

in a gathering from Cromer, but have never found it since

in this county; it is therefore probable that it had acci-

dentally got into this material.

Genus Triceratium Ehrenbero.

T. favus. Ehr. Breydon ditches, mud from Yarmouth Harbour

—not frequent.

T. alternans. (Bail.) Breydon ditches, stomachs of Noctilucae

—rare.

T. striolatum. Ehr. Breydon ditches, stomachs of Noctilucae.

Genus Ditylum Bailey.

D. trigonum. Bail. Stomachs of Noctilucae, Yarmouth. This form

is Mr. Brightwell’s Triceratium undulation — T. brightwellii

(Iialfs). Professor Bailey’s generic and specific names have

the priority of publication.
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Family XI—MELOSIBEHS.

Genus Cyclotella Kutzing.

C. operculata. Kiitz. Frequent in fresh water.

C. kutzingi ana. (Thwaites.) Fresh or brackish water; Ormeshy

Breydon, Flordon, Biver Bure.

C. minutula. Kiitz. Ormesby, Whissonsett, Horning.

C. rotula. Kiitz. Ormesby, Breydon.

C. punctata. (Sm.) The Xene, near Wisbeach
;

Titchwell,

Breydon.

C. dallasxana. (Sm.) Very rare— iu one of the Breydon

ditches.

C. papillosa. (0. Meara.) Bare—in one of the Ormesby

gatherings.

C. scotica. Kiitz. Biver Bure, near Yarmouth.

Genus Coscinodiscus Ehrenberg.

C. radiatus. Ehr. Hunstanton sands
;
stomachs of Koctilucai,

Yarmouth
;
Breydon—rare.

C. excentricus. Ehr. Same localities as the preceding species.

C. ovalis. (Boper.) Hunstanton sands—frequent.

C. conoinnus. (Sm. nec Ehr.) Stomachs of Xoctilucse.

C. minor. (Kiitz.) Breydon, AVells, Hunstanton.

C. nitida. (Greg.) Hunstanton sands—rare.

Genus Eupodiscus Ehrenberg.

E. argus. Ehr. Bare—in mud from Yarmouth Harbour.

Genus Auliscus Ehrenberg.

A. sculptus. (Sm.) Bare—Yarmouth Harbour, Breydon.

Genus Actinocyclus Ehrenberg.

A. ralfsii. (Sm.) Stomachs of Xoctilucm, Yarmouth
;
Hun-

stanton sands.

A. suBTiLis. (Greg.) Associated with above species.
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Genus Actinoptychus Ehrenberg.

A. undulatus. (Kiitz.) Stomachs of Noctilucae, Yarmouth

;

Breydon ditches, Hunstanton, and Wells.

Genus Melosira Agardh.

M. va rians. Ag. Common—in most fresh-water ditches.

M. borrerii. (Grev.) Pure in a brack ish-water ditch, Breydon.

Genus Orthosira Thwaites

O. arenaria. (Sin.) Frequent in a ditch at Ilcllesdon, but rare

in other localities.

0. oricualcea. (Sin.) Frequent in fresh-water ditches.

0. marina. (Sm.) Stomachs of Hoctilucai, Yarmouth.

O. punctata. (Sm.) Ormesby Broad—rare.

Genus Dendroteres Ehrenberg.

D. spiralis. (Ehr.) Bare—in moss from an elm on Earlham

Boad.

Genus Pouosira Ehrenberg.

P. maculata. (Sm.) Breydon ditches.

Family CILETOGERIEE.

Genus Ch.etoceros Ehrenberg.

C. wighamii. (BrL) In a ditch near “ The Berney Arms,”

Breydon.

C. bacteriastrum. (Wallicli.) Stomachs of Noctilucai, l*ar-

mouth.

C. armatum. (West.) Yarmouth sands : a very doubtful diatom.

It may sometimes be found forming a greenish-brown

pellicle, on the wet sand, at low water.

Genus Bhizosolenia Ehrenberg.

B. styliformis. (BrL) \

B. imbricata. (Bri.) f

B. setigera. (Bri.)
[

B. alata. (Bri.)

Stomachs of Boctilucie, lrannouth.
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Genus Lithodesmium Ehrenberg.

L. (1) malleus. (Bri.) Stomachs of Noctilucre, Yarmouth. I

have placed this form in the above genus, with considerable

hesitation; it is probably not Diatomaceous.

Number of Genera 60

Number of Species 264
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